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FINANCE

1. UNCLASSIFIED - Government Deposits at BSL (BER 8)

he opposition has been criticizing the Government for failure to
implement public works project, claiming that Government (including municipalities)
deposits at the central bank, Banque de Svrie et du Liban, total LL 320 million
($106.7 million).

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: The LL 320 million total was presumably
at the end of January or February 1962 since the IMF's International Financial
Statistics for February 1962 gives the sum of LL 310 million ($103.3 million)
for Government deposits at the end of November 1961. Thus, during the year
ending January 1962, Government deposits increased by LL 67 million ($22.3 million)
whereas in the corresponding period a year earlier this increase was LL 75 million
($25 million). The Lebanese economy has, however, felt the contractionary impact
of this past year's Government's fiscal policy more acutely than the previous year.
Bank credit, the expansion of which had stimulated the economy for the past few
years at least, has virtually stopped growing since July 1961. Therefore, there
is renewed pressure on the Government to loosen its purse strings, particularly
in implementing its public works project. (JHA)

COMMUNICATIONS

2. UNCLASSIFIED - Telephope Developments

The Lebanese Government continues its program of expanding telephone
communications. Recently, the General Telephone and Electronics International
(GTEI) was the lowest bidder on a 120 channel (expandable to 300) microwave
link between Beirut and Tripoli for a quotation of LL 120,000. As is very
often the case, this equipment will be manufactured by its European subsidiary,
Marelli-Linkurt of Milan. The local GTEI office expects to be notified officially
within a few weeks about the award of the contract.

The Council of Ministers recently approved the installation of 35,000
lines, of which 22,500 lines will be purchased from the Swedish firm Erickson
and contracts for 12,500 remaining lines will be let after international tenders.
According to the press the Swedish equipment will be purchased at lower prices
than those quoted by Erickson several years ago. (JHA)

REAL ESTATE

3. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - Saudis Attempt Purchase of Starco Center

The Embassy has been informed that a representative of King Saud and
his family offered recently to the Shi'ite Beydoun family the sum of LL 28
million ($9.3 million) for the purchase of the Starco Center, a complex of two
ultra modern air-conditioned office buildings complete with expensive shops, a
restaurant and a theatre. The Beydoun family rejected the offer and demanded
LL 32 million ($10.7 million). At this price the Saudi representative apparently
ost interest in the transaction.
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REAL ESTATE (Item 3 cont'd) From Beirut

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: Starco Center, which was completed only a
few years ago, was reportedly constructed at a cost of some LL 16 million
($5.3 million). At the offered price of LL 28 million some circles estimate that
the return on the investment would have been a paltry 2-3 percent. The probability
of further appreciation of this choice piece of real estate was probably the main
attraction for the Saudis. (JHA)

One broker estimates that the Saudis have invested about LL 100 million
($33 million) in Lebanese real estate. A Saudi agent who manages local properties
for King Saud and his immediate family informed one of his tenants that they now
have 25 buildings in Beirut and vicinity. (JHA)

AVIATION

4. UNCLASSIFIED - TMA Personnel Ousted from Afghanistan

According to the Lebanese National News Agency, the Lebanese Government
is "deeply concerned" over the "deportation" from Afghanistan last week of five
employees of Trans-Mediterranean Airways (Lebanese all-cargo airline) and is
considering retaliatory action against Ariana, the Afghan airline.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: TMA's owner has informed the Embassy that
when TMA inquired why the Afghans had found its Kabul-based employees unwelcome,
it was told that TMA is competing "unduly" with Ariana. TMA has protested to the
Lebanese authorities, who may in reprisal ultimately decide to restrict Ariana's
Beirut traffic rights. Meanwhile TMA is sending a new group of employees to Kabul
to replace those who have been ejected. The airline has been privately informed by
the Afghan authorities, however, that as soon as these new employees establish
themselves and their contacts, they, too, will be ordered to leave the country. (JHE)

5. UNCLASSIFIED - MEA Considerinq Purchase Additional Comets

The Chairman of Middle East Airlines has announced in London that he is
negotiating for three additional Comet aircraft for the use of MEA, and for three
additional Comets for lease by MEA to other Middle Eastern airlines. The six
Comets, it is said, would cost MEA about $17 million, total.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: Although this report is, apparently, accurately
ascribed to MEA's wily Chairman, it is hard to accept at face value. MBA's load
factors are notoriously low and its present fleet of four Comets and six Viscounts
have seemed more than adequate to serve its present routes. Furthermore, the airline
is universally asserted to be on thin ice financially. Accordingly, the announcement
that it may buy six more Comets may mean that MEA believes that one or another of the
airlines of the Middle East to which MEA allegedly has offered to lease Comets
(including Syrian Airways, Iraqi Airways and Iranair) may be on the verge of accept-
ing its offer. However, the possibilities that MEA is merely bluffing; or that it
is preparing to take over Air Liban (which needs re-equipping); or that its negotia-
tions for rights to establish a Libyan airline show prospects of success, must also
be considered. Meanwhile, to further complicate the mystery, MEA is reliably reported
Ito be dickering confidentially with Convair for the lease-purchase of two ConvairJ
8Os. (JHE)
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LABOR

6. UNCLASSIFIED - FITU Council of Deleaates Fails to Act

After a long, unruly meeting on March 27, the Council of Delegates of
the strife-ridden Federation of Independent Trade Unions (FITU) sidestepped the
question of admitting the Mashghara Tannery Workers Union. Labib SAHLANI,
left-leaning FITU Secretary General, pushed hard for the admission of the Tannery
Workers who have been under Communist control for many years. Sensing that they
probably did not have the votes to prevent the Tannery Workers' admission,
Acting FITU President Naim KREIDI succeeded in preventing a vote on the ground
that the issue should first have been presented to the Federation's executive
board.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: The Communist-Progressive Socialist party
faction, led by SAHLANI, has thus been denied one of the more limited objectives
in its attempt to take over the leadership of the FITU. Apparently, the issue
of admitting the Tannery Workers will be pushed aside until after the thrice-
postponed election of officers for the Federation, now due to be held on
April 17. (HDS)

7. UNCLASSIFIED - Communist Newspaper Attacks on CLL Leaders

An cl, Beirut Communist daily, has stepped up its attacks on the two
top leaders of the newly-formed Confederation of Lebanese Labor (CLL), Gabriel
KHOURY and Hussein Ali HUSSEIN. Khoury also heads the powerful United Unions
of Employees and Workers (UUEW) which recently affiliated with the International
Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), while Hussein is President of the
ICFTU-affiliated Jami'at federation. An Nia continues to harp on the line
that these trade unionists are imperialist agents with Khoury's ties being
"with the British Embassy," while Hussein is described as leaning toward the
Americans.

The sharpened struggle for control of the Lebanese trade union movement

has inspired other newspapers' comments, notably in daily Lisan Al Ha whose
reporting has been much more balanced. This paper has given Khoury and Hussein

an opportunity to reply to their Communist and Progressive Socialist critics,
a privilege denied them as a matter of course by An Nida. (HDS)

8. UNCLASSIFIED - UUEW Notified of Acceptance by ICFTU

UUEW Executive Secretary Maurice TAWILE informed the reporting officer
that informal word has been received from the ICFTU that the UUEW's application
for membership in that body has been acted upon favorably at the recent meeting
of the ICFTU Executive Board in Brussels. Thus, the UUEW joins Lebanon's Jami'at
federation which has been an affiliate of the free world labor organization since
1949. Although four UUEW member unions left the Federation because of its

affiliation with the ICFTU, it still remains numerically the strongest of Lebanon's
four licensed federations. Although precise membership figures are difficult to
come by, it is almost certain that a majority of Lebanon's organized workers are

grouped in the UUEW and Jami'at and thus linked with free world labor. (HDS)
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a INDUSTRY

9. UNCLASSIFIED - Repurchase of Concessionary Electric Comoanies

The program for repurchasing concessionary electric companies by
the Government of Lebanon is well under way. The Directorate General of
the Control Office for Concessionary Companies has recently submitted to
the Office of the President of the Council of Ministers the list of
concessionary electric companies which were repurchased by the Lebanese
Government at the beginning of 1962. This includes the following companies:
the concession of the "Societe d'Ehden," the concession of Sidon, the
concessions of "Nabeh Tasseh" (Nabatieh and Sad Bauchrie), and "Saghbine".
The plans for the second half of 1962 were submitted for approval to the
Council of Ministers and include the "Societe de Bhamdoun" and "Societe
Baidar" on October 15, 1962, the "Societe de Cyrie, Reyfoun et Sofar" at
the end of 1962, the "Societe de Moukhtara, Amatour et Ghoraife" in July
1962, and the "Societe de Khirbet Chouf et Mazraat Chouf" on September 15,
1962. (JCW-SN)

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: This item's main interest is that the
GOL is going about recapturing its leased franchises in an orderly and
democratic fashion, with no hint of confiscation or expropriation. (JCW)

AGRICULTURE

10. UNCLASSIFIED - Import of Egyptian Table Potatoes

The Ministry of Agriculture has granted import licenses for 2,000
metric tons of Egyptian table potatoes as a means of lowering prices. The
Ministry has also placed an embargo on the export of potatoes which will
be effective through April 30. Import licenses for Egyptian potatoes in
1960 and 1961 totalled 18,000 and 8,000 tons respectively. (DLM)

11. UNCLASSIFIED - Fruit Board Head Solicits Business in Eurooe

Mr. Antoine Edde, President of the Fruit Board, attended the

Leipzig Fair (March 4-11, 1962) on behalf of the Lebanese cabinet, and
as head of the Lebanese pavilion. He later proceeded to Hamburg, Brussels,
Paris and London to promote the sale of Lebanese fruits. (DLM)

12. UNCLASSIFIED - Rainfall - 1961/62 Season (Seotember-August)

By March 25, 1962, accumulated rainfall reached 536 mm. at Ksara,
(Bekaa valley) and 699 mm. in Beirut. It totalled 396 mm. at Ksara and
770 mm. in Beirut for the same period last year. The normal rainfall for
this period at the two stations is 558 mm. and 807 mm. respectively. (DLM)
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13. UNCLASSIFIED - Sixth Fleet Visit

On April 2, nine units of the U.S. Sixth Fleet will visit Beirut. The
total number of visitors will be 7,279 which includes 611 officers, 6,418
enlisted men, and about 250 fleet support transients. The Fleet will stay
from four to six days in Beirut and the American and Lebanese community is
planning the usual warm welcoming program. The Fleet will have been at sea
for two to three weeks previous to the visit and the men will have been paid
just before arrival. It is anticipated, therefore, that each man will spend
roughly $125 to $150 a piece in the "happy liberty" town of Beirut. This
should mean more than one million dollars coming into the Lebanese economy
during that week.

COMMENT: CONFIDENTIAL: The foregoing presumes that the events of
March 27 et seq. in Syria will not lead to cancellation of the Fleet visit. (JCW)

14. UNCLASSIFIED - Official Opening of Phoenicia-Intercontinental (BER-l)

On March 31, 1962 the formal opening of the Phoenicia Hotel,

Intercontinental Hotel Corporation's new Middle Eastern jewel, will take place.

In addition to the public rooms reported in the reference BER, a new night-club,
Le Paon Rouge; a new roof-cocktail lounge, Le Panache; an "underwater" bar,
"Sous-la-Mer"; and a new swimming pool, "The Phoenicia Cabana Club" will be in
operation.

The hotel has 325 guest rooms, all with bath and terrace. It also contains

a theatre-auditorium which will seat four hundred, a ball room which will

accommodate 1000 persons, and a garage with a capacity of 120 cars. Its

shops include a barber shop, a beauty shop, a florist shop, an oriental bazaar,

a photographic shop, a branch of the Intra Bank, a branch of AMLEVCO (American

Express), and a cable office. (JCW)

TRADE FAIRS

15. UNCLASSIFIED - The Fight for the Fairs

On Tuesday, March 13, 1962, the Commercial Attache visited Mr. Khalil

Takieddine, Chief of the Economic, Cultural and Social Department of the

Foreign Ministry to discuss at length the final arrangements for 10,000 square

feet at the New York World's Fair in 1964-65. The Attache was accompanied by

Mr. Nasri Khattar, an Arabic speaking American architect who designed the

Lebanese pavilion at the 1939 New York World's Fair when he was practicing in
LConnecticut. The session was quite a long one with a thorough examination J
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TRADE FAIRS (Item 15 Con'd)

of all costs (in three languages). It was estimated that the pavilion for the
new Fair will cost Lebanon at least $600,000. This seemed to be acceptable.
The Embassy has learned within the past week that the chances are indeed very
good for the Lebanese Government to appropriate an even greater figure, LL 3
million ($1 million) for this Fair.

Participation in U.S. Fairs in 1962, however, received a setback when the
Lebanese decided not to participate in the Chicago Trade Fair but to participate,
instead, in a Fair in Tripoli, Libya. The Embassy has made and is continuing
to make representations on this matter and is hopeful for reconsideration by
the GOL. It is being aided in this effort by the arrival on April 2 of
Mr. Vilas JOHNSON, the Chicago Fair's Director of Foreign Affairs together
with Mr. Bert R. PRALL, Merchandising Consultant for the Chicago Fair. These
two men plan to point out to GOL officials the many marketing advantages accruing
to Lebanon for participating in the Chicago Trade Fair in 1962. (JCW)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

16. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - Litani Developments (BER 3)

The National Litani Office (NLO) has requested the sum of LL 100
million ($33.3 million) from the Government to complete the project. Verbal
assurances have already been given by the Government that this requested sum
will be made available. The Director General of the NID thought that this
amount would permit it to build the Karoun dam to a height of 60 meters above
bed rock.

Two 15,000 kw turbine-generators are now operating five hours daily. An
NLO official stated that the Government's Electricity Office was experiencing
some difficulties in absorbing this new source of power into the Beirut
grid. (JHA)

COMMERCIAL OFFICE

17. UNCLASSIFIED - American Business Visitors

The log of the Commercial Office shows that the following aimericans
and representatives of american companies conferred with the Embassy between
March 14 and March 28:

Mr. J. Eric Ridsdale, Manager, American Export Lines, Beirut;
Mr. Conrad Reiman, American Machine Foundry Corp., New York; Mr. John P. Nahas,

LOil Field Supplies; Mr. Robert J. Clark, Marketing Economist, New York City;

CONFIDENTIAL
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COMMERCIAL OFFICE (Item 17 Con'd)

Mr. Thomas Hauff, Manager of American Foreign Insurance Association, Beirut and
Mr. Dwight Parker, Chairman of the Board, Springfield Insurance Company,
Springfield, Mass.; Mr. Clayton Brace and Mr. Mounir Takchi, representing CLT,
Television, Beirut (Time-Life); Mr. Constantin Zenker, Chrysler Corporation
Manager, Beirut; Mr. E. Frederick Bratzel, Manager of Sales Branches, Eastern
Zone and Mr. J. P. Henrion, Beirut Manager, Parke Davis Overseas Division,
Detroit, Mich.; Mr. Walter A. Rhoads, Director International Division, Superior
Coach Company, Lima, Ohio, together with two Middle Eastern Sales Representatives
of the same company, Messrs. Victor S. Salman and Issa S. Hirmas, both of
Damascus, Syria; Mr. John D. Joseph and Mr. Herbert C. Jackson of Gaylord-Rand,
Inc., San Francisco, California; Mr. Henry A. J. Ralph, Vice President, Bank of
america, New York; Mr. Vahram Pahigian, Sales Rep., Emery Air Freight, New York;
Mr. Arthur J. Locke, International Division Manager, Continental Electronics,
New York; Mr. Edwin W. Smith, The Reliance Company, Beirut; Mr. Charles K. Fossett,
Manager of Administration, Procter and Gamble International, Geneva, Switzerland;
Mr. D. Graham Bailey, West Virginia Pulp and Paper, New York; Mr. James A. Farley,
Chairman of the Board, the Coca-Cola Company, New York; Mr. Karnik Malikian,
Vice President Lebanese-U.S. Chamber of Commerce, New York and Lebanon; and
Mr. Henri R. Corsi, Sales Rep., 3M Company, Saint Paul 6, Minnesota. (JCW)

For the Ambassador:

Evan M. Wilson
Counselor of Embassy

Contributors:

JHEnnis, JHAshida, JCWeisert, HDSnell, DIMacDonald, SNahas

Distribution:

Copies to: AMMAN, ANKARA, BAGHDAD, CAIRO, DAMASCUS, JIDDA, TEL AVIV, TRIPOLI.
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1. HIGHLIGHTS - UNCLa-.SSIFIED

Business activity continued at a slow pace. The continuation of

the confused state of Syrian affairs did not help the situation. Banks have

remained extremely cautious since the abortive Lebanese coup, although most of

them are reportedly very liquid. Since the banking system is not expanding

loans as in the booming days following the 1958 internal- troubles, money supply

has virtually ceased growing during the past six months. Notes in circulation

remain unchanged at LL 437 million since October 1961.

As a consequence business circles have been pressing the Government to

accelerate the public works program in the hope of stimulating the economy. It

appears, however, that the Easter shopping season will do more for business

than will the Government. - A welcome fillip to certain segments of the Lebanese

economy was the week-long visit of the Sixth Fleet to Beirut. .(See Item No. 2.)

Quotations for the dollar continued to fluctuate around the LP 300 level.

The Government's Exchange Stabilization Fund is now trying. to stabilize the

dollar at this level after having failed .in its efforts to maintain the rate

at the LP 310 level. (JHA)

TOURISM

2. UNCLASSIFIED - Sixth Fleet Visit

Nine units and over 7,000 officers and men of the U.S. Sixth Fleet

-visited Beirut from April 2 to Api'il 9, 1962. The Lebanese and american

communities gave them their usual warm welcome at the canteen and at family

.dinners and receptions. A quick "opinion poll' revealed that from apprentice

seaman to Vice-Admiral, Beirut was considered a "happy liberty town" and a place

to come back to. Estimates of the value of the fleet visit to Lebanon's balance

of payments vary from $350,000 to about 1/2 million dollars. (JCW)

INDUSTRY

3. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - Canadian Investment in New Pharmaceutical Plant

The Canadian pharmaceutical concern, Charles Frost & Company, is

investing 60 per cent of the funds required for the establishment of a

pharmaceutical plant in Sarba in cooperation with Lebanese interests. The

plant will manufacture vitamins-,, antibiotics, hormones, etc., eighty-five per

cent of which will be exported. Construction has already started on the

building. Machinery will be imported from Western Europe and North America.

Production is expected to start early in 1963.

CONFIDENTIAL
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INDUSTRY (Item 3 con'd)

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: High Lebanese officials, including the former

Minister of Public Health, have at one time or another expressed considerable

concern about the alleged high prices of pharmaceuticals and urged at various

times the nationalization of the importation, distribution and sale of

pharmaceuticals. Since the Government has recently issued statements favoring

the establishment of pharmaceutical plants with the cooperation of foreign

capital, the present Government may have abandoned all' -notions of nationalization.

The construction of this plant is especially significant because it is the

first pharmaceutical plant in Lebanon, a type of industry requiring the kind of

skilled workers which Lebanon can provide. Moreover this is believed to be the

first Canadian investment in Lebanon. (JHA)

4. OFFICIAL USE ONLY' - Canadian Brewery Invests in IRCAF (Embdep 662,
March 6, 1961)

The Carling Brewery of Toronto, Canada, has signed an agreement with

IRCAF (Industries for Restoration and Conservation of Agricultural Products and

Fruit) to invest approximately 25-30 per cent of the total investment estimated

at LL 40-60 million ($13-20 million) for the complex of five factories at

Amchit to manufacture fruit juices, beer, animal feed, ice and frozen foods,

now under construction. Carling's "Black Label" beer will be produced in the

modern 85,000 barrels annual capacity brewery equipped with Siemens machinery.

Brewing is expected to start in November with distribution to retail outlets

scheduled two months later. Canadian fruit processing machinery has been

ordered far.,the juice plant.

zN e }"& ',With
OFFIC'I'AL YUSEONX - COMMENT: /"Amstel"beer to be available from the

modernized ry in the next month or so, a rough .battle for supremacy

in the Lebaneri 1mrket is anticipated among Lebanon's three breweries.

K likely casualty may be. the old Laziza brewery, which has to date no tieup

with any foreign firms, The Embassy will report more fully when details on the

Carling-IRCAF agreement become available. (JHA)

FINANCE

5. UNCLASSIFIED - Beirut Branch of Bache & Co. Formally Opens for

Business (BER 22, 25)

Inthe presence of Mr. Robert HALL, general partner, and Mr. Ferdinand

PECCI-BLUNT, Manager of the Rome office, the Beirut office of the American

stock brokerage firm, Bache and Company, celebrated its formal opening with

a reception held in its new off ices in the Starco Center.' Bache & Co.

has actually been conducting business since January,1961 when the Government

CONF IDENTIAL
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FINANCE (Item No. 5 Contd)

gave its approval for registration of the firm, The formal opening was,

however, postponed until the new offices could be equipped 
and decorated.

Meanwhile, the newest arrival, Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith,

Inc., has just obtained GOL approval of 
its registration and will start operations

soon at temporary quarters pending conclusion of negotiations 
for its permanent

office space. (JHA)

6. UNCLASSIFIED - Leading Banks Establish Minimum Snread for Buving

and Selling Dollars

About a week ago the leading banks in Beirut got together 
to establish

a minimum spread of half a piaster for buying and selling 
dollars against

Lebanese pounds for amounts up to $25,000. They have complained that cutthroat

competition had narrowed the spread to a low of one-tenth 
of one piaster. The

commission in such cases was not enough to pay for expenses. 
A check with

foreign exchange traders at two of the American banks indicates that the

participants are adhering to the week-old agreement.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: This is the first time the leading banks

have agreed to set some sort of limit on the spread between the buying and

selling rates for dollars. There are, however, many who are doubtful whether

the agreement can continue for long, since any bank, they claim, would be willing

to sell dollars even at cost to steal a good customer from another 
bank. It

should be' noted that Lebanese businessmen usually shop around 
for the best

bargains. (JHA)

AVIATION

7. UNCLASSIFIED - MEA Contributes $16.500 to Lebanese Press Association

Sheikh Najib ALaMUDDINE, Chairman of the Board of Middle East

Airlines, has presented a check for LL 50,000 (approximately $16,500) to the

President of the Lebanese Press Association as MEA's contribution toward the

construction of the "Press House" now being built in Beirut.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: MEA's gift to the Press Association may be

intended by Sheikh Najib to discredit prevailing rumors that MEA is in serious

trouble financially. (JHE)
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AVIATION

8,. UNCLASSIFIED - Aero Club Launches New Cessna

On the occasion of the inaugural flight of the Lebanese Aero Club's

third aircraft, a Cessna 150, the Club organized a ceremony attended by the

Prime Minister, the Minister of Public Works and other prominent Lebanese

Government officials and celebrities. The ceremony was held in a Middle East

Airline hangar (where the Club's aircraft are maintained and serviced).

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: The Aero Club is making a bid for a

greater measure of official recognition and subsidy, both of which are essential

if the Club is to prosper at all. MEA, in lending its support, also seized the

occassion to lead the visitors through its own impressive engineering and

maintenance installations. (JEE)

L:-BOR

9. UNCLASSIFIED - Cabinet Approves Low-Cost-Housing Proposals

In its meeting on April 4 the Council of Ministers approved a draft

law for the construction of low cost housing and sent it to Parliament as an

urgent measure. Under this procedure, if no action is taken within 40 days,

the law may be issued by decree.

The draft legislation provides for the establishment of a housing

department within the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs and for a

subsequent decree by the Minister to determine the family income limits

for eligibility. It further stipulates that dwellings may be sold on the

installment plan or may be.rented. A translation of the proposed law is

now being prepared and will be transmitted to the Department with a despatch. (HDS)

10, UNCLASSIFIED - CLL To Hold Labor Congress

The Executive Board of the recently activated Congress of Lebanese

Labor (CLL) voted to hold a congress at the Tripoli headquarters of the

affiliated Federation of Unions of North Lebanon (FUNL) on April 6. The

congress will be composed of three delegates from each individual union.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: This move by the CLL is interpreted as being

an effort to counter a previous gathering of Communist and Progressive

Socialist Party controlled unions which was held in February. Recently under

bitter attack from the Communists, the three CLL affiliates*have been

L* Jami*at)
United Unions of Employees and Workers, -and
Federation of Unions of North Lebanon.
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weakened by the loss of four unions formerly affiliated with UUEW. It is

expected that a unified program to resist the Communist-PSP offensive will

be discussed, in addition to the question of eventual affiliation of the

Federation of Independent Trade Unions with the CLL. (HDS)

11. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - IFPW Secretary-General Visits Beirut

On April 10, Loyd HASKINS, General Secretary of the International

Federation of Petroleum Workers (IFPW), stopped over in Beirut for one day,

enroute from Baghdad to the U. S. Haskins' was the second visit paid to

that country by IFPW officials who have been conducting conversations with

the Iraqi Petroleum Workers Federation leading to affiliation with the

trade secretariat. Haskins reports that this visit, like that of IFPW

Representative Curtis HOGAN in February, was highly successful. Haskins

appeared optimistic that the Iraqi Petroleum Workers will join with the IFPW.

He also mentioned that the IFPW plan to bring three or more Iraqi oil

workers to the U.S. in May for trade union training. They will be escorted

by George SACRE, President of Lebanon's Mobil Oil Employees Union. (HDS)

12. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - Communist-PSP Labor Federations License Still Stalled

Five unions, formerly affiliated with the UUEIW, have appealed from a

decision by Minister of Labor Jean AZIZ denying them a license to federate.

Their appeal has been presented to the Council of Ministers, presumably by

PSP Chief, Kamal JUMBL-TT, who is also Minister of Interior. Four of the

unions left the UUEW last month because of their federation's decision to link

up with the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions.(ICFTU). The

other, representing Beirut's power-house and street railway workers., withdrew

from the UUEW in 1960.

The Cabinet voted to refer the question back to the Labor Minister,

authorizing him to take such action as he felt consistent with the law.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: An involved legal question is present here,

for although the Labor Code prohibits Government workers from forming unions,

four of these five unions are composed of employees of quasi-Government

departments. The legislation is silent with respect to licensing federations

of Government workers. Another ticklish problem was created by the

unwillingness of the Government to dissolve these four unions at the time

their companies were nationalized. The Ministry now is attempting to prepare

legislation to restrict the operations of such unions. (HDS)-

CONFIDENTIAL
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13. UNCLASSIFIED - Telex Service Inaugurated

On April 10 Prime Minister KARAME inaugurated what is claimed to be
the first telex service in the Middle East. The Beirut telex system will be
able to accommodate 50 subscribers, of which 12 will be various offices of
the Lebanese Government and the remaining 38 will be private firms. This
system is linked with western Europe and the United States. In view of the
large demand for this service, the Ministry of PTT is installing additional
equipment so that by June an additional 150 subscribers can be accommodated.

UNCLASSIFIED - COMMENT: Telex (and leased wire facilities) should be
particularly useful to Beirut branches of American stock brokerage firms and
banking institutions. The new telex service will be an additional important
factor contributing toward maintaining Beirut's position as the Middle East's
foremost financial and commercial center. (JHA)

BEIRUT PORT

14. UNCLASSIFIED - Conaestion in Port of Beirut

According to a report prepared by the Director General of Transport
for the Minister of Public Works, the port of Beirut is becoming more and more
congested. Although the amount of cargo handled has not reportedly increased,
the number of ships calling at the port has grown, particularly in the last two
months. An average of 26 to 31 ships have been calling daily for the past two
months when the port with its two piers is capable of handling only 18 ships.
The stopovers of several large cruise ships have made less space available for
cargo ships. The lack of special grain unloading equipment has tied up in port
cargo ships with grains for many days. The situation was aggravated recently
when customs authorities prohibited direct unloading from the ship to trucks
or freight cars, when they discovered in some cases that the contents of the
unloaded goods did not match their description on the bill of lading.

UNCLASSIFIED - COMMENT: Port statistics for the first quarter of
1962 show that port congestion is actually due to an increase not only in the
number of ships calling but also in the volume of cargo handled. Total cargo
handled during this period was 476,000 MT, representing a jump of 7 percent
over the first quarter of 1961, almost wholly accounted for by an increase
of 32,000 MT of Lebanese exports -- presumably fruit.

The congestion in the port has probably made the third basin project
of the port more urgent than ever. (JHA)
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15. UNCLASSIFIED - Chouen Dam and Hydroelectric Plant Completed
(Embdesp 556, Feb. 6, 1961)

A private Lebanese utility company last month completed the Chouen
dam and hydroelectric plant on the Ibrahim River, which flows from the Lebanon
Mountains into the Mediterranean Sea midway between Byblos and Sarba. The dam
is located at Chouen, some 422 meters above sea level. Some 3,600 meters down-
stream from the dam is the power plant with two Austrian-manufactured turbine
generators of 7,500 kw capacity each, completely imbedded in the rock. Cost of
the project is estimated at about LL 12,250,000 million ($4.1 million). Tests
are now being conducted on the equipment prior to its official acceptance.
Electric power will be sold to the Government's Electricity Office.

This installation is the third that this company has constructed on
the Ibrahim River, the older two being further downstream.

UNCLASSIFIED - COMMENT: This is the second major electric power
installation to be finished this year. The Markabi power plant of the Litani
Project had earlier this year added 30,000 kw capacity to the system of the
Electricity Office. (JHA)

Loan
16. UNCLASSIFIED - AID/Disbursements

The Banque de Credit Agricole, Industriel et Foncier (BCAIF) disbursed
$1158,123.90 in the month of March, making a total of $1,537,612.55 disbursed to
Lebanon to date. Of this March amount $55,490 was disbursed in Lebanon and
$62,633.90 in the United States.

The Societe pour l'Industrie des Metaux, S.A. (SIDEM) requested
letters of commitment for $7,765 during the month of March which added to
their $360,002.74 already drawn down brought their total to $367,767.74.
Thus total AID-loan disbursements to Lebanon at the end of March 1962 stood
at $1,905,380.29. (JCW)

AGRICULTURE

17. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - Imports of Soviet Wheat

Lebanon imported during the first quarter 10,500 Metric tons of Soviet
wheat, type 431 (equivalent to U.S. Hard Red Winter No. 2), according to the
import trade. It is reported that further regular month shipments of about
2,500 metric ton lots will be imported during the second quarter. The purchase
price was $68.00 per metric -ton, Cif Beirut, for the January and March shipments,
and $68.50 for the February shipment. The shipments for April and May were
concluded on the basis of $68.00 per metric ton. (MB)

CONFIDENTIALL J
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AGRICULTURE

18. UNCLASSIFIED - Apple Exports to Iraq During 1961/62 Marketing Season

Since the beginning of the 1961/62 marketing season Iraq has

imported Lebanese apples more freely than it did during former seasons. In

the first quarter of 1962 it increased its imports to such an extent that

it replaced Syria as the leading Arab outlet. Quantity figures are not now

available. (MB)

FOREIGN TRADE

19. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - "Ships - Cabbages" - admirals and Apples

The Sixth Fleet visit to Beirut (see item No. 2) resulted in the

purchase by the Fleet of LL 24,000 ($8,000) in Lebanese fruits and vegetables.

Over 100 inches of good U.S. publicity on the purchases have appeared in local

Arabic, French, and English newspapers, with more anticipated.

CONFIDENTIAL - COMMENT: The Fleet went out of its way, at the Embassy's

urging, to buy the maximum amount of Lebanese fruits and vegetables to help

offset the large volume of publicity USSR purchases of Lebanese apples have

been receiving.

With direct U.S. commodity sales to Lebanon approaching $50,000,000 and

very little going the other way, Fleet purchases can be an excellent and very

cheap insurance policy against bilateral negotiations, which are currently

being vaguely threatened or hinted at by the GOL. A detailed despatch on the

subject is being prepared. (JCW)

20. UNCLASSIFIED - Canadian Forest Products Mission

A Canadian forest products mission has visited Beirut recently to

promote their sales to Lebanese merchants dealing in forest products. As
anticipated, members of the mission were offered several propositions to

establish a joint Lebanese-Canadian paper mill. A suggestion was made that the

Canadians open a warehouse in the free zone for distributing Canadian products

throughout the region. The Canadians were informed of the Lebanese desire to

redress the balance of trade (favorable to Canada) between the two countries.

Lebanon would like Canada to purchase some of its citrus fruits. (JHA)

21. UNCLASSIFIED - Congress of Arab Chambers of Commerce. Industry and

Agriculture

The 19th Congress of Arab Chambers of Commerce, Industry and J
Agriculture, met in Beirut on March 31 and ended on April 7, 1962. The

CONFIDENTIAL
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countries represented were: Arab United Republic, Iraq, Jordan, Saudi Arabia,

Sudan, Kuwait, Morocco, Tunisia and Lebanon. Those which sent excuses for not

coming were: Syria, Qatar, Libya, Algeria, Bahrein and "Palestine".

After reelecting Mr. Abdul-Rahman Sahmarani, President of the Beirut

Chamber of Commerce, as President of the Congress, the conferees discussed

the Arab economy in general-and pointed out that so far all efforts to regulate

it have failed. To remedy this situation, it was suggested that all commodities

enjoying preferential import duties be divided into three groups: the first

will include those commodities which must be immediately free of any

administrative restrictions, the second those which will be freed after three

years, and the third those which will be freed after six years.

The most important point discussed was the possible affiliation of Israel

with the European Common Market. After having reviewed the efforts made by

Israel toward this goal, the Congress suggested that an Arab mission be sent

to the EEC countries to point out to them the dangers that will result from

admitting Israel.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: The questions discussed and the resolutions

adopted are thought to be -- as in all previous meetings -- mere suggestions,

as Chambers of Commerce have thus far been merely "advisers" who are never

listened to. (MJ)

TRADE FAIRS

22. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - Chicago Trade Fair - GOL Participation - Maybe

Mr. Vilas JOHNSON, European Director, and Mr. Bert PRALL, merchandising

consultant for the Chicago Trade Fair visited Beirut from April 2 through

April 8. They saw various GOL officials, including the President of the

Republic in an attempt to convince the GOL it should repeat its participation

of last summer. With the help and guidance of this Embassy,before, Mr. Johnson

left Beirut for Rome, he received reasonable GOL assurances of an LL 50,000

($16,000), 1000 square feet participation. Whereas, 2womeweep last year's

Lebanese participation emphasized Lebanese products and Lebanese investment

opportunities, this year's participation will feature tourism. In consequence,

the Ministry of Information -- which handles tourism -- will guide the exhibit

vice the Ministry of National Economy -- which handles Trade Fairs.

L
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: The moral seems to be that to assure the

participation in U.S. Trade Fairs of small countries like Lebanon, whose Fair

budget is small and whose trade with the U.S. is not large, persistent and

hard selling by Fair promoters "on the ground" may be required. (JCW)

COMMERCIa1 L OFFICE

23. UNCLASSIFIED - Canned Food Conference

On Monday morning, April 9, the Commercial Office held its quarterly

"Sales Clinic" with Lebanese and American businessmen -- this time on canned

and packaged food. The meeting was opened by the Ambassador. Eleven persons

attended, representing American brands such as General Foods, Krafts, Monarch,

Gerber, etc. The principal purpose was to discuss the effect of the new

Lebanese labelling law, scheduled to go into effect next January, on American

canned and packaged food. These food items represent well over a million

dollars in annual U.S. sales to Lebanon. FSO George L4ANE, en route to Embassy
Jidda, was the Attache's guest and contributed to the discussion which was free

and informal. A detailed despatch is in preparation. (JCW)

24. UNCLASSIFIED - American Business Visitors

The log of the Commercial Office shows that the following Americans

and representatives of American companies conferred with the Embassy on

Commercial matters between March 28 and April 11, 1962:

Mr. John Monks, Middle East Development and Investment Corp., Representative

of J. & B. Whisky; Mr. Edwin B. House from Amlevco, local agents for Hunt Foods,

Wesson Oils, S. S. Pierce, etc.; Mr. John C. Wybro, Regional Manager, M.E. of

Wbrthington Corp., Harrison, N. J.; Mrs. Philip E. Jacob, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Mr. Robert C. Cooley, local representative, 0. R.

Burden Construction Corp., Tulsa, Oklahoma; Mr. Paul 0. Gendelman, President,

American Publications Overseas, New York, of the Paris Office; Mr. Fred Tupper,

Public Relations Manager, Pan American Airways, London; Cmdr. Kenneth W.

Moorehead, PIO Sixth Fleet; Mr. Paul E. Fulford, Vice President, Intern'il

Operations, Le Tourneau-Westinghouse Company, Peoria, Illinois; Mr. Lawrence

Sherman, Vice President, Ammann & Whitney International, Ltd., New York from

the Tehran Office; Mr. John J. De Risio, General Manager, Rust-Oleum, Evanston,

Illinois, from the Athens Office; Mr. Robert C. Hall, Bache and Co., New York

City, New York and Beirut Office; Mr. Vernon C. Jewell, Commonwealth Services

International, Inc., Dhahran Airfield, Saudi Arabia; Vice Admiral David L. McDonald,

Commander Sixth Fleet; Mr. Peter Wilkinson, Manager, Kettaneh Freres, agents

LGeneral Electric, Chrysler, Du Pont, etc.; Mr. Harold B, Thomas, Former Vice J

CONFIDENTIAL
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President of Sterling Drug Co., New York City; Mr. Vilas Johnson, Foreign

Director and Mr. Bert R. Prall, Director of Merchandising, Chicago International

Trade Fair; Mr. Charles G. Pierre, Victor Comptometer Corp., Chicago, Ill;

Mr. John 0. Boerner, International Paper Company, New York; Mr. Zachary W. Esper,

Senior Engineer, Raytheon Company, Norwood, Mass.; Mr. Karnik Malikian, Vice

President, Lebanese-U. S. Chamber of Commerce; Mr. George Lane, FSO,

consultation with Commercial Attache en route Jidda; Mr. Adrian Salloum, District

Manager, IBM World Trade Corp., Beirut; Mr. Peter Oliver, Director, Gillette Co.,

London, together with Mr. Jean Fattal agent Gillette Co. in the Middle East;

Mr. Harry Hemmerich, Lebanon Desk Officer AID/W in connection with AID loans

to Lebanon.

Evan M. Wilson

Charge d'Affaires a. i,

Contributors:

JHEnnis, JHAshida, JCWeisert, HDSnell, MBekhash, MJalkh

Distribution:

AMMAN, ANKARA, BAGHDAD, CAIRO, DAMASCUS, JIDDA, TEL AVIV, TRIPOLI.
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As part of trip to certain Mediterranean smut countries, Eximbank
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The local retail trade, particularly in the.elothing line, received

as usual, a welcome lift from the Easter shopping spree (see item 6). In
spite of a statement by the Minister of National Economy that the economy is
sound (item 2), the "malaise" of the economy has continued for two main reasons:
(1) lack of expected business from Syria and (2) mounting agricultural losses
from the drought (item 5).. Trading on the local stock market has been rather
slow with price fluctuations confined within narrow margins. The number of cars,,
trucks and buses registered in the first quarter of 1962 shows a 33 percent
drop over the same period of 1961.: This is the first time automobile
registration has recorded a drop.since 1958.

Transactions jin foreign exchange were also very limited, The outstanding
feature was the firmness of the Egyptian pound banknote, which gained some ten
piasters to about LP 465 because of a lack of offerings. All other currencies
fluctuated within an extremely narrow range.

The lack of rainfall during the current season (Sept. 1 through April 24)
as compared,, with last year and the average is shown below:

Cumulative Rainfall in mm.

AUB Observatory Beirut

Ksara Observatory Zahle

1961-62

710

569.

1960-61

830
432

Average

856 (81 years)

604 (44 years)

(JHA)

FOREIGN TRADE

2. UNCLAiSSIEIED - Minister Deplores Trade Deficit (BER 26)

Minister of National Economy Rafiq NAJA,, answering questions last week
in Parliaments stated that the economy was healthy. and that the existing trade
defieit would be decreased by means of economic agreements concluded with other
countries Naja has reportedly announced that negotiations for new trade
agreements would begin this coming June.

LIMITED OFFICI 1 L USE - COMENTi Naja is probably correct in giving the
economy a clean bill of health in spite of perennial Lebanese complaints that
there is a "malaise" in the land. Apart from a few minor bankruptcies., which
are also perennial and not ;always in strict conformity with the legal definition
of a bankruptcy, available statistics indicate a rise in some sectors of
business during':the early part of the year. Beirut port traffic in March rose

Lto 178,234 MT from 153,100 MT in February; customs receipts for the first threeJ
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FOREIGN TRADE (Item 2 Contd)

months of 1962 total LL 27.6 million- ($9:.2 million) as compared with LL 27.4

million ($9.1 million) for the corresponding period of 1961. Even the fruit

crop seems to be easier to sell this year; so far apple exports show an increase

of 60.6 percent and orange exports an improvement of 46.4 percent over last year s,

The March 28 coup in Syria appears to have affected business minds in

Lebanon'in a manner different from the September 28 revolution. The brea'cup

of the UAR was greeted in Lebanon with unbounded optimism, as the dawn of a

new era signaling an early return to the economic status-quo ante 1950. The

March upheaval, on the contrary, evoked a form of resigned acceptance of the

economic status-quo and a sobered realization that no radical improvement

should be expected as far as business connections with Syria are concerned and

that the post-March 28 regime there would probably be farther to the left than

its immediate predecessor and therefore less accommodating to the demands of

the Lebanese economic elite. It is in this frame of mind that Lebanese business-

men are now facing the future, and their realism is apparently having a

steadying effect on the economy.

As far as Naja's statement concerning economic agreements with other

countries is concerned, the Embassy does not exclude the possibility that,

among other countries, the U.S. may also be approached with a suggestion by the

GOL to conclude a trade agreement or an FCN in order to redress the present

trade imbalance. Statistics, when available, may indicate that in 1961 the

U.S. sold to Lebanon sixteen times as much as did Lebanon to the U.S. In the
Embassy~s opinion the conclusion of such an agreement would not be in our

interest or in that of Lebanon, , which is not producing exports needed by the

U.S. A further factor, which will be brought to the GOLts attention should

the occasion arise, consists in the existence of important invisibles accruing

to Lebanon from the U.S., which should be taken into consideration in analyzing

trade and financial relations between the two countries. A despatch on total

U.S., official expenditures in Lebanon is being prepared, (ICT)

3.. UNCLASSIFIED - Visit of Two West african Trade Missions

Lebanon was visited by two West African economic delegations, one

from the Republic of Niger and the other from the Republic of Dahomey. They

called on many Lebanese dignitaries including the President, the Ministers

of=National Economy and of Foreign Affairs, officials of the L.~aese Chamber

of Commerce and the Lebanese Bankers Association. The delegations reportedly

discussed the possibilities of economic cooperation between Lebanon and the

two countries and the position of the Lebanese communities in these countries.

The Ministry of National Economy has reportedly requested the Ministry of

LForeign Affairs to study the possibility of concluding a trade agreement with

LIMITED OFFIGIAL USE
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: The Lebanese have been concerned about

the welfare of .their "colonies" in West Africa,. especially in the newly

independent states. Consequently,. reports of several Lebanese being implicated

in smuggling activity in Ghana were conspicuously carried in the local press,.

Although the number of Lebanese in these two countries (Dahomey - 95 and

Niger - 150) is small, the visit of these delegations gave the Lebanese an

excellent opportunity to acquaint the visitors with the contribution Lebanon

might make to the economic development of these two countries through mutual

cooperation,. (JHA)

4; UNCLASSIFIED - Lebanese Industrialists to Visit West africa

A group of five Lebanese industrialists will be leaving within a

few days for a fortnight's visit to.Nigeria, Ghana,, Liberia and Senegal. The

aim of the visit is to seek closer relations between Lebanon and each of the

..newly independent African states. The members of the mission and their

principal business affiliations are as follows:

1) Abdallah IiOURY - President of Association of Industrialists and

partner of CAT Company

2) Anwar ARIDA - Arida textile mills
3) Francois JABR - Almaza brewery

4) Kamel SAAD - Industry Institute, Ministry of National Economy

5) armik MALIKIAN - Malifer Corporation (local.agents for Philco, York, etc.)

AGR CULTURE (JIIA)

5.UNCLSSIFIED - Severe Drought Bmage to South^Lebanon's Crops.

Winter grains, lentils and ehiekpeas.planted on non-irrigated lands

in the nhafazat of South Lebanon are suffering from an acute shortage of :

surface soil moisture. The wheat crop there is a complete failure and is
1 -nowbeing plowed under,. The spring crop of peas and broad beans in -South

Lebanon has also reportedly failed.
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: Before the drought damage was reported,

;the Embassy had estimated that the total wheat crop from 10,000 hectares in

South Lebanon would be ,111000 tons, or 17 percent of the total Lebanese wheat

crop estimated at about 65,000 tons. The Embassy"s estimate of the wheat crop

has been lowered to 50,000 tons because of the crop failure mentioned above

and lower yields in other areas.

Reports of drought damage are probably contributing to a renewal of so far

informal interest by Lebanese officials to conclude PL .480 Title II agreement.()
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DOMESTIC BUSINESS

6. UNCLASSIFIED - Domestic Business Easter Season

March showed a considerable recovery from the sluggish first.two

months and, in spite of the upset in Syria, very satisfactory sales figures

were obtained. The thirty percent drop in automotive sales for January and

February was slowed as March showed"850.passenger units, which was only a little

over 20 percent under last year Portaactivity.,'however, set new records and

most of the merchants and hotel keepers reported an excellent Easter season

with many free-spend g tourists. '(JCW)

AV IaTION

7.. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - Pan American'Airways Files Beirut Summer Schedule(BER 231

Pan .American Werld Airways' regional manager informed the Embassy

April 24 that PAA has notified GOL of its intention to modify its scheduled

services through Beirut effective April 2S. The modification -would take the

following form: at present one of Pi's Boeing 707 flights to Beirut terminates

at Beirut; the others all transit Beirut. PN now proposes that the sole flight

terminating at Beirut should transit Beirut and terminate instead at Tehran. It

offers in explanation that it proposes in June to extend another Boeing 707
flight (which now comes from the Western United States and terminates at Iong

Kong) to Tehran, The net effect'of"these two amendments to its schedules will

be to add to its services another around-the-world flight in both directions.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE - COvNT: Regardless of PAA's intentions, the
Lebanese will be quick to observe that the proposed change in schedule will

add 128 seats weekly in each direction between Beirut and Tehran. This sector,
important to Lebanese carriers, is already heavily over-serviced. Objections

may, therefore, be anticipated. (JIE)

8 UNCLaSSIFIED - Director of Civil Aviation Leaves for United States

Traveling under a Department of State Leader Grant,. Lebanese Director
of Civil Aviation Zouhair:BEYDOUN,-departed on April 23 for -the United States.
While there, he will visit the Aviation Division of the Department of State,
offices of the Federal Aviation Agency and of the Civil Aeronautics Board,

as well as leading airports and aviation centers, plants and facilities throughout

the country . (JIBE)

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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AVIATION

9. UNCLASSIFIED - Draft .Regulations on Lebanese Civil Aviation Completed

The Supreme Aviation Council, meeting on April 19., approved for

submission to the Council of Ministers a draft decree setting forth new

regulations to be applied to domestic commercial airlines. The decree is said

to provide basic criteria and standards to be met by Lebanese air carriers, e.g..

minimum maintenance and safety standards. Details have not been announced,

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE - COMMENT: Lebanese civil air authorities are

known to have been striving for months to produce draft legislation which

would give GOL more effective control over their airlines but which would,, at

the same time., be sufficiently acceptable to the airlines to preclude their

lobbying against it in Parliament. The Embassy learns informally that the

proposed law, as just approved by the Supreme Aviation Council, is some seventy

pages :in- leng1. Allegedly it extends to "all aspects" of Lebanese civil

aviation, Given the process of its birth,' the document is not expected to

provide for any dramatic departures from existing practices. Nevertheless,,

efforts are being made by the Embassy to obtain a copy of the proposed decree

for translation and evaluation. (JHE)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

10. UNCLASSIFIED - Visit of Governor George Docking of Export-Import Bank

Governor DOCKING, together with two assistants, Chief Engineer

Carl CASS and Counsel Peter BETER, arrived in Beirut, Saturday evening April 21

They, were met by several prominent Lebanese, as well as Mr. Rene LAMBERT,

Director of the Phoenicia-Intercontinental, Mr. Miles COPELAND of IN'TERSER, Inc.

and the Commercial Attache. The latter took them immediately to the Ambassador's

residence where they conferred with the Ambassador and his house guest, U.S.

Ambassador to Saudi Arabia, Parker T. HART. They had a late dinner at the

residence of Mr.. Sami I UCAIR, Lebanese banker. Easter Sunday morning at a
breakfast conference with Messrs. Copeland, Lambert and the Commercial Attache

a schedule was arranged. This included an inspection of the hotel as well as a
supper, hosted by the Phoenicia's principal stockholder, Mr. Najib SALIA along
with Director Lambert. Among the -guests were State Senator Rendels MAYBAE of
Utah (who is also a Bishop of the IDS Church), Lebanese Deputy Mr. Antoine
SEHANOUI. Intra Bank's Mr. Badr S. FAHOUM,, Mr. Miles COPELAND, and Mr. John
LUFKIN.. The- Ambassador dropped in during the evening to check on the progress
of the meeting. The party departed Lebanon early on Monday morning April 23,
apparently well satisfied with the state of Export-Import interests in Lebanon. (JCW)

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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Mr. Verne-VANCE,_.AID/W loan representative arrived in Beirut Friday

evening, April,20 and-was met by the Commercial Attache. A=SID .loan affairs were

discussed that evening and a full program for the next two days was drawn up,

*i Saturday, April 21 further general discussions were held at the Embassy; the

TRCAF (fruit juice) loan applicants were interviewed at length; BCAIF (development

bank) was visited, where conversations on current loans were held with Director

Talha YAFFI. That evening it was arranged for Mr. Vance to dine with banker

Mr. Sami ShoueairRx x aOdmditional discussions were held. On Easter Sunday

morning, together with" the Commercial Attache, two plants were visited, SIDEM

in Sarba, and IRCAF in Amehit. On Sunday afternoon financial discussions were

held with SIDEM. At 6.30 p.m. Mr. Vance departed for Cairo with a first hand

acquaintance on AID loan matters in Lebanon. (JCW)

12. FICIAL USE ONLY - Postponment of Decision on PL 480 Title -IV

The Council..of Ministers in their meeting April 18 postponed a

deeision on whether to reopen negotiations with the United States on $15 mill-ion

,'tle IV grains, primarily wheat. A press release mentioned that the

proceeds from this loan would probably be given to BCAIF, if approved. This

ldan would represent a good deal of progress for Dr. Talha YaffiLs long campaign

to seere. wheat funds for low cost housing and other socially desirably ends. (JCW)

BE IRUT POR T-

13.. UNCLASSIFIED - LL 48 Million for Port Expansion Project Approved (BER 8)

On April 18 the Council of Ministers gave its approval to the

expenditure of.LL 48 million ($16 million) for enl aging the Port of Beirut over

the next three years.

.UNCLaSSIFIED - C0M4ENT: The Calpinet's-actirn undoubtedly referred

to the Port of Beirut*s third basin project calling for a 800 meter extension

of the existing breakwater, construction of about 2,600 meters of wharves,

filling in an area of 500,000 square meters and construction of a thousand-ton

hauling slip, Some thirty-three international firms have been approved by the

Government as.eligible to submit tenders, including five American companies.

Tenders are scheduled to be Rd May 22. (See Embdesp. 484,, March 13, 1962)(JHA)
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FINANCE

14. UNCLASSIFIED - Proposed B irutMunicipal Budget for 1962

According to press reports the Municipality of Beirut has referred
its proposed budget of LL 70 million ($23.3 million) to the Minister of
Interior for approval. about LL 30 million ($10 million) of the budgeted
expenditures will be used for a major public works program -- LL 13.5 million
($4.5 million) for extension of Bechara el-Khoury Street, LL 13.5 million
($4.5 million) for a major traffic "exchange" at the northeast corner of the
city, and LL 3 million ($1 million) for "studies and works of art." The
remaining LL 40 million ($13.3 million) will presumably be used for various
operating expenditures. The municipality is reportedly counting on financing
these expend tures by drawdowns on the Kuwait loan of LL 18 million ($6 million),
by the saleqmunicipally owned real estate for LL 18 million ($6 million) and by
ordinary receipts of LL 34 million ($11.3 million) from taxes,, income from
municipal property, etc.

UNCLASSIFIED - COMMENT: This is the largest Beirut budget on record.
Since the 1961 and 1960 municipal budgets totaled LL 23 million ($7.4 million)
and LL 21.5 million ($6.9 million) respectively, it is doubtful that the
municipality can realize revenues on the order of LL 70 million without new
taxes or without increasing the scheduled revenues from extraordinary sources
like the Kuwait loan or the sale of municipally owned real estate. (JHA)

15. UNCLASSIFIED - LL 200.000 For Council of Money and Credit Requested

The Government has reportedly introduced .a "double urgent" bill in
Parliament to provide the Council of Money and Credit with a sum of LL 200,000
($66,700) to meet its expenses in connection with the drafting of a central banking
legislation for the new central bank. The Council is reportedly aiming at the
establishment of this bank by the early spring of 1963. (JHA)

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

16. UNCLASSIFIED - Belgium and Japan Offer Services of Experts

The Belgian Ambassador recently offered the Minister of Planning the
services for three months of a Belgian expo n "metallurgy to investigate the
country's mineal resources which can be commercially exploited." The two
governments would' share the expenses incurred by the expert.

The Japanese Government has offered the services of two experts, one on
textiles and another on fisheries. Both the Belgian and Japanese offers are

ing studied by Lebanese Government circles. (JHA)
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17. UNCLASSIFIED - FITU Election Inconclusive

The first stage of the thrice-postponed election of officers of the

Federation of Independent Trade Unions (FITU) was held on April 17. However,

the Progressive Socialist-Communist blec's attempt immediately thereafter to

elect. the officers from the newly-chosen twelve-man Executive Board was ruled

illegal by Minister of Labor and Social Affairs Jean AZIZ the next morning.

No date has been decided upon for a subsequent election of officers.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - CO1MENT: Election of the Executive Board was a

mere formality, for both right- and left-wing factions had previously decided

upon a single slate of officers. Under this comprise, four PSP-Communist

candidates were automatically chosen. When presidential aspirant Nabil GHOSN

walked out of the meeting with three supporters, the remaining eight Board

members, including four. leftists, proceeded to elect the top three officers,

including PSP leader, Labib SAHLaNI. Minister Aziz~s quick action cancelling

the election of the three officers may be taken as an indication of Government

support for the FITUIs democratic elements. (IDS)

18. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - Right Vs Left Union Fight Extends to Sidon

Hussein Ali HUSSEIN, President of the ICFTU-affiliated Jami'at

federation, disclosed plans to establish a branch office and launch an organizing

'am aignin Sidon. He expects to devote two days per week to this project and

to'assign other Jami t 'at Executive Board members to the Sidon office on a rotating

ba$sa Communist daily _Nida,- last- week announced similar organizing plans

for the Red-dominated Federation of Labor Unions in that city.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE - CO1MENT: Weak organizations of carpenters, fishermen:

tailors and power plant workers already exist in Sidon,. and there .is apparently

little scope-for more extensive organization. Realizing this, Hussein plans to

affiliate workers directly with the Jami'at rather than to permit them to fall

into the PSP-Commumist net. If he devotes as much time. to this campaign as he

promises; he stands a good chance t' outstrip his opposition there, because in

addition to being close to leading Shi~ite political figuresiHussein has been

conducting a personal political campaign in-South Lebanon for.the. past year. (HDS)
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19. UNCLSSIFIED - american Business Visitors

The log of the Commercial Office shows that the following Americans

and representatives of American companies conferred with the Embassy between
April 12 and April 26, 1962:

Mr. Jack Rathjens, FA Corporation, Lansing, Michigan; Dr. W. F. Broggel,

Sales Manager, African Area, Tokheim International Ag, Lucerne, Switzerland and

Fort Wayne, Indiana; Mr. Edward G. Hymas, President and Gen. Manager, Mobil
Oil Labanon; Mr. Adrian E. Salloum, District Manager, IBM World trade Corp.;
Mr, Verne Vance, AID/W; Mr. Barton H. McLendon, Chairman of the Board., The
MeLendon Corp.; Governor George Docking, Mr. Carl Cass, Mr. Peter Beter,
Export-Import Bank, Washington; Mr. S. S. Avari, Frick Company, New York;
Mr. Edwarg. G. Rothroeck, PAA/Washington.

During the same period the Embassy was also visited by a four-man Chase-
Manhattan Bank mission, headed by Senior-Vice President Jacobson, who conferred

with Ambassadors Meyer and Hart (visiting from Jidda) and with the Chief

Economic Officer. (JCW)

For The Ambassador:

Evan M. Wilson

Counselor of Ebassy ..
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* * *** ** ** * ** * * *** ** ** *

1. HIGHLIGHTS - UNCLASSIFIED

Except for brisk retail sales of clothing and Arab sweets for Greek
Orthodox Easter, business activity continued at a low ebb. Contrary to the
statements of Government spokesmen (Item 17) that the economy is sound, some
businessmen and bankers claim that there is a financial crisis. With no central
monetary authority to control the situation, bank credit has overexpanded because
of unbridled competition by the banks to discount installment papers. Now most
of the local banks have become worried and are contracting their loans and discounts.
Consequently, some merchants are being squeezed, a few into bankruptcy. The
Government in the meantime is maintaining a hands-off attitude.

There are, however, optimistic indicators contradicting the crisis theory.
The tonnage moved through the Port of Beirut during the first four months of 1962
was 13.1 percent more than the same period of 1961 -- tonnage of exports, up 46.1
percent and of imports, up 6.7 percent. Customs receipts for the same period
totaled LL 39.0 million ($13 million) or 4.9 percent more than the corresponding
period in 1961.

The "Month of Tourism" got underway auspiciously with the XII Middle
East Medical Assembly, the First International Flower Show (see Item 23), the
Nurses' Institute, the French Song contest and smaller special festivities
outside Beirut.

Heavy rainfalls during the past two weeks increased recorded cumulative
precipitation for the season through May 8 to 582 mm at Ksara and to 761 mm at

Beirut. The late rains have helped to improve the crop prospects somewhat
(Item 20). (JHA)
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2. UNCLASSIFIED - TAPline-GOL Negotiation Prospects

With TAPline President John Noble's return to Beirut from San Francisco,
TAPline negotiations with the Government of Lebanon for a new transit agreement

may resume soon. No progress has been made since the end of March.

CONFIDENTIAL - COMMENT: TAPline-GOL negotiations have not so far
produced agreement on a new transit agreement mainly for political reasons.
The two main stumbling blocks appear to have been (a) Prime Minister Karame's
determination to arrive at a settlement not less, and if possible, more
favorable to Lebanon than the 1959 transit agreement with IPC, of which he
had been the architect; and (b) his similar determination to work out a transit

arrangement under which Lebanon would fare better than either Syria or Jordan,
who have recently concluded transit agreements with TAPline. In 1959 IPC
had agreed to pay Lebanon road and security fees amounting to approximately
$1 million a year, in addition to transit and terminal fees. Karame in his
discussions with TAPline has agreed to the transit and terminal fees proposed

by TAPline, but insisted on an extra item of road and security fees, which
would bring the TAPline payments in line with the 1959 IPC agreement. As far
as a lump payment for retroactive royalties is concerned, Karame wanted
something more than TAPline's offer of $10 million, the amount paid to Syria
and Jordan. Again on this point, Karame was aiming at the 1959 IPC
retroactive settlement, which amounted to approximately 5 million pounds
sterling. He has also not agreed to sharing the transit and terminal fees' with
Syria on a 50-50 basis. TAPline has told the Lebanese negotiators that this is

IL CONFIDENTIAL
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a matter to be discussed by the two governments concerned, but that TAPline

could not prejudice Syria's claim to a 50 percent sharing of these fees until

the matter has been settled by mutual agreement between Beirut and Damascus.

Pending this settlement, Karame has agreed to accept 50 percent of current

transit and terminal fees on a provisional 50-50 basis.

TAPline's position on the matter is that it cannot agree to pay Lebanon

higher fees than those agreed upon with Syria and Jordan, because the effect of

such an increase would bring new demands by Syria and Jordan for higher fees

also. In addition, the 15 year-old Aramco agreement with Saudi Arabia will soon

mature, so that a pipeline transit agreement between TAPline and the SAG will

have to be negotiated. The existing agreement with the SAG stipulates that at

the end of 15 years Saudi Arabia will receive from TAPline transit payments

commensurate with the most favorable terms granted by TAPline. Consequently,

from TAPline's point of view, accession to the present Lebanese demands would

lead to four-fold increases, because Saudi Arabia, Syria and Jordan would have

to be treated on the same basis as Lebanon.

In the negotiations with the GOL, TAPline offered the same formula

already accepted by Syria and Jordan: 1.8 cents per 100 barrel mile in transit

fees, 2 cents per barrel as a terminal fee; and as mentioned above $10 million

as a retroactive lump sum payment. Under the present agreement TAPline pays the

GOL approximately $1 million per year in transit at an average throughput. Under

the new TAPline proposal, the GOL would get approximately 3 times as much.

Recent publicity in the Lebanese press on security and road maintenance

service required by petroleum refineries on Lebanese territory may be taken as

indication of Lebanon's desire to press ahead with its demand for security and

road fees commensurate with the $1 million IPC had agreed to in 1959. This

insistence on the payment of security and road fees may be at the bottom of

remarks by Lebanese negotiators that "we are only $1 million apart." On the

other hand, the Prime Minister has used a $2 million figure as difference in

private conversation, indicating that his objective is not only higher security

and road fees but also a higher retroactive lump payment. In conversations with

an Embassy officer, the Lebanese negotiators have shown great optimism concerning

the final outcome of the talks, while TAPline officials appear to be much more

cautious and reserved as regards an early successful settlement of the problem. (LCT)

LABOR

3. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - PSP-Communist Bloc Defeated in Port Union Election

Democratic UUEW elements won an upset victory over their Communist-

Progressive Socialist Party opposition in the annual election of officers of

the Port Company Employees Union. PSP'er Salim AL KIZEH, President of the Union

for the past two years, was the only winner on his slate. Subsequently, he

was deposed as president.
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CONFIDENTIAL - COMMENT: Despite their much narrower victory last year, the
democratic elements were unable to prevent the Port union from joining three
other UUEW unions which withdrew from the federation over the issue of UUEW
affiliation with the ICFTU. This sweeping victory, therefore, has been a shot
in the arm for the embattled right-wing forces in the UUEW, who see in this
development a clear opportunity to regain this strategically important union.
They hope to capitalize on this victory by waging an aggressive campaign to
recapture control of the other breakaway unions. Col. Antoine SAAD of the
Deuxieme Bureau is reported to have promised UUEW President Gabriel KHOURY
that his agency would support them in their fight with the Communists. What
he did to keep that promise in the Port union election, of course, has not
been revealed. It may be assumed that Saad would have to have shown extreme
caution in aiding the anti-Communists because of Minister of Interior Kamal
JUMBLATT's leadership of the PSP. (HDS)

4. UNCLASSIFIED - May Day Celebrations

May Day was celebrated in Lebanon, as in past years, by numerous
receptions and rallies. The newly formed Confederation of Lebanese Labor (CLL)
staged a mammoth reception at the Hotel Phoenicia, following which the Ministry
of Labor held its annual cocktail party open to all trade union groups. The
hard-pressed Federation of Independent Trade Unions (FITU) and the Communist
Federation of Labor Uhions (FLU) held separate rallies. A Tripoli branch office
was dedicated by the five former affiliates of the United Unions of Employees
and Workers (UUEW) who also entertained at 'ia. big dinner that night.

Kamal Jumblatt's Progressive Socialist Party staged its rally on Tuesday,
May 1, at which time Communist labor boss Elias HABRE violently attacked the CLL
in a speech. The Phalangists, headed by Pierre GEMAYEL, observed the holiday
one week later with a rally at which one of the speakers was UUEW Secretary
General Antoine AOUN.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: The holiday passed peacefully, partly
because of Jumblatt's ban on outdoor meetings. Significant features of the
holiday celebrations were (1) the huge attendance at the CLL reception, (2)
the exchange of speakers between the Communist FLU and the former UUEW unions,
and (3) the violence of the attacks on the CLL. (HDS)

5. UNCLASSIFIED - Strike Threat by Former UUEW Unions (BER 8)

The four unions which recently withdrew from the UUEW and the Beirut
power plant and street car workers union have served notice on the Government
that they will go out on strike, unless a license is granted them to form a
federation. The electricity and tram car workers left the UUEW in 1960 while
the other four withdrew last March when the UUEW voted to affiliate with the
ICFTU. Their application for a license to federate had been denied by
Minister of Labor Jean AZIZ.
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: It is questionable whether these five unions
could pull an effective strike, but if they should succeed in doing so, it will
be interesting to see whether Interior Minister Kamal Jumblatt would take
effective measures to maintain vital public services. The past strikes of the
Port EmployeesUnion have completely tied up traffic at the Port of Beirut, and
while the electricity workers have not gone out on strike in the past, they could

paralyze most of the activities in Beirut by halting power generation. With
Jumblatt's Progressive Socialist Party allied with the Communists in controlling
these unions, the Minister would be placed in a difficult position. (HDS)

6. UNCLASSIFIED - Work Permit Draft Law to Parliament

Cabinet approval has been granted to legislation designed to codify
Lebanon's loose, and sometimes conflicting, procedures for issuing work permits

to foreigners. Inter alia, the draft law would reduce the fee for work permits

from LL 50 to LL 10, provide for waivers of fees on a reciprocal basis, and
establish a scale of fines for violations. On May 3 Parliament passed a companion
law waiving the collection of unpaid work permit fees for the preceding five years.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: This bill, now in Parliament, would
greatly improve the handling of this touchy problem and, for resident Americans,

eliminate the harrassment which they suffered last year when the Ministry of Labor
attempted to collect work permit fees retroactive to 1956. Even in cases where
U.S. citizens, for their own reasons, prefer to pay the fee, the lowered cost
will be welcomed. (HDS)

7. UNCLASSIFIED - Cabinet Aporoves Amended Social Security Draft Law

A new draft of the controversial Social Security Law has been approved
by the Council of Ministers and referred to Parliament. Pierre Gemayel, Minister
of Public Works and Phalangist party chieftain, has been the prime mover of this
legislation. Minister Gemayel refrained from urging that Parliament take up the
bill as an urgent matter in order, as he explained, that the appropriate
Parliamentary committees might amend it as they see fit.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: This latest of several drafts of the law

purports to meet some of labor's principal objections to previous drafts, notably
the mandatory requirement that all funds earmarked for terminal indemnity payments
be deposited in a special fund to be administered by the Government. Employees
of larger Lebanese and foreign concerns prefer that control of indemnity payments
remain with their employers. It is reported that other minor changes have been
made in the draft legislation in order to meet some of the objections of the various

employer groups. Most observers now feel that the Parliament will take action on

the bill, although not immediately, because of President Chehab's interest in it. (HDS)

8. UNCLASSIFIED - Draft Law to Ratify ILO Conventions
Jean Aziz, Minister of Labor and Social Affairs, this week handed Prime

Minister Karame a draft law which would ratify seven ILO Conventions. Karame is

expected to subfiit the measure to the Cabinet for its approval after which it would

be referred to Parliament for final action. If this measure finally passes, it

Would mark Lebanon's first ratification of ILO conventions. (HDS)
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9. UNCLASSIFIED - Reaction of Intra Bank Officials to Time Maqazine Article

(BER 4)
The April 27 issue of Time magazine carried in its Business Section a

column and a half long article on Yusef BEIDAS, Managing Director of Intra Bank,
entitled "The New Mideast Money Man." A picture of Beidas standing at the counter

of Intra Bank's new branch in the Phoenicia Hotel also appeared.

Beidas was reportedly very pleased to receive widespread publicity for
his bank from such a well-known magazine. He mentioned that articles about him
and his bank had appeared previously in other magazines. One of the Assistant
Managers of Intra Bank, while acknowledging the writer's prerogative to some

journalistic license, took exceptions to the following points in the article:

1) He objected to the use of the word "brash" to describe Beidas.
2) Beidas is the son of a Greek Orthodox Arab scholar and not a

Russian Orthodox missionary.
3) Beidas was Assistant Manager of the Arab Bank in Jerusalem and

not head of the Arab Bank of the Middle East.
4) The story about his renting "his office furniture to the Red Cross"

and temporarily conducting his "exchange business squatting on the
bare floor" is apocryphal.

5) Beidas does not run a "one-man show." The very size of the bank
makes it necessary for him to operate through various committees.

In passing it may be mentioned that Intra Bank is at present negotiating
to lease a suite of offices on the 32nd floor of the new Pan American Building
for its New York City branch to be opened early in 1963. West Germany has already
approved of its proposed Frankfurt branch. (JHA)

10. UNCLASSIFIED - Growinq Interest by American Stock Brokeraqe Firms in
Tapping Arab Oil Money (BER 8)1

In addition to the American banks, the American stock brokerage firms
are beginning to scramble for the opportunity of managing the portfolio of oil-
rich Arab sheikhs. The latest to open its office (also in Starco Center) in Beirut
is Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith, Inc. Its representative has stated
that it will have a staff of some 14 people initially. The Assistant Manager of
the Beirut branch of the Chase Manhattan Bank and one of the promoters of the
Beirut Branch of Bache and Company have resigned their positions to join Merrill-
Lynch.

The Embassy has been reliably informed that two more American firms,
Filor, Bullard & Smyth (26 Broadway, New York 4);and Laird & Company (61 Broadway,
New York 4) will open a Beirut branch office before the end of this year. Beirut
will then have six American stock brokerage firms.

In the meantime firms established for some time in Beirut are extending
their contacts throughout the Arab hinterland. Hayden, Stone & Co. has a repre-
sentative in Kuwait and has arrived at an agreement with Intra Bank whereby the
latter presumably for a fee will turn over orders for American securities to the

former. In addition, wealthy Arabs are being confronted by mutual fund salesmen.
(JHA)
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11. CONFIDENTIAL: President Chehab Reportedly Seeking Solution Air Liban

Difficulty (BER 1 and 2)

Najib SALHA, one of Lebanon's wealthiest businessmen, and a major stockholder

in Pan American World Airway's Phoenicia Hotel, commented to an Embassy Officer on

May 7 that President Chehab has asked his help in solving "Lebanon's commercial

aviation problem." Salha gave no details. He did say, however, that President

Chehab wants to be certain that Lebanese communities in Africa continue to be served

by a Lebanese carrier. Salha said that he has submitted a "proposal" to the

President, who is now considering it.

CONFIDENTIAL: COMMENT: Although the foregoing implies that Salha may become a

customer for the French shares in Air Liban, we deduce from Salha's having submitted a

"proposal" to the President that something more may be involved. It seems likely,

since Salha has no aviation background or apparent aviation leanings, that if he were

to buy out French interest, Air Liban would require some new affiliation with an

experienced airline, Merger with Middle East Airlines would be a most logical

development. Salha might also see that in proposing the formation of a consolidated

Lebanese airline, he might' find a basis for a commitment from the President for some

form of Lebanese Government guarantee or other protection of any investment Salha
may offer to make, (JHE)

12. UNCLASSIFIED - Commercial Air Transport Suspended Between Lebanon and Nicosia

The Government of Cyprus has notified Lebanon that effective May 1 it will permit
no more than one Lebanese airline to share in Beirut-Nicosia traffic, The Lebanese,
who have two airlines operating to Nicosia, have answered by suspending Cyprus Airways'
traffic rights at Beirut, At present, therefore, air traffic originating at either
capital can proceed to the other only via some third point, e.g. Athens, Istanbul,
Ankara, Cairo. A Lebanese negotiating team is understood to have been at Nicosia
since May 7 attempting to work out a solution.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY: COMMENT: According to informed Lebanese sources, the
Lebanese-Cypriot aviation agreement visualizes the designation of an airline, or
airlines, by either Contracting Party. In the Lebanese view, therefore, the Cypriots
have no right to object to operations between Beirut and Nicosia by two Lebanese
carriers (MEA and Air Liban), so long as the two, together, take no greater share
of the traffic than does Cyprus Airways.

The Lebanese attribute their current difficulties to BEA pressure on Cyprus
authorities. BEA, say the Lebanese, is retaliating against a Lebanese decision
(effective January 1, 1962) to refuse to allow BEA (under the guise of Cyprus
Airways) to continue to carry 5th freedom traffic from Beirut to the PerSian Gulf. (JHE)

L
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AVIATION (con'd)

13. LIMITED OFFICIAL USE: TMA Considering Operations to United States
(BER 15)

Mounir ABOU-HAIDAR, owner-manager of Trans-Mediterranean Airways (TMA),
Lebanese all-cargo carrier, mentioned to an Embassy Officer that TMA is
seriously considering undertaking regular commercial cargo operations to the
United States, using DC-6Cs. At present TMA operates nine DC-4s and several
Yorks. It is, however, known to be negotiating for a DC-6 and to be
contemplating conversion of the aircraft for cargo purposes.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE: COMMENT: Mr. Abou-Haidar was invited to come tothe Embassy to discuss his plans. A detailed report of the conversation will
be submitted to the Department if and when he does so. (JHE)
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

14. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - Status of German Technical Assistance to Lebanon

(See Embdesp. 514, January 24, 1961)

The Deputy Director of the Merchant Marine School of Bremen, Dr. Walter

STEIN, recently discussed with GOL officials the establishment of a similar

school near the port section of Beirut, The Federal Republic of Germany has.
indicated its willingness to supply about DM 100,000 ($25,000) of equipment and

to pay DM 300,000 ($75,000) in salaries for two or three German instructors

for a two-year period. The final details of the project are still being worked

out.

For the boys' vocational school sponsored by the Amaliya (Shi'ite)

Foundation, West..Germany has agreed to grant DM 1,200,000 ($300,000) in equip-

ment and DM 800,000 ($200,000) in salaries for five German instructors.

Promising graduates will be sent to Germany for additional training for one to

two years and then return to become instructors in the school. The Germans

hope that the school will be able to operate without external German assistance

within 8-10 years.

The Schneller (German Protestant) Mission at Khirbet Anafar, some 26 km,

south of Chtaura on the western edge of the Beka'a Valley, has received from

the German Government a grant of DM 300,000 ($75,000) for the purchase of cattle

and equipment for its trade and agricultural school there,

Discussions are still under way for a grant of equipment and services of
German technicians from the Battelle Institute of Frankfurt for the GOL's

Industry Institute, an industrial research and development organization

established with U.S. assistance in 1953. All German offers of technical

assistance are being coordinated with the Beirut branch of UN technical

assistance office. (JHA)

COMMUNICATIONS

15. UNC.LASSIFIED - New TV Station Begins Commercial Telecasts (BER 14 and 1 -1961)

Lebanon's second TV station owned by Television Company for Lebanon and

the Near East (TCLE) began telecasting commercially on May 6. This station

equipped with a 100 kw Marconi transmitter atop Mt. Kneisse (2,200 meters) can

transmit its program to all parts of Lebanon. In contrast to the first TV

station, which telecasts in French-English over channel 9 and in Arabic over

channel 7, the new station's programs are telecast in a mixture of the three

languages over channel 11.

L
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COMMUNICATIONS (Item 15 con'd)

To meet the. competition of the new station, Lebanese Television Company (LC),
the owner of the first station, recently concluded an arrangement with the UAR
authorities to show selected Egyptian programs. Furthermore, LC is rushing to
complete its new transmitting tower on Mt. Kneisse so that its reception
heretofore limited to the Beirut metropolitan area will be countrywide like the
new station's. As reported previously, L'C has an agreement with Time-Life
Broadcasting Company. (JHA)

FOREIGN TRADE

16. CONFIDENTIAL - Minister Projects Trade Agreement Negotiations (BER 9)

Minister of National Economy Rafiq NAJA told an Embassy Officer on May 4
that he had advised the British, French and German Ambassadors of the Lebanese
Government's intention to negotiate or renegotiate trade agreements with their
countries. Naja stated that in the agreements to be negotiated Lebanon will
attempt to set quotas for the purchase of Lebanese fruit by the other contracting
party, commensurate with the volume of Lebanese imports from the country in
question. Present quotas, Naja explained, are too low or nonexistent.

Naja added that, as far as the U.S. is concerned, it is in a "special
category," because of the large invisibles accruing to Lebanon from friendly
U.S. Lebanese relations. He singled out the expenditures of AUB, to which his
interlocutor added expenditures by the Embassy, emigrants' remittances, tourism
revenues, economic aid, and the payrolls of some 120 U.S. firms now established
in Beirut,

LIMITED OFFIC lL USE: COMMENT Naja is a well trained economist and lawyer
with long experience in business. He is a sincere friend of the U.S. and is
convinced of the necessity of close US-Lebanese economic-commercial relations.
He intends to send his son to Harvard Business School next fall. (ICT)

DOMESTIC COMMERCE

17. UNCLASSIFIED - Prime Minister Lauds Economy (BER 5)

At the inauguration of Lebanon's second television station (see item 15)
on Sunday, May 6, Prime Minister KARAM stated that the opening of another
television -facility in Lebanon is sufficient proof of the fact that the economy
of the country is in a flourishing state. Karame made reference to rumors of an
economic crisis, which circulate in Lebanon from time to time, and refuted them
by stating that the Lebanese economy is continually expanding. He closed his

I.emarks by declaring his faith in the future well-being of Lebanon.
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DOMESTIC COMMERCE (Item 17 con'd)

OFFICIAL USE ONLY: COMMENT: The Prime Minister is not an economist or
particularly interested in economics. His chief economic advisor is Paul KLAT,
head of the Department of Economics at AUB. Klat's assessment of the economy,
while also optimistic, usually includes reference to need for reform and
development to remove shortcomings. Obviously, Karame was speaking to a general
audience and his purpose was to stimulate civic confidence rather than to go
into a balanced statement of details. (ICT)

18. UNCLASSIFIED - Car Re'istration Down: Gasoline Sales Up

Statistics made available to the Embassy by Mobil Oil indicate that as of
March 31, 1962, marketing activities of the six distributors (Mobil Oil, Caltex,
Esso, Shell, Total, and Chammas) operating in Lebanon show a 32 percent increase
over the first quarter of 1961. At the same time, published official figures
indicate that new passenger car registration in Lebanon during the first quarter
of 1962 declined by about 26 percent as compared to the first quarter of 1961.
American-made automobiles, however, staged a comeback, increasing US share of
the market to 17+ percent from 13.5 percent in the last quarter of 1961.
Chevrolet and Buick were the outstanding marks, both bettering last year's sales.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY: COMMENT: Explanation for this seeming anomaly possibly
lies in the fact that (1) there was an accumulative increase of about 20 percent
in new car registration during 1961, (2) the Lebanese Army used up large amounts
of gasoline for its tanks and trucks and other vehicles during the mopping-up
and security operations following the abortive coup of December 31, (3) this
heightened military activity more or less compensated for the decrease in
civilian motoring during the aftermath of the coup and (4) Mobil Oil's energetic
sales campaign, which included incentive remuneration of its personnel, pushed
sales upwards. Taken as a whole, however, the juxtaposition of decreasing car
registration and increasing gasoline sales points to that particular resilience of
the Lebanese economy which many foreigners often find inexplicable, (ICT/JCW)

DOMESTIC BUSINESS

19. UNCLASSIFIED - Significance of Pharmaceutical Price Reductions (See
Embdesp 591, May 8, 1962)

The recent 20 percent across-the-board reduction in the price of imported
pharmaceuticals has a significance not reflected in the despatch under reference.
That significance is that the nationalization which was threatened earlier in
the year was definitely rejected for a hard free enterprise price cut. The price
reductions trimmed importers' margins, customs duties, and retailers' margins but.
maintainedd competition and private initiative. (ICT)
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20. UNCLASSIFIED - Prospects for Grain. Feed and Pulse Crops (BER 9)

Heavy rainfall during the past two weeks has improved the outlook for

winter grain, feed and pulse crops but it did not come in time to save the stand

of late plantings in shallow soil in the extreme northern section of the Beka'a
Valley and in the southern part of Lebanon. It is believed that the total wheat

crop will not be over 50,000 metric tons. This estimate is 15,000 tons below

the earlier estimate of 65,000 tons. (MB)

21. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - Import of Rumanian Yellow Corn

On May 9, a shipment of 1,000 metric tons of Rumanian yellow corn reached

the Port of Beirut, This cargo is part of a total contractual purchase of

4,000 tons of Rumanian corn for Lebanon during the second quarter of 1962, Late
in April 1,500 tons of this corn was received, and the balance of 1,500 tons is
expected late in May. The purchase price ranges from $58 per metric ton, in
bulk, Cif Beirut in April to $58.50 for shipment in May and $59 for June
shipment according to a reliable trade source.

At present the Rumanian commercial representative is negotiating a long
range contractual sale of 20,000 metric tons of Rumanian yellow corn to be
supplied to Lebanon over a period of twelve months. (MB)

TOUR ISM

22. UNCLASSIFIED - Fund for Tourism Promotion

A spokesman for the Ministry of Information announced that LL 2,200,000

($733,000) have been allocated for tourism projects. Among these are the
establishment of Lebanese tourism offices in Paris, London, New York, Rome,
and Frankfurt; preparation of documentary films and feature.stories on Lebanon;
the organization of cruises to Lebanon, and the invitation to Lebanon of distinguished
guests and Journalists. Certain internal projects such as new roads, traffic
control, and airport control are also planned. (JCW) -

23. UNCLASSIFIED - First International Flower-Show-in.Lebanon

Twelve international airlines cooperated with the Y1CA to bring to Lebanon
its First International Hwer Show on May 4, 5 and 6. The Phoenicia Hotel
contributed the space for this exhibition which was held as part of the "Month
of Tourism." Flowers and plants were flown in from places as varied as the USA,
India, Nigeria (live pineapple plants), and Denmark, Attendance-was around
4,000, and the show was so successful that it will now be scheduled as an annual
[ay tourism event, (JCW)
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ATOMIC ENERGY

24. UNCLASSIFIED - AUB Cobalt Teletherapy Unit Dedicated (BER 29-1960)

With brief remarks by President Norman BURNS of American University, Dr.
Jamil ANOUTI, Director General of the Ministry of Public Health, the Ambassador
and Dr, Samuel KIRKWOOD, Dean of the Faculty of Medical Sciences, the cobalt-60
teletherapy unit (Picker C-100 Pi 6103) at the American University Hospital was
dedicated on May 7 for training purposes as well as for treating patients. The
cobalt unit was included in the list of equipment valued at $160,750, given to
Lebanon in September 1959 under the U.S. Atoms for Peace Program. The
installation of the cobalt unit was delayed because of initial uncertainty as to
where to put it and because of time required to construct the special housing.

UNCLASSIFIED: COMMENT: This is the second cobalt unit in Lebanon. Hotel
Dieu Hospital has a smaller one (Canadian). The Soviets have promised to provide
a unit similar in size to the Picker as part of their grant of LL 5 million
($1.7 million) in medical equipment to St. George Greek Orthodox Hospital located
in Ashrafieh. To the Embassy's knowledge the Soviet cobalt unit has not been
delivered to date although the grant was made in the summer of 1960. (JHA)

FOREIGN AID

25. UNCLASSIFIED - BCAIF/AID Loan Disbursements (BER 8)

Banpe d CrditA~rcol. Inustielet oncer.(BCAIF) disbursed.$127,028.56 in April 1962, of which $63,415 was disbursed in Lebanon, $63,613.56
in the United States. This brings BCAIF's cumulative disbursements to $1,654,641.11.
BCAIF has immediately pending another $832,000 in loans which should push its
total disbursements by June 30, 1962 to nearly $2,500,000,

SIDEM's account remained unchanged from the reported previous total. (JCW)

COMMERCIAL OFFICE

26. UNCLASSIFIED - American Business Visitors

The log of the Commercial Office shows that the following American and
representatives of American companies conferred with the Embassy between
April 27 and May 9, 1962:

Mr. Alex Nader, Overseas Brokerage Services, Beirut; Messrs. Frederick J. Sears,
Vice President, New York Office, William Clem, Director Beirut Office, and
Ashby Rendall Raine, Jr. of Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner, and Smith;

L
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Mr. C. T. Nesbit, The Sherwin-Williams Co., Newark, New Jersey; Mr, Ben A.
Baldwin, Export Sales Director, Uncle Ben's Inc., Houston Texas; Mr. Hugh J.
Auchincloss, Jr., New York World's Fair; Mr. Livingston Keplinger, Chairman
Copperweld Steel Company, New York City; Mr. Nizar Raslan, Vice-President
Cape Construction Company, Cape Girardeau, Missouri.; Mr. Kenneth Miller, Rome
Daily American; Mr. Walter W. Birge, Export Manager, Ranco, Inc., Columbus, Ohio;
Mr. C. W. Lugthart, Jr., Middle East Zone.-Sales, Goodyear International, Akron,
Ohio; Mr. Carl J. Gilbert, Chairman of President Kennedy's Committee for an
American Trade Policy and Chairman of the Gillette Company, Boston, Massachussets;
Mr. Edwin House, Amlevco and American Express Company, Beirut. (JCW)

For the Ambassador:

Evan M. Wilson

Counselor of Embassy

Contributors:

IOTihany, JHAshida, JHEnnis, JCWeisert, IIDSnell, MBekhash

Distribution:

Copies to: AMMAN, ANKARA, BAGHDAD, CAIRO, DAMASCUS, JIDDA, TEL AVIV, TRIPOLI.
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1. HIGHLIGHTS - UNCLASSIFIED

The economic news during the past two weeks was good. The strained
Iraqi-Lebanese relations following Lebanon's decision to establish a diplomatic
mission in Kuwait at the charge d'affaires' level has thus far not led to overt
Iraqi imposition of economic reprisals against Lebanon (see Item 10). The note
issue increased from LL 437 million to LL 440 million -- the first increase
since October 1961. The increase is probably the result of an acceleration of
Government expenditures for public works projects. The local money market has
eased even more recently with interbank call money rates dropping by another
1/4 percent to about 2-3/4 percent level. An agreement has been reached on the
expansion of the IPC Tripoli refinery (see Item 3). Intra Bank's attempt to
take over Lebanon's second largest bank was foiled temporarily (see Item 4). -
Air service was resumed between Nicosia and Beirut (see Item 12). The press
reported that the Government was going to allocate an additional amount of
LL 65 million ($20.7 million) for the Litani project.

Two trade delegations, one from Argentina and another from
Afghanistan, visited Lebanon. The Italians opened an impressive industrial
exhibition in Beirut (see Item 8).

Most of the soft drink distributors were engaged in a hot competitive
battle with valuable prizes being given to the lucky winners. (JHA)

PETROLEUM

2. CONFIDENTIAL - TAPline-GOL Negotiations Deadlocked (see BER 10)

TAPline President John NOBLE met with Prime Minister KARAME and his
economic advisor Paul KLAT on May 18 and informed them that he was unable to
accede to GOL demands for a lump sum retroactive payment in excess of $10,000,000
or for annual security-road damage fees totaling $1,260,000. Noble's offer to
agree on a compromise figure for the second item somewhere between the GOL
claim and the $186,200 annual amount TAPline is now paying was rejected by
the Prime Minister. Although no official announcement has been made, both
parties consider the negotiations as broken off.

CONFIDENTIAL - COMMENT: If the GOL were to accept the TAPline offer
of increased payments, its annual revenues from this company (not counting
local TAPline expenditures, which amounted to $4,299,000 in 1961) would rise

from the present $1,252,000 to $4,562,000. This offer is considerably better
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than that accepted by Syria, whose revenues from TAPline payments increased

from $1,288,597 to $3,616,168. The reason for Karame's unwillingness to

accept TAPline's advantageous offer is thought to be primarily political:

he is said to be determined to arrive at a settlement not less, and if possible,

more favorable to Lebanon than the 1959 IPC agreement. He feels he must do this

in order to avoid attack from his political enemies. This same motivation

probably also applies to his insistence on a TAPline settlement better 
than

those with Syria and Jordan. He told an Embassy officer on May 22 that he

expects no early conclusion of an agreement because "the Americans are not

easy to deal with."- TAPline feels that settling on the GOL's terms would

render pipeline operations uneconomical because (a) cheap tanker competition

at Ras Tanura is cutting heavily into the 374 differential between Persian

Gulf and Sidon posted prices, and (b) yielding to the Lebanese demands would

lead to higher claims by Syria, Jordan and Saudi Arabia. One high TAPline

official predicts that the GOL-TAPline impasse will continue for at least a

year. In the meantime, TAPline operations through Lebanon will presumably

proceed on the basis of payments under present agreements. (LCT)

3. UNCLASSIFIED - IPC Refinery to be Expanded

Separate statements by the Prime Minister and IPC on May 19 announced

GOL-IPC agreement on the expansion of the IPC Tripoli refinery for the production

of "high-grade benzine, aviation turbine fuel and butane gas." Under the new

agreement IPC will make "substantial capital investments" in Lebanon and also

pay 200,000 pounds sterling to the GOL. The Prime Minister's statement mentioned

the sum of about LL 20,000,000 as the amount of IPC capital investments projected

for the next two years.

CONFIDENTIAL - COMMENT: The publicity ballyhoo surrounding the

announcements points to the political motivation of the GOL-IPC pact. The

deadlock in the GOL-TAPline negotiations plus Prime Minister Karame's parochial

concern for his Tripoli constituency probably explain the latter's desire to

point with pride to an achievement in the petroleum line. Karame told the press

that, due to the forthcoming IPC refinery expansion, Lebanon will no longer have

to import aviation fuel (imports are now described as about 50,000 MT per year),

and thus there will be an improvement in the Lebanese trade deficit. TAPline

officials consulted appeared highly skeptical about the feasibility of aviation

fuel production in Lebanon. Karame told an Embassy officer on May 22 that he

had found the British "easier to deal with than the Americans" -- an oblique

reference to the deadlocked TAPline negotiations. (LCT)

FINANCE

4. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - Intra Bank Foiled in Attempt to Control

Bank Al-Ahli (BER)10.

Mr. Yusef BEIDAS, the ambitious managing director of Intra Bank, has

failed in his attempt to buy a controlling share in Bank Al-Ahli, Lebanon's

second largest bank with assets of more than LL 100 million ($33 million).

Mr. Najib SALHA, reported to be Lebanon's wealthiest man, gave an option to 
a
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group headed by Mr. Fouad DAHDAH to purchase 55,000 shares of this bank (55%
of outstanding shares) at a price of LL 140 ($46.67) a share by the end of
May. 1962. As soon as Beidas heard of the option, he immediately offered some
LL 1.5 million ($500,000) for the option to Dehdad, who turned it down.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: This appears to be the biggest setback Beidas
has had since Intra Bank was established more than ten years ago. One observer
noted that if Intra Bank took over Bank Al-Ahli, Beidas would have gained complete
financial control over the Lebanese economy. This significance was not lost
among Lebanese banking circles, who collectively breathed a sigh of relief that
Beidas' offer had been turned down. As soon as all the details are available,
the Embassy will report by a separate despatch. (JHA)

5. UNCLASSIFIED - Strengthening "la Centrale des Risoues" Proposed

The Ministry of Finance and the Lebanese Bankers Association have
jointly proposed to the Government a strengthening of. the "Centrale des Risques,"
a sort of central credit office, as follows: (1) all approved (agreees) banks
must become members of the "Centrale", (2) all loan transactions exceeding
LL 20,000 must be reported to this office.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: Nine large bankruptcies involving
LL 12,6 million ($4.2 million) and 37 banks between September 1960 and April 1962
have finally produced the foregoing recommendations. The "Centrale des Risques"
with a membership of less than half of the approved banks (57) has been a farce.
Its members have been reluctant to report the real outstanding obligations of
their clients to the "Centrale." The former limitation of LL 50,000 was too
high. A client needing a large loan could go to several banks and borrow less
than LL 50,000 from each bank. Since the amount was less than LL 50,000, the
loan transaction would not be reported to the "Centrale" although the client
may have borrowed LL 45,000 from ten banks. Thus, the lending banks would have
no idea that the customer was overextended. (JHA)

6. UNCLASSIFIED - Advance Payment of 30 Percent of Cost of Project Authorized

Prime Minister KARAME in his capacity as Minister of Finance has
authorized Government agencies to make an advance payment amounting to 30 percent
of the cost of the project to a contractor under the following limitations:
(1) the maximum amount of advance payment is LL 250,000 ($83,000), (2) the
contractor must submit a bank guarantee for the amount of the advance payment
from an approved bank, and (3) any such amounts advanced must be repayed to the
Government before completion of the project.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: Mr. Joseph SAAB, President of the Develop-
ment Bank, had earlier this year proposed to the Government a variation of this
plan -- the BSL (Banque de Syrie et du Liban) would transfer the entire amount of
the contract to the contractor's bank upon receipt of a bank guarantee and a
performance bond. Mr. Saab's idea was to "unfreeze" the large BSL deposits. The
BSL is reported to have opposed the idea, however a good compromise appears to

ve been worked out. (JHA)
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7. 7. UNCLASSIFIED - Intra Bank Decides to Double its Capital(BER 10)

At a special meeting of the stockholders on May 19 Intra Bank officials
decided to double the bank's present capital of LL 30 million ($10 million).
That same day the shareholders at their tenth annual meeting had approved among
other things the declaration of a LL 12 ($4) dividend.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: Most financial observers feel that the
announcement of the increase of capitalization is a mere publicity stunt calculated
to enhance the image of the bank in the Arab. World. They have heard that of the
present capital of LL 30 million some LL 16 million ($5.3 million) do not represent
new capital. This amount, it is claimed, is "paid up" by loans by Intra Bank to
shareholders to meet the new assessments on the shares they already own. (JHA)

TRADE FAIR
8. UNCLASSIFIED - Italians Open Industrial Exposition "Italia Produce"

On May 24 the Italian Minister of Exterior Commerce, Mr. Luigi PRETI,
opened an extraordinary trade show on the Corniche Manara in Beirut. Reputed
to have cost LL 2,000,000 ($666,666) the show consists of a complex of modern,
colorful, and boldly designed buildings in glass, aluminum and steel covering
2,500 square meters. In addition to this, 2,000 additional square meters are
taken up in open air display of farm machinery, trucks, etc. Twelve fashion,
models from Rome and Florence were present at the opening and modeled Italian
haute couture at a gala dinner for 500 persons given later that evening at the
Phoenicia. A despatch will be prepared on this exposition when its impact can
be assessed. (JCW)

TOURISM
9. UNCLASSIFIED - Robert B. Anderson Visit

Mr. Robert B. ANDERSON, former Secretary of Treasury under President
EISENHOWER, visited Lebanon from May 15 to May 21. Mr. Anderson was examining
the possibilities for U.S. investment in Lebanese tourism, specifically ski
resorts such as the Cedars and Laklouk. Mr. Anderson talked to many Lebanese
and American bankers and businessmen. He is associated with an American company,
Interser, Inc., (an investment development firm) with offices in New York and
Beirut. Interser officials in Beirut state that although all negotiations are
in the exploratory stage, the possibility for the investment of several million
dollars of U.S. capital in Lebanese tourism projects does exist. (JCW)

10. UNCLASSIFIED - Touristic Problems with Iraq, Touristic Accord with UAR
While the press was filled with conflicting stories on whether or not

the 30,000 annual Iraqi summer visitors would be allowed by their government to
come to Lebanon, an accord was signed on May 20, between Lebanon and the UAR
to allow each Egyptian tourist to transfer up to 100 Egyptian pounds to Lebanon.
The rate is LL 8 to LE 1 -- which means that each visitor may bring in about $230.

UNCLASSIFIED - COMMENT: The Iraqi cut-off (if it comes) will be a blow
to Lebanon's tourism. Optimists, however, are predicting that a modus vivendi
will be found to allow the Iraqi visitors to summer in Lebanon. (JCW)
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AVIATION

11. UNCLASSIFIED - Lebanese Notables Visit Prague (BER 25)

The Minister of Public Works and Transportation, the Director General
of Transport and the Secretary General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
among other dignitaries, departed for Prague on May 17 at the invitation of
Czech Airlines to celebrate the inauguration of new twice-weekly commercial air
services between Beirut and Prague, The Minister of Public Works and
Transportation reportedly will remain in Prague for one week and the Director
General of Transport for two.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: As previously reported, Czech Airlines
inaugurated services between Beirut and Prague on December 1, 1961, and since
that date have been providing regular once-weekly TU-104 flights Beirut/Prague.
The "inaugural" flight of May 17 marks the opening of regular Czech Airlines
services Prague/Beirut/Bombay on Wednesdays and Bombay/Beirut/Prague on Thursdays. (JHE

12. UNCLASSIFIED - Air Service Resumed Beirut/Nicosia (BER 10)

Press reports indicate that Lebanon and Cyprus have agreed on the
terms of a provisional aviation accord under which air transport services between
Beirut and Nicosia will be resumed. These services were suspended May 1. The
provisional agreement is scheduled to remain in force through October of this
year, at which time the authorities of the two countries apparently visualize
negotiating anew. The temporary agreement is said to grant Cyprus Airways
fifth freedom traffic rights between Beirut and Kuwait (which the Lebanese had
withdrawn last January 1) and grants Lebanon the privilege of operating two
airlines to Nicosia (which the Cypriots had denied effective May 1).

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: Of interest is the abrupt reversal of the
Lebanese position, which, as of mid-May, was said authoritatively to be firm
and unalterable. The Lebanese aviation authorities were apparently overruled
by their Ministry of Foreign Affairs, if the foregoing reports are accurate.
It is not clear, however, (1) how Lebanon is to reconcile its restoration of
fifth freedom rights Beirut/Kuwait to Cyprus Airways with its standing agreement
with other Arab countries to deny cabotage rights to outsiders, or (2) what led
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs suddenly to reverse the Lebanese position. (JHE)

13. UNCLASSIFIED - UK/Lebanese Air Talks Imminent

A British Embassy source advises that a U.K. aviation delegation, led
by Mrs. Allison MUNRO, Undersecretary of the U.K. Ministry of Aviation, will
arrive in Beirut on May 26 to renegotiate the UK/Lebanese aviation agreement.
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: According to a British Embassy source,the British delegation will include a Mr. BRIGHTLING of the Ministry of CivilAviation and Robert SWANN, Counselor for Civil Air Affairs of the British Embassy,Beirut. The British are said to be asking only that Lebanon agree to forego itspresent policy of "predetermining" BOAC and BEA schedules. The Lebanese, on theother hand, are reportedly asking traffic rights to Manchester, England andbeyond to the United States (there is an important Lebanese colony at Manchesterengaged in textile trade with West Africa); the elimination of BOAC trafficrights between Beirut and Kuwait; and traffic rights beyond Aden to Mogadiscio
and Addis Ababa. (JHE)

LABOR

14, UNCLASSIFIED - Port Union Breaks with FLUL (See Emdesp. 600, May 10, 1962)

Following closely on the heels of the Progressive Socialist-Communist
bloc's defeat in the Port of Beirut Employees Union election, the new officersnotified the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs in writing of the Union'swithdrawal. from the self-styled Federation of Labor Unions in Lebanon (FLUL).The FLUL included the four unions which recently withdrew from the UUEW (UnitedUnions of Employees and Workers) and the Beirut electricity and publictransportation union.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY -COMMENT: This first in a series of actions to disengagethis key union from control by its left-wing coalition came as something of asurprise, for most observers had expected the new officers to move more slowly.Their application for reaffiliation with the UUEW, therefore, should not bedelayed beyond June 30. (HDS)

15. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - Rift in AUB Employees Union

The long simmering internal dispute in the American University ofBeirut Employees Union resulted this week in the ousting of President MohammadMAHMASSANI and all but two members of the Union's Executive Board. Mahmassanihas been under fire because of his inability to obtain agreement on themembership's demand that the University discharge no redundant employees, Heis not attempting to have the Ministry of Labor order new elections. The Unionis also faced with a possible split between its clerical and manual workers* sections.

CONFIDENTIAL - COMMENT: Mahmassani, a not-too-bright white collarworker, last year defeated the Union's former President, Jean SABA, chargingthat -Saba failed to press hard enough to win more concessions from the AUBadministration . Now, Mahmasani finds himself repudiated by the Union's rank J
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and file and with the strong possibility of a split in its ranks. Some suspicion
exists that Mahmassani, having failed to placate the manual workers, may be
encouraging the defection of the white collar employees. These developments
are likely to complicate further a final solution of the long standing dispute. (HDS)

16. UNCLASSIFIED - Jamitat, UUEW to be Represented at CATU Convention

In another unusual development, the Cairo-based Confederation of Arab '
Trade Unions (CATU) has extended an invitation to the Jamitat federation and the
UUEW to send fraternal delegates to the CATU Congress opening in Alexandria
May 25. Vice President Toufic SALWUM will represent the UUEW, while Jamitat
President Hussein Ali HUSSEIN has selected Secretary-General 'Fuad KARANOUH as the
Jamitat delegate.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: This CATU gesture can be interpreted as
(1) a means of establishing friendly relations with these two Lebanese ICFTU-
affiliated federations, or (2) anticipating an invitation to CATU to send
fraternal delegates to the ICFTU Congress, CATU is seeking to meet the ICFTU part
way, or (3) an effort to explain CATUts opposition to having Lebanon's other two
federations affiliate with' the ICFTU. (HDS)

17.. UELASSIFIED - CLL Sunports Public Housing Bill (BER 8)

In informal testimony before members of the Parliamentary Committee of
Social Affairs, a spokesman for the Confederation of Lebanese Labor (CLL)
supported the low-cost housing bill now in Parliament, The CLL's written proposal
contains the following points: 1) union representation on the committee to
administer the program, 2) adoption of a low interest rate with mortgages to be
paid within 15 years, 3) installment payments not to exceed 20 percent of the
workers monthly wage, 4) a concurrent Government program to improve conditions
in rural areas as a means of reducing the influx of people to the cities. (HDS)

18. UNCLASSIFIED - Lebanese Delegation to Cairo Social Develoment Conference

A three-man Government team departed for Cairo on May 21 to attend the
second Arab League Conference on 'Social Development. Last year's conference was
held in Beirut. Representing Lebanon are: Maustafa NSOULI, Director General,
Ministry of Planning; Dr. Jamil ANOUTI, Director General of the Ministry of Health;
and Joseph DONATO, Director of the Department of Social Development. (HDS)
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INDUSTRY

19. UNCLASSIFIED - Ready Mix Cement in Lebanon

Beton, Inc. is the first Lebanese company to sell ready mix concrete
in Lebanon. The installed equipment is capable of producing each hour 90 cubic
meters at the quarry, 60 cubic meters of aggregate and 50 cubic meters of concrete.
The crusher was made in Germany, while the batcher and mixer were manufactured
by the Chainbelt Company of Milwaukee. A fleet of 5 C.hainbelt trucks holding 5
cubic yards of concrete delivers ready mix concrete. The plant, employing some
20 workers, represents an investment of LL 3 million ($1 million).

Beton is engaged in an educational program to convince prospective
customers that ready mix concrete is vastly superior to ordinary concrete. For
a premium of LL 2 (600) per metric ton over regular concrete (which costs LL 30
per metric ton) the purchaser will get concrete able to sustain a weight of
3500 lbs per sq. in, as compared with 2000 lbs per sq. in. for regular concrete. (JHA)

20. UNCLASSIFIED - American Machinery for New Juice Plant (BER 5)

The Lebanon Fruit Juice Company has purchased juice extraction machinery
valued at $5-600,000 and manufactured by the FIC Corporation of San Jose,
California. The plant will be constructed at Fanar, just 4 km north of Beirut.
Fruits in season and tomatoes will be canned and bottled for domestic consumption
and export. The machinery is capable of processing 4 tons of juice per hour..
The plant hopes to be operating in January 1963.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COM ENT: This is the first sale of FE's juice
extracting machinery in this area. The principal backers of this project are
confident that with their superior machinery they can easily outcompete the
first juice factory equipped with Italian machinery. (JHA)

DOMESTIC BUSINESS

21. UECLASSIFIED - New Ford Showroom

On June 1, Ford's aggressive Lebanese dealer Mr. Michel EID, will open
a new showroom in Beirut. Located on the Cornicha Manara, this new salesroom
is well-placed. Its $5,000 illuminated roof-top sign should help focus Lebanese
interest on Ford products. (The Falcon, although running in eighth place behind
the European cars, is the leading American seller in this market.) Ford
International'szoffices here have brought in officials from Detroit and are
spending several thousands of dollars on the opening promotion. They are also
participating in the expenses of the opening which 1,500 to 2,000 people are expected

o attend. (JW)
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22. SCIENCE - UNC LASS IF IED

Lasers at AUB

Dr. L. R. WIICOX of the Physics Department of American University has
constructed a new type of intense light source -- called lasers for research into
the atomic constitution of matter. Dr. Wilcox, who formerly worked with
Dr. BIOOMFIELD of Harvard University on laser research, began to build the new
device soon after his arrival at AUB early last fall,

Wave Function of Dyes

Using the electron spin resonance spectrometer given to Lebanon under
the "Atoms for Peace" program, Dr. Frans BRUIN of AUB has almost completed
measuring the electron wave function in the molecule of organic commercial dyes
by looking at the nuclei. His interest was aroused in this project because the
theory of dyes has to date not been founded on experimental data.

Rocket Experiments

Within a period of one year the Haigazian College Rocket Society of
Beirut has launched six rockets, the last few being two stage solid fuel types.
Under the leadership of Prof. MANOGIAN, the Society has constructed its own
rockets, which have become gradually larger and more sophisticated. This coming
late July the Society hopes to launch a two stage rocket with a 15 ton thrust
capability. Emile BUSTANI of the CAT Company and the Lebanese Government have
contributed respectively sums of LL 1,200 ($400) and LL 10,000 ($3,333) to
encourage the work of the Society. The GOL is reportedly going to give shortly
an additional amount of LL 15,000 ($5,000) to the Society. (JHA)

COMMERCIAL OFFICE

23. UNCLASSIFIED - American Business Visitors

The log of the Commercial Office from May 10 through May 23 shows the
visit of twenty-one American businessmen or representatives of American business
firms conferred with. Among these were Mr. Carl Gilbert, Chairman of the Board
of Gillette, Boston; Mr. Robert B. Anderson, former Secretary of Treasury;
Mr. Thomas M. McCarter III, investment counselor of New York; and Mr. Peter D.
Joseph, Assistant Vice-President, the First National Bank of Boston. (JCW)

Contributors: ICTihany, JHAshida, JHEnnis, the Ambassador:
JCWeisert, HDSnell

Die rbution:Amman, Ankara, Baghdad, Cairo, .A
Damascus, Jidda, Tel Aviv, Evan M. Wilson
Tripoli. Counselor of Embassy
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SUBJECT: DEVELOPMENT - IRFED Views

7

The Embassy is rather apprehensive of IRFED Director IEBRET's

somewhat doctrinaire influence on Lebanese economic planning. IRFED

has a contract with the Ministry of Planning to lay the groundwork

for Lebanon's Five Year Plan. In a recent lecture at Tripoli Lebret

recommended decreasing imports and increasing exports. Compliance

with this recommendation, in the Embassyts opinion, would undermine

Lebanon's present urban prosperity.

On May 21, Father Lebret, Director of the French economic research

institute IRFED1 , gave a talk on the Lebanese economy at the Catholic Club

in Tripoli. Lebret warned that certain present economic trends, if

unchecked, would lead to a catastrophe,. He listed the following dangerous

trends:

Population growth, which Lebret estimated at 2%-3.10%, would increase

Lebanon's present population of 1.6 million to 2.3 million by 1975. The

trade deficit, which he described as about LL 500 million ($226 million)
2

could not be borne indefinitely by the economy. Sharp differences in

1 Ce
Harmonise.
Harmonise.

2 The Embassy*s current estimate is LL 800 million ($361 million)

official customs conversion rate of $1 = LL 2.21.
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Kincomel would exacerbate class differences. A lack of stable sources of national

income, rendered more serious by a decrease of transit trade and possible eventual

loss of petroleum transit services, growth of the EEC, and a drop in emigrants'

remittances, would sap the foundations of the economy.

To remedy the situation, Father Lebret made the following suggestions:

Agriculture and industry must be encouraged so as to achieve self-sufficiency

and to raise the national income. Everything must be done to lessen imports

and increase exports. A corps of Lebanese technical experts must be developed
to offer services in Lebanon and in other Arab countries, Lebanese industry must

be guided toward variety and high quality. Industrial centers should be moved to

areas where production costs are less, especially to Tripoli and the Akkar region.

COMMENT: The Embassy is somewhat apprehensive of Father Lebret's well-meaning

but rather doctrinaire thinking on the subject of Lebanese economic development,
especially in view of the fact that for the next two years economic planning in

the Ministry of Planning has been contracted to IRFED. Should the Government of
Lebanon accept Father Lebret's recommendation to lessen imports so as to redress

the now unfavorable balance of trade, the foundations of Lebanese prosperity would
be seriously undermined, Lebanon's urban prosperity today rests on buying from,

not on selling to, foreign clients; Lebanese exports will never make more than a

dent in Lebanese imports, unless now unsuspected natural resources are discovered.
The Embassy is,however, in agreement with Father Lebret that agriculture and
industry should be developed and that existing industry should be decentralized.

The Embassy notes with interest that Father Lebret's IRFED mission now

employs 60 persons, of whom 10 are French experts, 20 Lebanese technicians, and

30 clerical personnel. An additional dozen persons have contracts as consultants.

IRFED has undertaken to submit to the Ministry of Planning by October 1962,

a development plan for 1963-64. Early in 1963 IRFED planning will be coordinated

in detail with budgetary provisions for Lebanon's Five Year Plan of economic
development. 2

F he Ambassador:

Evan M. Wilson
Counselor of Embassy

Copies to: Paris, Amman, Baghdad, Damascus, Jidda, Cairo

1 Father Lebret said that 9 percent of Lebanese families have an income of less
than LL 1,200 annually, while the income of 33 percent of the country's
population ranges between LL 1,200 to 2,500 annually, Thirty percent have an
income of between LL 2500 and LL 15,000, while only 4 percent have an income
of more than that,

2 See AID, Field Proposed Program for FY 1963: Lebanon, Dec. 18, 1961, Section1.B.3
L (p. 14)
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1. HIGHLIGHTS - UNCLASSIFIED

Business generally continued at a slow pace although GOL officials
were reiterating that the Lebanese economic situation is good. April car
registration data recently made public still indicate that 1962 car sales are
below those of 1961. The attention of most Lebanese businessmen was directed
to the break in prices on the New York securities exchanges. Lebanese share-
holders were reportedly hit quite severely since many of them had bought during
a period of high prices. Their difficulties in many instances were compounded
by extensive margin buying in the hope of turning a quick profit by investing
their temporary surplus working capital. One estimate is that the Lebanese
lost some $5 million out of some $30 million invested in New York. Almost
immune to events in New York, the prices of most stocks on the local stock
exchange remained steady.

A Greek firm, Archimedes, won the tender for the third basin project
of the Port of Beirut with a reported offer of LL 33 million ($11 million).

Parliament has approved a major reorganization of the Ministry of
Planning, the agency designated to play the predominant role in economic
development of the country. (BER 4).'.

The Government has issued a decree for the strengthening the "Centrale
des Risques," a sort of central credit office for exchange of credit information
(BER 11).

The GOL's Radio Liban began operations over its new German-built
transmitter reportedly rated at 100 kw. The transmitter at Amchit is connected
to the studio in Beirut with a microwave link -- the first time such a link has
reportedly been used for this purpose in Lebanon. (JHA)

AVIATION

2. CONFIDENTIAL - DC-8s for LIA, Iraqi Airlines and Syrian Airlines?

A Lebanese International Airlines (LIA) official (protect source) has
informed the Embassy that a Douglas Aircraft representative has recently proposed
to him in Rome the lease-purchase of some four DC-8s, returned to Douglas by
Delta Airlines for more modern fan-jet models. In return for the lease-purchase
of the DC-8s the representative reportedly indicated that Douglas would be
interested in a substantial stock participation in an reorganized, American
managed LIA. LIA would take one DC-8 for its own use, while two DC-8s would
be subleased to Iraqi Airlines and one DC-8, to Syrian Airlines. A high Douglas
official from California and its European representative are scheduled to arrive
in Beirut-within a week to begin discussions about this proposal.
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: Up to now American aircraft manufacturers

have been handicapped by their inability not onlf to quote competitive prices
but also to make quick deliveries. If Douglas can make these jets available

immediately as claimed, there is a good possibility that a mutually satisfactory
arrangement can be worked out between Douglas and LIA. Introduction of DC-8s
by LIA would then break the near monopoly that British jets have enjoyed among
Arab airlines.

3. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - UK/Lebanese Air Talks Concluded (BER 11)

The UK/Lebanese air talks were concluded on June 2 with a memoranda
of understanding signed by Mrs. Allison MUNRO, the Undersecretary of the UK

Ministry of Aviation, twenty minutes before she left Lebanon. The British were

able to get the Lebanese to forego its present policy of "predetermining" BOAC

and BEA schedules and to agree to mutual consultations should such schedules

not meet the approval of the Lebanese aviation authorities. The Lebanese
request for traffic rights beyond Aden, to Manchester/London and beyond to the
United States and to the Trucial Sheikhdoms was turned down. The British were

forced to give up BOAC traffic rights to Kuwait but retained such rights to

Basra. The new schedule of routes will go into effect on November 1 when the

winter schedules begin.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE - COMMENT: A British Embassy source remarked that

the threat of retaliatory action -by the British aviation authorities made the

Lebanese agree to the principle of mutual consultations and to drop its policy

of "predetermination."

The British felt very pleased in general with the outcome of the talks.

The presence of Mrs. Munro and the absence until the last few days of Mr. Fuad
CHADER, the Director General of Transport, probably was a factor in favor of

the British. (JHA)

PETROLEUM

4. CONFIDENTIAL - GOL-TAPline Talks Still Deadlocked (BER 10 & 11)

GOL-Tapline talks r transit payments are still in suspense,

although both sides have given indication in confidence of their willingness
to resume negotiations. Neither the GOL's nor Tapline's willingness to do so

appears, however, to include desire to make significant concessions.

CONFIDENTIAL - COMMENT: The Embassy understands that the two

parties may be separated only by a difference of $250,000 in annual
payments -- the amount Tapline is willing to pay of the GOL's demand of

a $500,000 increase in security and road fees. (LCT)

ECONOMIC RELATIONS
5. UNCLASSIFIED - Lebanese Assets in Eavt (BER 3)

An official communique states that the first stage of the Lebanese-UAR

negotiationss r Lebanese assets nationalized gnd sequestered in Egypt ended in
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Beirut on June 1, and that a Lebanese delegation would soon leave for Cairo to
continue the talks. According to the press the Egyptians have offered 15 per-
cent compensation over a period of 15 years to Lebanese citizens resident in Egypt..

CONFIDENTIAL - COMMENT: The delegation, headed by Lebanon's Permanent
Delegate to the UN George HAKIM, left for Cairo on June 5. Hakim told an Embassy
officer that press reports concerning the negotiations are not factual, even though
a gap does exist between Lebanese demands and Egyptian offers. Director of the
Foreign Ministry's Economic Department TAKIEDDINE told the same Embassy officer
that he is extremely pessimistic concerning the outcome of the negotiations. (LCT)

LABOR
6. UNCLASSIFIED - FLUL Abandons Strike Threat (BER 10 and 11)

The five unions, now reduced to four and calling themselves the Federation
of Labor Unions of Lebanon (FLUL), voted at a stormy meeting last week to withdraw
their threat to go on strike in protest over the Government's refusal to grant
them a license to form a federation.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: The official withdrawal from the FLUL of
the Port of Beirut Employees Union weakened the effectiveness of the remaining
four unions to such an extent that the threat to strike became meaningless. The
situation deteriorated even further with the renewed activity of the anti-
Communist forces within the Tobacco Workers Union. If the present trend continues,
it is possible that the FLUL will fall apart completely. (HDS)

7. UNCLASSIFIED - Deleaation Departs for ILO Conference (Emdesp 627. 5/25/62)
The seven-man Lebanese delegation to the ILO Conference departed for

Geneva on June 3. The group is headed by Government Delegate Dr. Rida WAHID, the
Director General of the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, and includes as
Employer Delegate, Merwan NASR, Secretary of the Industrialists Association and
Workers Delegate Afif ZINATI of the United Unions of Employees and Workers. In
addition to Chief Labor Inspector Fuad NASR, who previously had bemchosen as Advisor
to Dr. Wahid, the Government also selected the Rev. R.P. Le JENNISEL, a Jesuit priest,
who has served as a consultant to the Ministry's Office of Social Development.
Gabriel KHOURY, President of the Confederation of Lebanese Labor will serve as
Advisor to the Worker Delegate, while George MINA will serve in a similar capacity
to the Employer Delegate.

UNCLASSIFIED - COMMENT: The only surprise here is the naming of Father
Le Jennisel, whose previous activities have been confined principally to the
social welfare field. (HDS)

ATOMIC ENERGY

8. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - Visit of IAEA Preliminary Assistance Mission
The IAEA preliminary Assistance Mission visited Lebanon between May 29

and June 5 to study prospects and programs for peaceful uses of atomic energy.
As a result of talks with GOL officials and scientists and visits to universities,
hospitals, and research centers, the IAEA Mission is making recommendations in
the medical and agricultural uses of radioisotopes. In the fields of mining,!
power and geology, the Mission felt that it was still premature to make any

Concrete suggestions. (JHA)
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DOESTIC BUSINESS

9. UNCLASSIFIED - Opening of New Ford Showrooms (BER 11)

On Friday, June 1, 700 persons representing the Lebanese Government,
commerce and industry, and the diplomatic community attended a gala cocktail party
given by Ford dealer, Mr. Michel EID, to celebrate the opening of his new air-
conditioned salesrooms on the Corniche Manara, The Ambassador was present (as

well as the British Ambassador) and was photographed by US IS with Mr. 'Eid beside

anew Thunderbird. This picture appeared in several Lebanese publications. On
the roof is a large, flashing, illuminated "Ford" sign in blue and white.

Aside from the Thunderbirds, the main floor featured all Fords of
England -- Consuls, Zodiacs and Anglias, all relatively very light sellers in

Lebanon. One had to go to the basement garage to find the best selling Falcon.

UNCLASSIFID C ?,NT:
AOW nw gifmicks by the Ford Factory to freshen up the Falcon may

succeed in getting it out of the basement and onto the street display rooms. (JCW)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

10. UNCLASSIFIED - Markabi Power Plant Officially Dedicated (BER 3 and
Embdesp. 633, June 6, 1962)

In the presence of some 200 invited guests including the Ambassador,
Prime Minister KARAME officially dedicated the Markabi power plant on May 26.
Mr. Roger GASPARD, the President of ltElectricite de France, the consulting

engineering firm for the Litani project, flew in from Paris to attend the

dedication ceremonies. One of the two Austrian manufactured turbine generators
installed in the underground power plant was operating. They are currently
generating about 100-250,000 kwh daily. The power plant is connected to the

Karoun dam, some 6.4 km upstream by an underground tunnel. Built to a height
of 25 meters, the dam held water to about the 18 meter level. (JHA)

SHIPPING

11. UNCLASSIFIED - Isbrandtsen's "E" Flag Raising

On June 2 Captain FOS'IER and the local agents of the Isbrandtsen Line,
Rudolphe Saade and Company, gave a small cocktail party to .celebrate the recent

awarding of the Export "E" flag to the company by President Kennedy. In a brief

ceremony on the bridge, the Ambassador hoisted the "E" flag. Also present,

taking time out from a busy Saturday schedule, was the Embassy's distinguished
visitor, Mr. James MINOTTO of the U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee

Accompanied by the Commercial' Attache, the U.S. Naval Attache, the Acting AID/L I
CONFIDENTIAL
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SHIPPING (Contd)

Director, the AID Regional Transportation Officer, and the AID/L Comptroller.
Photographs were taken and the story of the event distributed by USIS to twenty
Lebanese publications. (JCW)

INDUSTRY

12. UNCLASSIFIED - Hydraulic Lime Plant Under Construction

The Societe Nationale A 1'Industrie l. Chaux Hydraulic is
constructing Lebanonts first modern hydraulic lime plant at Fatri, a small village
inland from the mouth of the Ibrahim River. Equipped with modern Italian
machinery the plant will process limestone from an adjoining quarry. The
installation, which will employ about 20 workers, represents an investment of

about LL 2 million ($667,000). Capable of producing 100 MT of lime per day, the
plant with slight modifications can make double the amount.

UNCLASSIFIED - COMMENT: Lebanon is reportedly consuming about 200 MT
daily, of which an estimated 50 MT is being used by the steel plants at Amchit
and Tripoli and by the sugar refineries. Consumption requirements have been met
by small kilns scattered over the countryside. They usually sell their lime at
LL 45 ($15) a metric ton. The firm hopes to sell its better quality lime for
LL 50-52 ($16,70-$17.30) a metric ton. (JHA)

AGRICULTURE

13. UNCLASSIFIED - Blue Mold Infestation of Tobacco Cron in South Lebanon (BER 9)

A heavy infestation of blue mold (PeronosDora tabacina) has reportedly
appeared in the tobacco crop of South Lebanon, where about 75 percent of the
Lebanese tobacco is grown.

UNCLASSIFIED - COMMENT: The U.S. is a prominent importer of this
semi-oriental type tobacco. (DLM)

14. UNCLASSIFIED - PL 480 Title IV (BER 9)

For the fourth time since April 1, the head of the Lebanese Wheat
Office met informally with Embassy representatives of June 1 to discuss the
possibility of a PL 480 Title IV program for Lebanon.

UNCLASSIFIED - COMMENT: The Embassy expects a new approach from the
GOL on the subject of Title IV. (DLM/ICT)
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COMIERC IAL OFFICE

15. UNCLASSIFIED - American Business Visitors

The log of the Commercial Office between May 24 and June 6 shows the

visit of fourteen American businessmen or representatives of American business

firms. Among them were such distinguished persons as the Honorable Mansfield

SPRAGUE, President of AMF International, with his Vice President, Mr. Robert

BUECKENKAMP, and Mr. James MINOTTO, Chairman of the Bank of Phoenix, Phoenix,

Arizona, on official business for the U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee. (JCW)-

the Ambassador:

Evan M. Wilson

Counselor of Embassy

Contributors:

ICTihany, JHAshida, LDMacDonald, HDSnell, JCWeisert

Distribution:

Copies to:

L

AMMAN, ANKARA, BAGHDAD, CAIRO, DAMISCUS, JIDDA, TEL AVIV, TRIPOLI.
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY - FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONTROLS LIBERALIZED: (A) Proceeds From
Exports to Certain Countries Freed; (B) Syrian Banks
Permitted to Deal in Free Foreign Exchange for Certain
Purposes; (C) Legal Status Given Money Changers to Conduct
Transactions for Tourists.

CO1ENT:

The Syrian pound on the Damascus free market, which still has no legal
standing except under the decrees of the past two weeks noted below, has remained
relatively stable at about L.S. 3.80 per United States dollar (the official rate
is L.S. 3.57 per dollar,) despite continued political uncertainties. As the
final arrangements were made to complete the $41 million stabilization fund,
however, the Syrian Government has eased exchange controls in three specific
areas. Most observers consider these measures a prelude to further liberaliza-
tion which is expected in the near future. End OFFICIAL USE ONLY.

Begin UNCLASSIFIED - (A) Proceeds from Exports to Certain Countries Freed
On June 1 the press published a Ministry of Economy decree which permits

exporters who export to certain countries to sell their foreign exchange proceeds
on the free market. In effect, this means that exporters will gain an average
of seven percent on the price of their goods in terms of Syrian pounds. Banks
are authorized to buy the foreign exchange thus earned at free market rates,
and to sell it for certain authorized purposes (noted in(B) below), also at the
free rate. The decree applies to exports to most eastern Arab countries, except
Lebanon and Egypt, and Iran, Turkey, and Cyprus. Lebanon was excluded, evidently
because the authorities feared that many exports destined for other countries
would be chanelled through Lebanon were it included. There are also administra-
tive provisions which preclude using the above approved countries as transit
destinations for eventual shipment to other countries. (See Despatch No. 308
of June 5, 1962.)

(B) Syrian Banks Permitted to Deal in Free Foreign Exchange for Certain
Purposes

Syrian commercial banks were permitted to deal in foreign exchange at free
market rates (to be published daily by the Exchange Office) for certain specified
purposes, including: certain travelling expenses; medical expenses incurred
abroad; imports for which import licenses have been granted but for which no
foreign exchange has been made available; and for insurance premium costs pro-
vided the policy was issued before the introduction of exchange controls in
February, 1961. Businessmen are expected to particularly welcome the opportunity
to import items for which it is difficult to obtain official foreign exchange.
(See Despatch No. 320 of June 15, 1962).

(C) Legal Status ,Given Money Changers to Conduct Transactions for Tourists
Although money changers have been operating more or less freely in Syria

since shortly after the September 28 Revolution, they had no legal status until
June 8, 1962, when the Ministry of Economy put into effect a decree allowing
them to "meet the demands of tourists and travellers by changing banknotes,
checks, travellers' checks, coins, and gold" at free market rates. The money

changers

OFFICIAL USE ONLY.
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changers are required to sell checks to authorized commercial banks, and are pro-7
hibited from opening accounts for either residents or non-rsidents. They are also
required to make weekly reports to the Exchange Offices summarizing their trans-
actions. Although the decree limits their activities to tourists and travellers,
in practice it appears that their services continue to be available to everyone.
(See Despatch No. 321 of June 15, 1962).

II. UNCLASSIFIED - STABILIZATION FUN) NEARS COMPLETION: Loans concluded with
West Germany and Italian Commercial Banks.

Governor of the Central Bank Husni SAWWAF returned to Syria on June 15, and
announced that the.$16 million loan agreement with West Germany had been concluded
during his trip to Bonn, and that he also had made arrangements with Italian
commercial banks for an additional $5 million. With the $14 million worth of
credits from the United States, and credits of $6.6 million from the International
Monetary Fund, the completed stabilization fund will total $41.6 million, or
slightly more than the $40 million required by the ITF. The. loans are to be used
to implement a program of liberalized exchange and import controls.

III. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - PETROLEUM AFFAIRS: Negotiations on Petroleum Exploitation
Continue; Near East--European Gas Pipeline Proposed to Transit Syria.

Begin UNCLASSIFIED - The German Concordia Company, the Italian Azonia Minero-
lia, and two American firms, Clark Oil and Refining Company and Atlantic Refining
Company are continuing to negotiate with the Syrian General Petroleum Authority and
the Ministry of Industry for exploitation contracts, as well as continued explora-
tion contracts, for petroleum in north-eastern Syria. End UNCLASSIFIED.

Begin OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COIvENT: According to officers of the Atlantic
Refining Company, little progress has been made during the first few days of the
current negotiations. It seems likely that the lack of progress is due to the
currently uncertain Syrian political situation. Embassy officers expect to discuss
the consortium's proposals with the Atlantic representatives again following their
first working level discussions with the Syrian authorities. End OFFICIAL USE ONLY.

Begin UNCLASSIFIED - The Damascus press has recently carried several articles
about the proposal of Meurogas Holdings, Ltd., reported incorporated in Monrovia,
Liberia, to construct a gas pipeline from the Near East to Europe. According to
the press, the pipeline would transit Syria and would transport.10,000 million
cubic meters of gas annually, some of which might be consumed in Syria, The company
officials have discussed the project with the Minister of Industry and other Syrian
officials, and the proposal has been referred to a Ministerial Committee for petro-
leum affairs. The press reported that the project would yield Syrian an annual
income of $4.5 million, plus additional fees. End UNCLASSIFIED.

Begin OFFICIAL USE ONLY - Although the President of Meurogas is reportedly
an American citizen and has visited Damascus at least twice in recent months,
he has not called at the Embassy. (Embassy economic officers have met him on
one occasion, however, at the home of a Syrian businessman.) The Assistant
Secretary General for Minerals of the Ministry of Industry, Dr. Zafir SAWVWAF,
recently asked an Embassy officer for information on the firm. The officer J

plied that while we were aware of the firm's proposal, we could not give a.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY recommendation
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recommendation for any American firm. He suggested that the Syrian Government
might wish to request standard business and financial references of Meurogas
and have their Embassies in Washington and London check into the firns reputation.

COINT: Despite favorable press coverage, it appears to the Embassy that
Syrian Government officials intend to treat the Meurogas proposals cautiously..
End OFFICIAL USE ONLY

IV. UNCLASSIFIED - LABOR: Teachers' Union Threatens Strike if Demands Not Met

Following a series of meetings which ended on June 15, the General Assembly
of the Syrian Teachers' Union announced through Ibrahim al-Ghuri, Dean of
Syrian Teachers, that 20,000 Syrian teachers will refuse to correct examinations
if their demands are not met. According to al-Ghuri, the foremost of these
demands are those involving the improvement of the material status -of teachers
in Syria. The teachers demanded a reduction of the work week to 26 hours for
teachers on theelementary level and to 18 hours for teachers on the secondary
level. They have also demanded that overtime payment be increased, the immunity
from dismissal be restored, and that work be found for dismissed teachers.
Minister of Education BARMADA promised that the just demands of the teachers
would be met. In an editorial comment, Al-Ay wondered about "the coincidence
of the expected arrival in Lebanon of 1,000 Egyptians, all of whom are intelligence
agents, and the threats of the teachers to stage a strike."

COIMMEN T: To our knowledge, no action has been taken to date by the teachers
to fulfill their threat.
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V. OFFICIAL USE ONLY - BRITISH OFFER TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO SYRIA: Aid Will
Include Scholarships in Great Britain and British
Experts for Syria

According to an officer of the British Embassy in Damascus, Great Britain
has agreed to make available to the Syrian Government 30 to 35 scholarships
in Great Britain this year, with the possibility of continuing the program into
future years. The British also offered to supply a limited. number of experts
to assist in development programs. While negotiations are still in progress,
the Syrians have expressed interest thus far in scholarships for agriculture,
civil aviation, and meteorology, while British agricultural experts are to be
requested.

The above project has not received any publicity in the Damascus press
to date. (See Despatch No. 323 of June 15, 1962.) End OFFICIAL USE ONLY

VI. UNCLASSIFIED - AGRICULTURE: Landowners' Delegation Presents Demands to
President; Minister. of Agriculture Announces Cereals
Estimates

A delegation of 120 landowners from all the Governorates of Syria has
called on the President twice in the past reporting period to present their
views on the questions of agricultural policy and agrarian reform, according
to the press. The landowners requested that the Government should pay the
debts incurred by them for improving land and digging artisian wells on land
which was expropriated. The delegation also requested that commissions be
appointed to assess the value of expropriated land and to settle other
matters in dispute. Minister of Agriculture BARMADA is said to have replied
that the new budget will contain funds to meet the landowners' justified
demands.

On a television program of June 11, Minister of Agriculture Barmada
announced that the Syrian wheat crop would be 1,500,000 tons this year, of
which 700,000 would be exported. Barley and lentils are expected to be
about 700,000 tons and 80,000 tons, with exports totaling 500,000 tons and
70,000 tons respectively. According to the Minister's statement, Syria
should earn about LS 300 million in foreign exchange from these exports.

COMMENT: While most observers agree that agricultural harvests this
year are the best in memory, it is generally believed that foreign exchange
earnings will be somewhat less than the total cited by Minister Barmada.
(See Despatch No. 318 of June 14, 1962.)

The' cereals harvest has provided a welcome, if temporary, boost in
employment in Syria. The demand for laborers has pushed daily way scales as
high as LS 7.50 (including meals) in the area near Homs, compared with an
average of about IS 3.50 in recent years. Because of the shortage of labor
and harvesting and transportation equipment, and the inacessability of some
areas planted in cereals this year, some Syrian officials believe that as much
as 10 percent of the wheat crop may be left in the fields.

L _
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VII. UNCLASSIFIED - SYRIAN GOVERNORS AND ALTERNATES APPOINTED FOR NORID BANK
AND FUND

Since Syria rejoined the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development and the International Monetary Fund following the break-up of the

United Arab Republic, the positions of Syrian governors for the two international

financial institutions have remained vacant. On June 14 the press announced
that the :Minister of Economy, George KFOURI, and the Secretary General of
Economy, 'Abd al-Sattar al-Nuwaylati, will become Syria' s Governor and Alternab e

Governor on the IBRD board. Governor of the Central Bank Husni SAWWAF, and
his deputy, Yasir BITAR, have been named Governor and Alternate Governor on the
IF Board.

VIII. UNCLASSIFIED - TRADE I ESSIONS VISIT SYRIA: Iraqi Delegation Receives
Warm Welcome; Arrival of Italian and Chinese Communist

Delegations Noted Briefly in Press

A twelve-man Iraqi delegation, headed by Iraqi Minister of Economy

Nazim al-ZIHAWI, arrived in Damascus on June 10. They received a warm

welcome from Syrian officials and private businessmen. The delegation is

expected to agree upon a protocol implementing the fall, 1961 Iraqi-Syrian
agreement to increase trade and improve trading relations between the two

countries. No announcement has yet been made as to the terms of the protocol,
however.

A delegation of twenty-five Italian businessmen, headed by the Director-
General of Foreign Trade of the Italian Ministry of Commerce, visited Damascus
briefly last week on a tour of several Near Eastern countries. According to an

officer of the Italian Embassy in Damascus, the visit was purely for the
orientation of the businessmen who represented various types of Italian
industry and commerce. No business was actually transacted during the

visit, according to this source. The delegation was received by the
President and other concerned Syrian authorities. Possibly because of the
simultaneous visit of the Iraqi trade delegation noted above, the Italian

business delegation did not receive extensive press coverage.

The press 1as also reported that a Communist Chinese commercial delegation

arrived in Damascus in early June. Beyond the notice of arrival of the
delegation, however, we have no information of the mission' s activities.

For the Ambassador:

Leslie D. Polk
Second Secretary

Copies sent to:
Amembassy Beirut, Amconsul Aleppo

Department Pass to: Amman, Ankara, Baghdad, Cairo, Jidda, Khartoum

L Tel Aviv, Aden, Dhahran, Hong Kong, Cincnelm c/o Amembassy London.
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The Prime Minister's recent speech before the American Women
t s

Club touched generally on Lebanon's international role and the need

for domestic development, The tone was cordial despite a reference

to "the tragedy of Palestine."

In a speech delivered in English before the American Women's Club on

May 22, Prime Minister Rachid KARAME discoursed in general terms on the role

of Lebanon in the international sphere and on the need of economic develop-

ment consistent with human liberty and social justice.

On the international scene, he said that Lebanon's most significant

contribution has been to provide an example of the reconciliatin- of basic

cultural conflicts and the assimilation of antagonistic civilizations. He

stressed Lebanon's role as an intermediary between East and West and in family

quarrels among the Arabs.

Although not apropos of his general theme, the Prime Minister could not

resist the opportunity to lecture his American audience on "the tragedy of

Palestine."

On the domestic front, he expressed Lebanon's desire to develop

economically without infringing on individual dignity and liberty.

"Our paramount present endeavor," he said, is to "complete th equipment
of our country, to develop its resources and to achieve greater justice i thej
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distribution of income among our citizens. Economic development alone is not

sufficient,.it must be complemented by social justice."

-I

To achieve more social justice and insure a more balanced sectoral growth,

he stressed the need to foster domestic production, Although Mr. Karame recog-

nized the need to promote the production sector, he did not anticipate governmental

participation beyond traditional investment in infrastructure.

The Embassy understands that the text of the speech was prepared by Dr.

Paul KLAT, head of the Economics Department of the American University of Beirut

and chief economic advisor to the Prime Minister.

Enclosure:

Evan M. Wilson

Charge d'Affaires a.i.

(\j

Text of Mr. Karame's Address.

Department: Please Pass to Amman, Baghdad, Damascus, Jidda, Cairo, Tel Aviv

Clearance:

POL - Mr. Parker '.(in draft)
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Text of Karame Speech, May 22, 1962

Thank you very much, Mrs. Tihany, for what you have just said, and thank
you for inviting me to come here tonight. I am indeed very grateful to you
and to the American Women's Club of Beirut for this opportunity. I am con-
vinced that it is through gatherings, such as these, that friendship can best
be fostered and true international understanding maintained. In fact, so much
did I think of this occasion that I even agreed to speak in English, which
goes to show my boldness, it is true, but also my anticipation of a sympathetic
response which one always expects, come what may, to receive from friends.

Mr. Ambassador,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

I was asked to speak about my country, Lebanon. Gladly do I do so. It
is a subject close to my heart, and to which I, and my father before me, have
never hesitated to sacrifice time and effort, always keeping in mind the
promotion of its sacred rights and the welfare of its citizens. This country
of ours is full of charm and beauty, and it is probably because we all love
it so much, that we are gathered here tonight to define its hopes and extoll
its aspirations.

In our world today, a world where distances are getting every day smaller,
frontiers closer to each other and peoples' interests more conflicting, a
world where technological advances are harnessing the atom and space for the
service of mankind, or for its destruction, it is becoming more and more
difficult to speak of aspirations and to delimit rights. However, this very
difficulty stresses the importance of adhering the more strongly and vigorously
to the basic and universal principles of liberty, self government, and of
the defence of all human values, on which there can be no disagreement among
nations.

We, in Lebanon, in this country which is small in size but big in its
aspirations, which is young in the manifestations of its development and pro-
gress but old in its traditions and in its heritage of freedom, we, in
Lebanon, feel at heart with all countries and particularly with those which
face problems similar to ours and have similar aspirations. We feel with
them not only as a group of people united by a common purpose and common
interests, but as sons of one world whose various inhabitants may have dif-
ferent methods of actions and sometimes even conflicting interest but who
all agree on the basic need to free men from want and from remaining ser-
vitude, the servitude of ignorance and the servitude of brutal force and of
fear.

It is true that small nations such as ours, with limited resources, can-
not play an important role in a world of rockets and giant blocs; but, in our
opinion, Lebanon has played and can continue to play an experimental role,
can provide a pilot experience, which may equal in importance that of much
bigger nations.

L Which nation in the world today can claim to have assembled and assimilated
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as we did, successive and often antagonistic civilizations, to have smoothed
and often reconciled basic cultural conflicts, and to have kept the best of
what each of these civilizations had to offer !

This geographical and human laboratory where all the forces of civili-
zations have met, have co-existed and have interracted, on a high plane of
human endeavour, this laboratory may serve as an example for the world of
tomorrow. The:results of its experience may very well show the way for which
many people are searching today, hesitant as they are, when faced with the
exigencies of progress, between the inclination to restrict, and even some-
times, to abandon some of their traditional spiritual and human values, and
principally liberty, and the urge to preserve these same values.

Our geographical position, and our human and socio-economic structure,
have made it possible for us to achieve progress and to develop without
abandoning our traditions and cultures; they have even made it possible for
us to reconcile between our spiritual beliefs and the requirements of the
modern world for the quick solutions of the problems of survival, of govern-
ment, and of economic development.

Moreover, Lebanon has always served as the intermediary between West
and East. It was the first to learn Western languages, and to assimilate
Western cultures and sciences. It was in Lebanon that the Western spiritual,
cultural, commercial and financial institutions were first established, which
were later to lead the region out of the isolation into which the Ottomans
had relegated it. It is through the Lebanese that this interaction of ideas
and cultures took place, which was to bring about the cultural, national and
economic renaissance of thewhole area. In this manner, Lebanon, by taking
and adopting what is best in what both East and West could offer, was able to
push forward the wheel of progress and freedom not only for itself but also
for the other Arab countries, thus playing a unique role in the development
and promotion of the idea and concept of Arab Nationalism.

This role has become one of our best loved traditions. Whoever follows
the policies and attitudes of Lebanon in the League of Arab Nations will find
that Lebanon has always tried to seek solutions to the family quarrels among
Arabs, and that it has often succeeded; and that it was always the first to
thinkof, and to propose schemes for cultural and economic cooperation among
the Arab States in order to accelerate the rate of economic growth in the
region and to promote the well-being of all Arab citizens, wherever they may
be.

Similarly, whoever follows the policies of Lebanon in the international
institutions, and particularly in the United Nations, and the Lebanese foreign
policy in general, will find that these policies always reflect reasonable-
ness and moderation, but.'also clarity and firmness in the defence of justice
in all matters of international and Arab concern. In this connection, I
cannot but mention the tragedy of Palestine, a tragedy which has done so much

Lto poison American-Arab relations and Western-Arab relations generally in the
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last fifteen years; a tragedy which has turned about a million peace-loving
and happy Palestinian Arabs into political refugees, living, for the most, in
poverty and squalor in neighboring Arab countries. Lebanon and the other Arab
Countries have never accepted and will never accept the establishment of a
foreign country in their midst; particularly a country which upholds destructive
zionist policies; a country which makes no pretense of hiding its aggressively
expansionist intentions at the expense of our lands, our homes and our fron-
tiers; a country which has no respect for spiritual and human values, and
which refuses to abide by the resolutions of the United Nations concerning the
refugees and their sacred right of repatriation to their ancestral homes. And
Lebanon, which is still, together with the other Arab countries, in a state
of war with the artificial State of Israel, hopes that the Western Countries,
and particularly the United States which has always stood for justice and for
the defense of the wronged and the oppressed, will change their policies and
attitudes concerning that problem, so that it would become possible to base
Western-Arab relations on firmer and sounder foundations and to enlarge the
horizons of fruitful cooperation. and interexchange between the West and the
Arab Countries.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Now,. after twenty years of independence, we are entering a new phase in our
development. Having laid the national foundations of our country and conso-
lidated them in both the private and public sectors, and having established
the bases of our political and economic life and seen the success, despite
many odds and difficulties, of our experience in parliamentary democracy, we
enter today the phase of completion of our national equipment, along modern
lines, not only in the public fields, with the provision of new roads, of
domestic water supply and of electricity, but also in the field of government
administration. We are also doing all we can to foster domestic production
because we believe that production is important to ensure a more balanced
sectorial growth of the economy. Production is also important to bring about
a quicker moral and sociological development, and a fairer distribution of
the national income among the various classes and regions of the country. At
the same time, and this is one of our essential aims, we try to bring about
more social justice and greater prosperity for all. From the start we have
proclaimed that economic development alone is not sufficient, that it must
be complemented by social justice. Social justice is the golden rule without
which the benefits of economic prosperity, being reserved for the few, are
lost to the community; and without which our social order and human values
stand in great danger of attack by those who seek in the change and end to
their deprivations. In a recent speech, His Excellency the President of the
Republic has affirmed that: "All the problems that face the Lebanese people
today have at their root social justice; as soon as social justice is achieved
for all, these problems will be automatically solved."

Ladies and Gentlemen,

The stability which we presently enjoy in Lebanon is evidently not a
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matter of chance. We have paid a heavy price for it, and we have profited
from our own experiences and the experiences of others. In a changing world
where most traditional values are being questioned or put in doubt, we enjoy
today the confidence of the world, and I would probably not be exaggerating
if I said, its respect also. Our foreign policy is clear, because it derives
from the basic elements of our existence, human elements which spell dignity,
liberty and friendship. On the internal front, we have been able to reconcile
between the development and progress of the private sectors and the role which
the Government must play to coordinate this progress and to protect and
accelerate this development. As for our paramount present endeavour, to
complete the equipment of our country, to develop its resources and to achieve
greater justice in the distribution of income among our citizens, it is well
on its way to success, a success rendered the more certain by the conscience
of the need for it on the part not only of the authorities but also of the
Lebanese people, men and women, active and dedicated, and who constitute our
greatest national wealth.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I would probably not be wrong in saying that Lebanon is among the few
countries today who enjoy the friendship of all freedom-loving people and
nations of the world. As I said earlier, its experiences constitute a pilot
laboratory for t he co-existence of the spirit and the matter whatever may be
the underlying beliefs and philosophies. Lebanon may be a proof that when man
adopts love as his way to the heart of others, when he learns how to balance
between what he needs and what he can afford, when he finds that sacrifice
is better than greed, he will soon discover the shores of stability and peace.

While reiterating my thanks for the invitation to come here, I cannot
but proclaim my assurance that the friendship that brought us together cannot
but grow further and be fostered as long as we believe in the basic values of
which I spoke tonight.

It is only through the free exchange of ideas, in an atmosphere of
liberty, such as we are having this evening, that mutual understanding can
be- developed. Such an understanding is essential for the maintenance of fri-
endly relations between our two c ountries, based on the mutual respect of each
other's rights and interests. This has always been my aim, and it is my
sincere wish tonight that our friendship will ever grow and that the cooperation
between our two nations will always be based on a clear appreciation and
comprehension of our common objectives and aspirations.
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1. HIGHLIGHTS - UNCLASSIFIED 7
There was no discernible change in local business conditions. The

number of cars and trucks registered in May was 11.7 percent lower than a

year ago. Total tonnage of merchandise imported, as well as customs receipts

for the first five months of 1962, were both lower than for the comparable

period in 1961 (see Item 10). The market break of prices of American

securities has already begun to affect the flow of American tourists to the

Middle East (see Item 6).

On the cheerful side, the Lebanese note issue expanded by LL 2 million

(Item 7). The press reported that some 4,500 Arab summer visitors have already

arrived in Lebanon. The Ministry of Public Works reported that it was continu-

ing to maintain a high rate of expenditures (see Item 7).

Lebanese interest in West Africa was heightened by the visit of a

Nigerian economic mission. Abdullah KHOURY, the President of the Association

of Industrialists, gave a press conference on. his recent visit to West Africa.

The Government is considering the implementation of various proposals designed

to foster closer economic cooperation between Lebanon and West Africa. (JHA)

ECONOMIC RELATIONS

2. UNCLASSIFIED - EEC Relations Reviewed (BER 6)

The June 20 session of the parliamentary Committee on Trade Agreements

was attended by Najib SADAKA, Lebanese Ambassador in Brussels and observer at

EEC headquarters. The Committee is reported to be examining the future of

trade relations between Lebanon and EEC countries.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE - COMMENT: The Embassy believes that the

attitude of the GOL toward the EEC would become openly positive, were it not

for (a) the reaction of other Arab countries to possible EEC-Israeli coopera-

tion and (b) Cairo's current endeavors to organize an Arab-African common

market as counterweight to the EEC. Since Lebanon's urban prosperity depends

on flourishing trade relations with the EEC countries and with the US,

Lebanese policy at this juncture appears to be seeking a formula for expanding

trade relations with the EEC, in spite of both Cairo and Tel Aviv, on the basis

of Lebanese fruit export quotas tied to EEC imports, formalized in trade

agreements. (LCT)

3. UNCLASSIFIED - What Compensation for Lebanese Assets in Eypt? (BER 12)

According to various Beirut press reports, a Lebano-UAR agreement on

Lebanese assets nationalized and/or sequestered in Egypt is expected to be

reached soon. The agreement, it is reported, will be based on (a) compensation

in goods (fruit) and tourist traffic; or (b) lump sum payments up to LE 7,000

to Lebanese citizens departing Egypt (balances payable in Egypt only in annual

disbursements not exceeding LE 1,000) or (c) both (a) and (b).
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CONFIDENTIAL - COMMENT: GOL contacts remain privately pessimistic
about the final outcome of this contention and state that while (a) above
alone cannot be accepted as a basis of agreement by the GOL, (b) above will
hardly be found acceptable by such rich Lebanese-Egyptians as Francois TAJER,
for example. (LCT)

AVIATION

4. UNCLASSIFIED - Lebanon Grants Air India Additional (Provisional) Riqhts

The Lebanese Supreme Aviation Council, meeting on June 12, acceded
in part to Air India's request that it be granted fifth freedom rights to
Rome, Paris and New York. The Council lifted restrictions on one of Air
India's two weekly flights Beirut/Paris; on flights 101-104 Beirut/New York
and on Air India's once weekly flight to Rome. However, the Council stipulated
that these grants of fifth freedom rights were provisional only, pending full-
dress talks with the Indian authorities scheduled in Beirut July 16-25. (JHE)

5. UNCLASSIFIED - Civil Aviation Director Returns from US Leader Grant Visit

Zouhair BEYDOUN, Lebanese Director of Civil Aviation, returned to
Beirut on June 11, completing a six-week visit to the United States under the
Department's Leader Grant Program.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: Beydoun found his trip through the United
States both interesting and profitable. His enthusiasm and gratitude suggest
that the grant has served its purpose as intended. (JHE)

FINANCE

6. UNCLASSIFIED - Effects of Drop of American Stock Prices (BER 12)

The break in prices of stocks listed on the American securities
exchanges has had several tangible repercussions locally. In addition to
the reported loss of some $5 million by Lebanese investors (BER 12), the
Lebanese pound has begun to appreciate in terms of the dollar and sterling
within the past ten days. The dollar rate, which had stabilized at about
LP 300 since the first part of February 1962, has been fluctuating recently
at about LP 299 in spite of the reported interventions of the Exchange
Stabilization Fund.

There appears to be renewed interest in buying gold among speculators.
The local price for a kilogram of gold has risen slightly from LL 3,400 to
LL 3,405.

It also-appears that the market break may mean fewer American tourists
to the Middle East. Already, the Phoenicia Hotel has received recently
cancellations from 312 guests who were to come to Lebanon on three charter

flights and stay at the hotel up to a maximum of 15 days.
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The market decline has also put a damper on purchases of American
securities. The job of selling such securities by the four American stock
brokerage firms in Beirut has been made immeasurably difficult now that
some investors have had their fingers burnt. (JHA)

7. UNCLASSIFIED - Increase in Note Issue

As of June 15 the Lebanese note issue was LL 442 million ($147.3 million),
representing an increase of LL 2 million ($667,000) since May 15. The gold cover
declined from 90.5 percent to 90.2 percent.

UNCLASSIFIED - COMMENT: This is the second consecutive month that the
note issue has expanded. The previous month currency in circulation increased
by LL 3 million ($1 million). Apparently the acceleration in expenditures by
the Ministry of Public Works (LL 37.4 million between January 1 and May 31,
1962 versus LL 18.6 million in 1961) is having some effect. (JHA)

FOREIGN TRADE

8. UNCLASSIFIED - System of Prior Import Licenses may be Abandoned

The Committee charged with studying the present system of prior import
licenses met on June 15 unders its Chairman, Mr. Abdel Rahman TAYARA, Director
General of the Ministry of National Economy. The Committee was unanimous in
approving the elimination of the prior import license system and substituting
an additional customs duty of between 30 and 60 percent on articles now
requiring prior import licenses. A final formal decision, however, was
postponed until the week of June 18. (JCW)

CONSTRUCTION

9. UNCLASSIFIED - Developments on Government City Project (BER 31-1960)

By Decree No. 7277 of August 7, 1961, the Lebanese Government approved
a project submitted by the Ministry of Public Works for the construction of a
Government City (group of government buildings) to replace the scattered rented
premises occupied by various government ministries.

Under Decree No. 9544 of May 23, 1962, the Government has authorized
the Treasury to advance over a period of four years the amount of LL 22 million
($7.3 million) to be paid by annual installments from the Ordinary State Budget.(MJ)

FOREIGN AID

10. UNCLASSIFIED - Ford- Foundation Grant to Industry Institute

The Ford Foundation has announced a grant of $300,000 to the Industry
Institute for on-the-job and in-service training for the latter's technical and
professional staff members, including work experience in foreign plants,
laboratories or specialized industries and supervised traineeship at the

CONFIDENTIAL
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Institute and in the field. According to the Director, this grant will also
enable the Institute to increase its technical and professional staff from
36 to 81 members.

UNCLASSIFIED - COMMENT: Established in March 1953 as an independent,
non-profit Lebanese corporation, the Industry Institute is performing a useful
service by rendering various technical advice to private industries and
governments in Lebanon and the Middle East. Under its aid program, Point IV
contributed $1,346,000 to the Industry Institute. (JHA)

BEIRUT PORT

11. UNCLASSIFIED - Port Movements

Total merchandise moving through the Port of Beirut for the first five
months of 1962 was 749,483 metric tons or an increase of 7.3 percent over the
corresponding period in 1961. This increase was wholly accounted for by an
increase in export tonnage of 53.8 percent over 1961 while import tonnage
declined in customs receipts for the same period of 4.1 percent from the
previous year. (JHA)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
12. UNCLASSIFIED - BCAIF/AID Loan DisbursementsJBER 8)

Banque de Credit Agricole, Industriel et Foncier (BCAIF) disbursed
$570,933.62 during the month of May, of which $26,683.62 was disbursed in the
United States by letter of commitment. This brings BCAIF's cumulative
disbursements to $2,225,574.73.

SIDEM's account remained unchanged from the reported previous total. (JCW)

COMMERCIAL OFFICE
13. UNCLASSIFIED - American Business Visitors

The log of the Commercial Office shows that sixteen American businessmen
or representatives of American companies conferred with the Embassy between June 7
and 20, 1962. Among these were: Mr. Edward J. Wason, Program Officer, Trade
Mission Program; and Mr. William R. Vitous, Office of International Trade Fairs,
both from the U.S. Department of Commerce; Mr. Roger Zoccolillo, Managing Director,
Dow Chemical International, Milan, Italy; Mr. Willis C. Jennings, Vice President,
Dillingham Investment Corp., Honolulu, Hawaii; and Mr. E.J. Balladur, European
Representative of the American Tobacco Company, New York and Birsfelden,
Switzerland. (JGW)

Evan M. Wilson
Charge d'Affaires a.i.

DISTRIBUTION:
Copies to: AMMAN, ANKARA, BAGHDAD, CAIRO, DAMASCUS, JIDDA, TEL AVIV, TRIPOLI.
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SUBJECT: Reorganization of the Ministry of General Planning - Lebanon.

r
Attached is a summary of the law of June 12, 1962, reorganizing the

Lebanese Ministry of General Planning.

This Ministry was established in 1954-1955. The range of its activi-
ties was first very small, and its annual budget did not exceed $100,000.
Its field of action has for the past five years been continually expanding
until its wide duties and functions have been officially sanctioned by
the above-mentioned law. Its 1962 appropriations have amounted to
LL 2,694,100 ($898,000).

From the law reorganizing inis Ministry it is inferred that the latter
will not only coordinate the economic and social activities of the various
government departments, but also express its view on all development
projects, finance private projects through a development bank to be es-
tablished within its radius of action, prepare and analyze statistical
information, opine on economic and financial relations with foreign
Powers, arid insure connection with foreign bodies and institutions insofar
as economic and technical assistance is concerned.

Certain government officials seem to be filled with apprehension
that the wide powers which can be used by the Ministry of General Planning
in economic, financial and social fields, might sooner or later be at
variance with those exercised by other ministries.

For the Ambassador :

Leslie . Tihany
First Secretary of Embassy
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Summary of the Law of June 12, 1962, Reorganizing
the Ministry of General Planning

The Ministry of General Planning is composed of:

- a Directorate General

- a Board of Planning and Development.

Its objects are:

- to draw a general plan for economic and social development;

- to set a unified economic, social and financial policy;

- to prepare and analyze statistical information on all aspects of economic
and social activities, and to bring into common action the various govern-
ment departments;

- to suggest to the various Ministries and Services to prepare projects in
harmony with the objects of the Ministry of General Planning;

- to express an opinion regarding laws and regulations relating to the
country's economic, social and financial life, and regarding the annual
program of development works of public institutions before its submission
to the Council of Ministers;

- to express an opinion regarding economic and financial relations with foreign
Powers;

- to supervise the execution of the projects falling within the general
planning, which are financed from the sources provided for in the present law;

- to insure connection with international and foreign bodies and institutions
insofar as economic and technical assistance is concerned, in taking into
consideration the existing modus vivendi established between the Lebanese
Administration and such bodies and institutions;

- to insert in the general plan, urgent projects required by the development
of the economic situation and which are not included in the annual program
of works;

- to contribute to the establishment of financial institutions the object of

which is economic development and its orientation;

- to point out the subjects required for the general development, which will

have to be studied by basic scientific research institutions;
JL
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- to provide private institutions with information required by the agricultural,
industrial, commercial, scientific and cultural sectors, on the various
regional levels, for the purpose of causing them to contribute to the gene-
ral effort;

- to advise and orient the Service of Social Development in the preparation
of its program within the general plan, and to supervise its work in this
field;

- to have a supervisory control over the Development Training Institution.

1. The Directorate General shall be composed of:

a - The Director General's private secretariat;
b - The Directorate of Surveys and Planning;
c - The Directorate of Central Statistics.

a - The Secretariat shall assume the same duties as those laid on any director
general's secretariat by the Lebanese Government's regulations.

b - The Directorate of Surveys and Planning shall include the following
Services:

- Service of Economic Surveys;
- Service of Development Planning;
- Service of Annual Programs;
- Service of Regional Activities;
- Service of Execution Control;
- Service of Technical Assistance.

c - The Directorate of Central Statistics shall comprise:

1 - the Service of General Inquiries and Statistics;
2 - the Service of Surveys, Coordination and Publication;
3 - the Service of Mechanical Planning

An advisory board shall be set to give technical help to the Directorate
of Central Statistics. It shall be composed of the following:

The Director General, Chairman
The Director of Central Statistics, Vice-chairman
The Chief of General Inquiries and

Statistics, Secretary
and 3 members to be appointed for 3 years

II. The Board of Planning and Development shall be an advisory body, and shall
give its technical assistance in all the matters forming the object of the
Ministry of General Planning.

It shall be composed of the following: J
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-1The Minister of General Planning Chairman
The Director of' "II Vice-chairnan
12 members taken among personalities known for

their wide knowledge of economy and sociology.
An official of the Directorate of Surveys and Planning shall act

as secretary of the Board.

III. A national development bank shall be established. Its object shall be to
finance development surveys and projects falling within the General
Planning. It shall grant medium and long term loans at a reduced rate of
interest to private institutions the activities of which are within the
objects of the general planning.

A decree to be issued by the Council of 'Ministers at the proposal of the
Ministers of Finance and General Planning, shall style the bank and
determine its operations and financing.
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1. HIGHLIGHTS - OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Study of Lebanon's international economic relations intensified during
the second half of June. Relations with the EEC came under special scrutiny
(Item 2). After a spate of official visits, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is
in the process of drafting economic agreements with the newly independent states
of West Africa to ameliorate the condition of Lebanese emigrants there and
increase trade. (Item 3) The issue of Lebanon's adherence to the Arab Economic
Union was raised again by Interior Minister Jumblat's controversial statements in
Cairo, but it is unlikely that GOL will shift from its stand of non participation.
It does seem likely that Lebanon will suffer from decreased tourist revenues this
summer due to .individual difficulties with Iraq and Syria.

Recent analyses of the Lebanese economy resulted in differing conclusions.
Whereas a prominent deputy was optimistic (Item 5), IRFED expert Lebret warned
that present economic trends could lead to a catastrophe. (Item 6) Meanwhile,
the anti-Communists scored another impressive victory in union elections (Item 8);
financial circles speculated about investment in the Meurogas venture (Item 10);
and Lebanon experienced a sizeable increase in fruit exports (Item 11). (NSS)

ECONOMIC RELATIONS

2. Recommendations on EEC Cooperation (BER 13) - UNCLASSIFIED

The Lebanese Committee on Trade Agreements after holding four sessions
last week on the question of future economic relations between Lebanon and the EEC
countries submitted its report to the Council of Ministers. The report made the
following four recommendations:

CONFIDENTIAL
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ECONOMIC RELATIONS (Item 2 cont'd)

1) purchases of fruits and agricultural products by the EEC countries,
2) use of Port of Beirut for transit trade and of Beirut facilities

for triangular transactions,
3) decrease in trade deficit with EEC countries through their

purchases of Lebanese fruits and agricultural commodities and
4) granting of technical and financial assistance to Lebanon

by the EEC countries.

On July 4 the Council of Ministers approved the report. According to
a press report, Lebanon will now try to negotiate one bilateral agreement
incorporating the four recommendations with the EEC.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: Whether the four recommendations will be
received favorably by the EEC is a moot point, since the outlook for substantial
increases of Lebanese agricultural exports does not appear rosy and the use of
the Port of Beirut facilities depends mainly on policies followed by the
surrounding Arab countries. They constitute, however, what is believed by GOL
exports to be suitable guidelines for any discussions that the Lebanese
Government may undertake with the EEC on economic cooperation. (JHA)

3. New Basis of Cooperation with Africa (BER 9) - UNCLASSIFIED

Lebanese Economic Counselor in Dakar, Emir Malek CHEHAB, who was
recalled home for consultations, stated in an interview that restrictions are
being placed on economic activities of Lebanese emigrants in West Africa
because Africans did not distinguish between them and the former European
colonialists. According to Malek, since Lebanese emigrants can no longer send
all their profits to Lebanon, they should invest part of their profits in the
development and industrial projects in the country of residence. Since these
countries and the emigrants as well lack sufficient capital and technical skill,
the Lebanese Government, its economic institutions and its businessmen should
cooperate in providing needed financial and technical assistance. He urged the
execution of some project, even on a limited scale, in order to create a
congenial atmosphere for the establishment of mutually beneficial relationships
with the African countries.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Malek Chehab's statement reflects the
GOL's concern over improving Lebanese-West African relationships by making a
tangible contribution to the development of the area. Although there has been
much talk to date, there has been no Lebanese investment in West Africa except
possibly the establishment of a few banks. Lebanese-Japanese cooperation in
West Africa has failed to materialize thus far. The Government, however, is
looking into the possibility of extending technical assistance through the
Industry Institute. (JHA)

LC E
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

4. LEBRET's Views - UNCLASSIFIED

IRFED Director LEBRET, who is laying the groundwork for Lebanon's first
economic development plan, has.stressed again in two recent speeches the need to
intensify industrial and agricultural production and to decrease the balance of
trade deficit. Otherwise, he warned, present unfavorable trends would seriously
hurt the Lebanese economy.

COMMENT - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE: The Lebanese economy continues to defy
analysis under traditional economic doctrine. The Embassy feels that Lebret's
attempt to apply this doctrine to Lebanon's trade imbalance is unrealistic,
because international entrepreneurship is the cornerstone of Lebanese prosperity.
Any attempt to equate imports and exports could only result in a drastic reduction
of the former. (NSS)

5. The Economy: An Optimist View - UNCLASSIFIED (see Embdesp 691, 6/28/62)

In a press conference designed to bolster business confidence, Mounir
ABOU FADEL reviewed the Lebanese economy and found it healthy and vigorous
despite a temporary recession. The prominent Deputy favors planned economic
development within the framework of free trade and a free economy.

COMMENT - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE: This is an obvious attempt to offset
the pessimistic prognostications of Lebret and calm those worried about the
slackened tempo of business. Unfortunately, the Deputy's statistics do not
always bear out his thesis. If his tone is overly optimistic, his position --
develop industry and agriculture without disrupting trade -- is closer to our
thinking than that of the IRFED planners. He is also more appreciative of the
role of invisibles in Lebanon's balance of payments picture, a concept we are
interested in fostering to counter the government's expected bid for
"compensation." (NSS)

6. Lebanese Participation in Cairo Development Congress - UNCLASSIFIED

The Council of Ministers announced on July 4 the participation of GOL
in the Congress of Economic Development which opens in Cairo July 9. The
delegation will be headed by Fouad AMMOUN, Secretary General, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, and includes Moustapha NSOULI, Director General of the Ministry
of Planning, and Paul KLAT of the AUB Economics Department, a principal advisor
to the GOL on economic matters. The delegation also includes Nicolas MAALOUF

of the Council of Customs, Adel CORTAS of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Adnan MAOULAWI of the Ministry of National Economy. (NSS)

7. BCAIF/AID Loan Disbursements (BER 13) - UNCLASSIFIED
Banque de Credit Apricole, Industriel et Foncier (BCAIF) disbursed

$39,631.00 during the month of June, $4,601.00 of this was disbursed in the

United States by letter of commitment. BCAIF's total cumulative disbursements

as of June 30, 1962 now amount to $2,265,205.73.
SIDEM's account remains unchanged from the reported previous total.

(JCW)
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LABOR

8. FITU Election Results - UNCLASSIFIED

The long delayed election of officers of the Federation of Independent
Trade Unions (FITU) was held on June 30 and resulted in a sweeping victory for
the democratic forces in the Federation. Contrary to most expectations, Nabil
GHOSN, who led the long fight against the Communist-Progressive Socialist Party
bloc in the FITU, was elected President, Abdel Karim SEIF EDDINE, whom most
observers had predicted would become President, was chosen as Vice-President;
while Rafik SALAM becomes the new Secretary General. Labib SAHLANI, leader of
the left-wing faction was declared ineligible for office and removed from the
Executive Board.

COMMENT: OFFICIAL USE ONLY:: The outlines of this favorable result
became apparent several weeks ago when the Ghosn group proved to the satisfaction
of the Minister of Labor that Sahlani was a small employer and thus, under
Lebanese law, ineligible for union membership. (See Embdes 535, April 10, 1962).
The defeat of the Communist PSP bloc was assured when the Seamen and Stevedores'
Salah AL JAMIL retired from the scene after inheriting a partnership in a
stevedoring firm. A special election in the Stevedores Union replaced Al Jamil
with Mohammad AL ASSIR who goes on the FITU board as inspector, (See Embdesp 627,
May 25, 1962).

Although Ghosn would have been the actual leader of the FITU in any
case, it was expected that this Federation would refuse to elect a Christian as
president. One disappointment of the election was the downgrading of Naim KREIDI
to Vice-President of the Council of Delegates. Kreidi had distinguished himself
in the long struggle against the FITU's left-wing, Sahlani's departure from the
trade union movement is a distinct setback to the PSP, for no leader of his
stature is included in the ranks of the left-wing coalition,

PETROLEUM

9, Meurogas Holdings Launches $974 Million Middle East-Europe Natural
Gas Pipeline - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

Meurogas Holdings Limited, a Liberian corporation, launched a drive in
Beirut last week to have governments and individuals subscribe to 20 million no
par shares at one dollar per share by placing full page advertisements in the
English language newspaper Daily Star and the economic newspaper Le Commerce
du Levant, Meurogas hopes to construct a 40-inch natural gas pipeline from the
oil fields of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Syria, Iraq and Iran to Western Europe via
Turkey, Greece, Yugoslavia/Italy, Austria and Germany to England. The advertisement
made vague references to availability of US Government investment quarantees in

Five countries (Iran, Jordan, Turkey, Greece and Yugoslavia) and projected an
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PETROLEUM (ITEM 9 Con'd)

annual return of $4.05 per share after all operating expenses and allowances for
debt retirement. Mr. Edward WHITEHEAD (American), President and General Manager
of Meurogas, informed the Embassy confidentially that a high Kuwaiti official
had promised to provide all the "senior financing." He stated that Jordan had
signed a transit agreement and would participate in the equity financing by
subscribing to more than one million shares. Prime Minister Kassem has had the
proposal on his desk for over a month, but has not signed to date, The Syrian
Government is considering the proposal of Meurogas. In all these Arab countries
local distributing companies are being formed. Whitehead claimed that the equity
capital would be subscribed within twelve days.

COMMENT - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE: As anticipated, the advertisement
created considerable interest in local economic circles. Thinking Lebanese began to
wonder whether the project was a "pipeline or a pipedream" and began to raise many
questions in local journals and papers, In view of the investment guarantee, the
presence of two americans on the 12 man international board of directors, and
the many inquiries received, the Embassy quietly gave the Minister of National
Economy some background information on the project and its principal backers,
letting him draw his own conclusions. (JHA)

FINANCE

10. First Installment of Kuwait Loan Received (BER 10 and Embdesp, 658,
March 3. 1961) - UNCLASSIFIED

The first installment of two million pounds sterling out of a total
Kuwait loan of five million pounds sterling to the Municipality of Beirut has
reportedly been deposited in the Banque de Syrie et du Liban. According to
the loan agreement the next two installments of two million and one million
pounds sterling will be paid in 1963 and 1964 respectively.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: The loan agreement was signed on
February 16, 1961 in Kuwait, but was not ratified by the Lebanese Parliament
until January 30, 1962, According to our Embassy in Kuwait, the payment was
delayed until the Lebanese had resolved. the problem of recognizing Kuwait to
the latter's satisfaction. (JHA)

AGRICULTURE

11. Sizable Increase in Fruit Exports (BER 5) - UNCLASSIFIED

Active marketing practices by the Fruit Board have resulted in a
substantial increase in exports this year (September 1-May 31). Orange exportsJ
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r ose by 27% from 60,000 tons for the 1960/61 season to 82,000 tons for 1961/62.
Apple exports, which totaled 44,000 tons for 1960/61, rose to 72,000 tons; a gain
of 39%. Arab League countries purchased 90% of the oranges and 85% of the apples.
The Soviet Bloc took 8% of the former and 10% of the latter.

Lemon exports reached 18,000 tons, a drop of 10% from last year's
figure. Soviet Bloc countries took 53% and Arab League countries 44% compared
to 61% and 38% respectively in 1960/61.

Banana shipments in 1961/62 totalled 15,000 tons; a 6% drop from last
year, Arab League countries accounted for 95% of banana exports. (MB)

INDUSTRY

12, Determent Plant Commences operation on June 27 (BER 13 - 1961) - UNCLASSIFIED

A detergent plant manufacturing "Tide" started operations on the outskirts
of Beirut. The plant will not be able to operate at full capacity because of the
necessity of using 98 percent sulfuric acid instead of oleum, The Lebanese Chemical
Company, which was to have supplied the oleum, is undergoing modifications, and
hence will not be able to provide oleum until the end of 1962. Production at the
new detergent plant is, nevertheless, enough to meet current Lebanese consumption
of "Tide," (JHA)

ATOMIC ENERGY

13. GOL-AUB Argreement Signed on Use of US Medical Equipment Donated by
US (Ber 10) - UNCLASSIFIED

On June 19 the Lebanese Government and American University signed an
agreement under which patients referred by the GOL's Ministry of Public Health
and treated with equipment donated to Lebanon under the U.S. Atoms for Peace Program
will be charged a special low fee. As soon as AUB can give the Embassy the text of
the agreement, it will be forwarded under cover of an airgram. (JHA)

STATISTICS

14. New Statistics Department Established - UNCLASSIFIED

The Directorate of Statistics, recently shifted from the Ministry of
National Economy to the Ministry of General Planning, was inaugurated this week by
Prime Minister KARAME, Statistics for 1962 will not become available until next
January because the Directorate is presently understaffed and intends to rework 1960
and 1961 statistics before compiling 1962 figures.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: Embassy reporting will suffer in the short run,
but more comprehensive coverage in the future will certainly help. (MJ)

-JI.
i
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COST OF LIVING

15. Government Decree Lowers Butagas Price - UNCLASSIFIED

The price of butane ,as recently lowered from LL 8 to LL 7 per bottleby government decree. The original decree permitted distributors to collect aLL 10 deposit on the containers, but this was later revoked. In the ensuingcontroversy gas distributors pointed to a 50% drop in butane prices comparedwith a doubling of the cost of other utilities over the past decade. Theyclaimed that investment in butagas amounts to LL 15 million ($5 million) andthat 2,000 families gain their livelihood from its distribution.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: This is the first official interferencein the pricing of this commodity. It provides an excellent opportunity forpoliticians to gain popularity by appearing to stem the rising cost of living.(NSS)

COMMERCE

16. Lebanon to Participate in the ChicagoTrade Fair - UNCLASSIFIED

The Council of Ministers recently announced the appropriation ofLL 100,000 ($33,000) for Lebanese participation in the Chicago Trade Fair.This marks the second consecutive year for the Lebanese. The delegation willbe headed by Fouad ABI SALEH, Chief of Service of Industry, Ministry of NationalEconomy.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Considerable Embassy pressure and initiativewere required to induce Lebanese participation this year. It was finally necessaryto shift from the Ministry of National Economy, which normally handles trade fairs,to the National Council for Tourism on a straight tourism proposition. (JCW)

17. Commercial Office - American Business Visitors
The log of the Commercial Office shows that seventeen American officials,businessmen, or representatives of American companies conferred with the Embassybetween June 21 and July 4, 1962. Among these were the Honorable Howard R. Cottam,Deputy Assistant Secretary of State; Mr. Hugh D. Auchincloss, Jr., representingthe New York World's Fair; Mr. James C. Park, Jr., Regional Sales Manager, 3MCompany, St. Paul, Minnesota; Mr. Edward D.F. Whitehead, Director-Chairman ofthe Board, Meurogas Holdings, Ltd., Lausanne, Switzerland and Washington, D.C.;Mr. Hratch Megerdichian, ME Sales Representative, the Magnavox Company, FortWayne, Indiana; and Mr. Carlos D. Dominguez, Export Manager, Remington

Corporation, Auburn, New York. (JCW)

Eor.-the Ambassador:

Contributors: Lu C)
JHAshida, JCWeisert, NSSmith, Evan M. Wilson
MJalkh, MBekhash Counselor of Embassy

Distribution:

L Copies to: AMMAN, ANKARA, BAGHDAD, CAIRO, DAMASCUS, JIDDA, TEL AVIV, TRIPOLI.
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1. HIGHLIGHTS - OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Summer doldrums have come to the business community with the exodus

of Lebanese to the mountains and the inflow of tourists not quite up to expecta-
tions (Item 9). As of July 15, note issue rose from LL 442 to LL 444 million
($148 million) marking the third successive monthly increase. Gold cover
dropped to 89.8%. At the same time, the Ministry of Public Works announced that
its expenditures for the first half of the year reached LL 69.8 million ($23.3
million), more than triple comparable figures of recent years. The most
significant event in financial circles was the election of Paul KLAT as Chairman
of Bank al-Ahli, which puts him in a good position to grab the golden ring,
governorship of the proposed new central bank (Item 4). The long awaited rent
law raised some heat in Parliament but results are mixed (Item 13).

In Cairo Fouad AMMOUN of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is probing,
among other things,Arab reactions to relations with EEC (Item 2) and is discussing
with the Egyptians the disposition of sequestered Lebanese property. Hope is
rising in Lebanon that the dispatch of a delegation to the July 14 celebrations
in Baghdad and the TAKLA-FARRA meeting at Bloudane presage improved relations
with Iraq and Syria, but no concrete economic benefits are yet in sight.
Meanwhile, the Lebanese fixation on the balance of trade deficit with the
West continues unabated. (NSS)

ECONOMIC RELATIONS
2. Preparations Under Way for Bilateral Economic Aqreements with

EEC Countries (BER 14) - UNCLASSIFIED

A Lebanese newspaper has reported that the GOL is preparing to conclude
bilateral economic agreements with each of the EEC member countries. Negotiations
on these agreements are reportedly expected to start soon.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Apparently Lebanon has received the approval
of the Arab League to go ahead on its own rather than to wait for a joint approach
by the League. This approval was presumably obtained by Lebanese representatives
to the Conference on Economic Development in Cairo.

It is also significant that Lebanon has apparently decided to conclude
bilateral agreements with the member countries rather than with the EEC as a whole.

Of course, as the news article points out, any association of Israel
with the EEC would mean an Arab boycott of the EEC countries, if that is possible

L(JHA)

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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3. Dim Prospects for Afqhan Transit Trade Through Lebanon. (see A-26 1
July 10, 1962)- OFFICIAL USE ONLY

An Afghan economic delegation recently visited Beirut to inquire about

setting aside an area in the Free Port for goods in transit to Afghanistan. No
agreement was reached. They also sought Lebanese assistance in persuading
other governments to modify overland transit regulations. Apparently, each
intermediate country insists on using trucks licensed in that country for goods
in transit with the result that goods are reloaded at each border. The Lebanese
also showed a lack of enthusiasm on this subject.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: This attitude will certainly not help
Lebanon regain its fading transit trade, which at one time was a source of
considerable invisible earnings. (NSS)

FINANCE
4. Paul Klat Elected Chairman of Bank al-Ahli (BER 11 & A-3,7/2/62)-UNCLASSIFIED

At a meeting of the stockholders on July 6, Paul KLAT, GOL economic
adviser, was elected Chairman of the Board of Directors of Bank al-Ahli. Since
a bank director cannot be a member of the Council of Money and Credit, he
immediately tendered his resignation from the Council. Klat reported that
the Government refused to accept his resignation.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: As Chairman of Lebanon's second largest

bank, Klat will be in a strategic position to grab what will be probably the
most coveted economic post in Lebanon, the governorship of the new central bank.
His one weakness up to now has been that he lacked practical banking experience.

Very few Lebanese will be able to equal his academic background, his services as
a member of the High Aviation Council, the Council of Money and Credit. and the

Planning and Development Board, his role as a trusted economic adviser to the

Government and now his experience as a private banker. (JHA)

5. Reaction to Syrian Exchanae Liberalization - UNCLASSIFIED

The announcement by Syrian authoritiesreestablishing a large measure

of convertibility of the Syrian pound effective July llwas welcomed in Lebanese

economic circles. Although this announcement momentarily weakened Beirut

quotations for the Syrian pound, the rate returned to its pre-July 11 level

when the Lebanese began realizing that the Syrian decree merely legalizes, for
the most part,what Syrian authorities had already been permitting since

October 1961. The Syrian action, however, provided a psychological life to

the Lebanese, who are hopeful that further liberalization of such matters as

transit and tourism will restore close economic collaboration between the

two countries. (JHA)
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K 6. The 1961 Lebanese Budget Closed Account - OFFICIAL USE ONLY

According to an official source, the closed account of the 1961 budget
shows a LL 44.2 million surplus in the Ordinary State -budget, a LL 1.2 million
surplus in the Telephone Service budget, a LL 3.7 million surplus in the Wheat
Office budget, and deficits of LL 1.6 million and LL 1 million in the National
Lottery and Lebanese University budgets respectively. Thus the aggregate
position of these budgets shows a LL 46.5 million surplus. Taking account of
the remaining autonomous budgets, for which figures are not obtainable, the
overall position of government budgets combined is likely to show a surplus
of not less than LL 50 million ($16.7 million). (KS)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
7. Difficulties Overcome in Litani Project (BER 12) - UNCLASSIFIED

According to a high Litani official the Italian construction firm
Astaldi has succeeded in tunneling through all.but one meter of the 1,800 meter
thick difficult sand structure between the Jezzine adit and the Markabi terminal
by means of chemical grouting. He now estimates that the entire tunnel will be
completed in a year and that the project except for some irrigation works will
be finished by the end of 1964. (JHA)

8. LL 84"Million Rural Road Program Nearing Contract Staqe (BER 10
and 15, 1961: BER 29, 1960) - UNCLASSIFIED

Engineering surveys of the LL 84 million ($28 million) secondary road
program are almost completed and are currently under review by the Council of

Projects Implementation. The program calls for a 1,120 kilometer network of

small roads (average length 3 kilometers) to link some 600 isolated villages
with the' rest of the country. Tender sessions for the first part, 270 kilometers

distributed throughout the country, will be held in late August and the contracts

awarded by September 4. Contracts for the second part, 320 kilometers, will be

awarded early next year. According to the Ministry of Information, "this vast

project will thus become a reality towards the end of 1964."

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: Building small patches of highway in isolated

areas is an expensive proposition. Its motivation seems political and perhaps
social rather than economic. However, it may have a marked impact on the

marketing of agricultural products, particularly in late fall and winter. (NSS)

TOURISM
9. The Summer Tourist Season (BER 11) - UNCLASSIFIED

In the absence of any accurate figures from the Department of Tourism,

the Embassy conducted a poll of hotel owners and discovered- that in general

business is down about 25% from last year.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY J
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COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: Since airport traffic is up, it can be assumed
that the main reason for this slump is Lebanon's estrangement from its Arab
neighbors, who are imposing stringent regulations on travel to Lebanon. Although
the Western world contributes a good share to Lebanese tourism, probably 60% of
last year's 700,000 visitors came from Arab countries. This explains, in part,
current efforts to mollify Syria and Iraq. (JCVW)

PETROLEUM
10. -Lebanese Reaction to OPEC Resolutions - UNCLASSIFIED

The resolutions of the fourth conference of the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries have evoked little public comment in Lebanon. One article,
representative of informed opinion here, states that the companies and producing
-states should realize they are partners. It does not question the price reductions
of 1960 and 1961. Nor does it imply agreement with the OPEC recommendation for a
return to the posted price of August 1960. Its burden is that the companies
should have consulted the producing states in advance. On the resolution calling
for a uniform royalty formula which OPEC members consider equitable, the article

,deferred judgment saying that this will need close study.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: The Lebanese economy is closely tied to the oil
producing states through Kuwaiti and Saudi investments and expenditures here and
revenue derived from the two major pipelines which terminate in Lebanon. In
stressing harmony and partnership between oil companies and oil producin states,
this article reflects Lebanon's interest in insuring the continuation of mutually
profitable arrangement. (NSS)

11. Arab Oil Congress - UNCLASSIFIED

The Fourth Arab Oil Congress, sponsored by the Arab League, will meet
in Beirut from November 5 to November 15. In making the announcement, Mr. Emile
BOUSTANY said that he does not expect Arab participation in the World Oil Congress
to be held in Frankfurt because Israel has been invited. Commenting on rumors of
Iranian dealings with Israel, Mr. Boustany saw not the slightest proof of this
but said that should such proof materialize, Iran will be excluded from the
Beirut meeting this November. (NSS)

12. First IPC Payment for Refinery Expansion (BER 11) - UNCLASSIFIED

The Managing Director of IPC has handed Prime Minister KARAME (in his
capacity of Minister of Finance) a check for 100,000 pounds sterling, half the
sum IPC has agreed to pay the GOL in connection with expansion of its refinery
at Tripoli. (NSS)

HOUSING
13. New Rent Law Passed (BER 5, 1961) - UNCLASSIFIED

A new Lebanese rent law was passed by the Chamber of Deputies on
July 12, 1962. The main provisions are: (1) Rents on commercial and industrial
Lremises leased before January 1, 1941 will be increased by 30% over the next
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four years and rents on apartments will be increased by 25%. Rents on premisesleased between January 1, 1941 and June 30, 1943 will be increased by a slightlysmaller percentage. (2) Rents on premises leased between June 30, 1943 andJanuary 1, 1962 will be reduced by 15% provided they have not been previouslyreduced and provided that at least four years have elapsed since the signatureof the lease. (3) Luxury apartments (defined as those with central heating,elevators, switchboards and a live-in concierge) are exempted as are agriculturalbuildings and houses built by companies for their workers.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: The bill, introduced 14 months ago, has beenthe subject of considerable debate. The result is a typical Lebanese compromise.It is difficult to estimate the effect of this law on the overall cost of livingor that of various income groups because statistics on the duration of tenancy,
the basis of this law, are nonexistent. In addition, a large proportion ofconstruction capital in recent years has gone into buildings defined by the lawas luxury apartments. The only clear conclusion is that this bill will tend toeliminate discrepancies between tenants who pay low rents because they haveoccupied the same apartments since before the war and tenants who pay high rentsbecause they have moved into apartments in the post-war inflationary period.
Since most Americans fall into the "luxury apartment" category, their rents will
remain exorbitant. (NSS)

LABOR
14. Lebanon Ratifies Seven ILO Conventions (BER 10) UNCLASSIFIED

Although Lebanon has been a member of the International Labor
Organization for many years and has participated in many ILO activities, until
very recently it had never ratified a single ILO convention. A short time ago
President CHEHAB decreed that conventions will go into effect covering: (1) daily
rest, (2) minimum wage setting, (3) underground work for women (4) paid leave,
(5) labor inspection. (6) night work for women and (7) night work for children.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: The trade unions for many years have pressed
the Government to ratify ILO conventions, but to no avail. Now, it is believed
that the Presidential Decree was issued upon the urging of Dr. Rida WAHID,
Director General of the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs. His interest in
these questions undoubtedly arises from his service as the Government Delegate
to the ILO Annual Conferences of 1961 and 1962.

The provisions of the seven recently ratified ILO conventions are
contained in Lebanon's original Labor Code of 1946, and according to union
authorities, fourteen additional conventions could be adopted on the same basis.

(HDS)
15. One Hour Strike at LEPCO - UNCLASSIFIED

The long smoldering dispute between the Lebanese Petroleum Company
(LEPCO) and its Workers and Employees Union flared into a one hour sitdown
strike on July 19. After this demonstration, the workers scheduled a meeting
for July 23 to take a formal strike vote and than resumed work. Union President

LElie AOUN, who was reelected to his third consecutive term on July 9, charges J
LEPCO with having broken off negotiations after having agreed in principal to
the Union's demands.
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COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: If a strike is authorized, the Ministry 7of Labor is likely to move swiftly to effect a settlement. The LEPCO Workers
and Employees Union struck for nine days in September, 1960 over the issues of
a cost-of-living wage increase and a general wage and salary reclassification.
That strike was marked by considerable violence when LEPCO's supplier, Caltex,
attempted to make delivery of petroleum products in Caltex trucks. (HDS)

COMMUNICATIONS
16. Visit of Principal Television Offices (BER 10) - UNCLASSIFIED

The publisher of Life, Mr. Charles D. JACKSON, visited Lebanon during
the week of July 15 to observe the operation of Corr agnie Libanaise de Television
(CLT), an affiliate of Time-Life Television stations. At the same time Mr.
Leonard GOLDENSON, President of the American Broadcasting Company, was visiting
Beirut to observe ABC's affiliate, Compagnie de Television du Liban et du
Proche Orient (Teleorient).

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: This indicates the increasing importance of
television in Lebanon. It is estimated that: as of June 30, there are 40,000
TV receivers in Lebanon with 200,000 viewers. New TV sales are now running
better than 1,000 a month, so that by the end of 1962 over 48,000 TV sets will
be in operation. (JCW)

SHIPPING
17. Direct Shippino Service with Australia (BER 3) - UNCLASSIFIED

The Australian Trade Commissioner in Beirut announced the establishment
of direct shipping service between Australia and the Eastern Mediterranean. Both
the Greek-Australia Line and the Conference Lines will call at Beirut; the former
every four weeks and the latter every 6-8 weeks. Both lines will carry refrigerated
items (meat, butter) which the Australians plan to market here.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: We are beginning to see results from the
impressive trade delegation Australia sent here in January. Since this trade
seems to be one way so far, one wonders when the Lebanese will think of'shipping
apples.'down under' on the return voyages. (NSS)

AVIATION
18. Air Crashes Result in Nine Lebanese Fatalities - UNCLASSIFIED

The recent crash of an Alitalia DC-8 near Bombay resulted in the death
of five Lebanese, including the son of the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of
Guidance, Information and Tourism, Philippe BOULOS, arid the son of the Director
General of Transport, Fuad CHADER. A few days later a Trans-Mediterranean
Airways' DC-4 enroute from Frankfurt to Beirut crashed into the Adriatic Sea
off Brindisi with the loss of six lives, including four Lebanese.

OFFTCTATL USE ONLY
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COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: The sons of the prominent Lebanese officials
were returning from an inaugural Alitalia flight to Japan. Their fathers had
received the invitation, but presumably because of the pressure of work their
sons went in.their place. As for the TMA crash, this is the first time this
carrier has lost a plane. It now has eight DC-4's transporting freight in
the Congo, Western Europe, India and the Near East. (JHA)

DOMESTIC BUSINESS
19. Draft Law on Movable Property - UNCLASSIFIED

The Council of Ministers has approved a draft law submitted by the
Minister of Justice giving vendors of movable property on an installment plan,
the privilege of having a lien on such property sold and, in the presence of
competing creditors, of holding priority rank and rights. In order to enjoy
this privilege, the sale must be the subject of a contract showing all the
particulars of the operation. This draft law has still to be presented to
the Chamber of Deputies for enactment.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: This measure was initiated to meet complaints
of vendors who sell household applicances and television sets on the installment
plan. At present, Lebanese law covers only the sale of immovable property and
motor vehicles on the installment plan. (MJ)

TRADE FAIRS
20. Chicaqo Trade Fair (BER 14) - UNCLASSIFIED

Two bright young Lebanese departed for Chicago this week to represent
the business community and Government at the Chicago International Trade Fair.
Mr. Fuad ABI-SALEH, Chief of the Industry Bureau of the Ministry of National
Economy (and former Eisenhower fellow), will be in charge of the 1,000 square
meter Lebanese exhibit, while Mr. Marcel BOUTROS will represent the Boutros
furniture plant, one of the largest in this part of the world. (JCW)

COMMERCIAL OFFICE
21. American Business Visitors - UNCLASSIFIED

The log of the Commercial Office shows that fifteen Americans and
representatives of American companies conferred with the Embassy between
July 5 and July 18. In addition to Mr. Charles D. Jackson, publisher of Life,
and Mr. Leonard Goldenson, President of the ABC, other visitors included
Mr. Peter C. Slobodnjak from Foremost Dairies, San Francisco; Mr. Pierre Borday
Salameh, independent movie producer from New York City; Mr. Ralph Nader,
Representative of Packaged Plants, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa., and Mr. Bill Bennett
from the U.S. Department of Commerce. (JCW1)

F t eAmbas a o

Contributors:
JHAshida, HDSnell, ichard B. Parker

JCWeisert, NSSmith, First Secretary of Embassy
MJalk, KSalem
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.NTRODUCTION : The Lebanese Economy as a Whole.

In spite of statements by several Government spokesmen that the economy
is strong and healthy, the continued "malaise" in the economy began to arouse
some concern in Lebanese circles. It has become apparent to them that the
economy has been on a plateau and for the moment at least is no longer expand-
ing at the 1959-60 rate. In fact, in some fields soft spots have begun to develop.
It appears that one of the props to Lebanese prosperity -- construction -- is
showing signs of slowing down, at least enough to depress cement production.
Capital inflows of Arab oil money and emigrant funds from West Africa and Latin
America, which have financed the construction boom, have begun to level off or
even decrease slightly so that the Lebanese pound stopped appreciating after
January 1962. It was only after the break in New York securities' prices that
the Lebanese pound resumed appreciating again.

Another source of stimulus to the economy -- installment credit -- also
appears to be no longer expanding at the rate it did over a year ago. Easy payment
with nothing down and up to 4-5 years to pay provided a tremendous fillip to sales
of all kinds of white goods, radios and television sets. The banks which had at
one time engaged in competitive discounting of installment paper began to retrench
when several large firms were forced into bankruptcy because of poor collections.

Furthermore, the expected June improvement in business failed to mater-
ialize as Arab summer visitors did not show up in large numbers as a year ago.
Apparently, Lebanon's policy of neutrality on inter-Arab differences was respons-
ible for this decline.

The lack of improvement of local business conditions and the closing down
of the USAID mission were some of the factors contributing toward the Government's
determination to rectify the present imbalance in its foreign trade, particularly
with the EEC countries. The Government has reportedly decided after careful
study and consultation to conclude bilateral agreements with the EEC member
countries. In addition, the Government in cooperation with private groups is
contemplating closer economic ties with West Africa.

On the other hand, the acceleration in public works expenditures has undoubt-
edly helped to mitigate the situation somewhat. For two consecutive months of
the quarter, the note issue increased after six months of no change. Perhaps
these increases combined with improved economic relations with Syria and the

successful conclusion of the Tapline negotiations may portend better times in

the months ahead after a period of "rolling adjustment."
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I. FINANCE

(a) General

The local money market continued to be highly liquid in Lebanese pounds.
The interbank call money rate during the second quarter dropped a half percent
to 2 1/2 percent. Banks are very cautious in granting loans, feeling that most
merchants are overextended. Since business has not shown any appreciable
improvement, there is little or no demand for Lebanese pounds. The tendency
of the Lebanese pound to appreciate has generally compelled the banks to oversell
dollars to protect themselves from exchange losses.

The decline in security quotations in New York and most other Western
European financial centers led to an appreciation of the Lebanese pound parti-
cularly vis-a-vis the dollar and pourl sterling. The dollar rate which had
stabilized at about LP 300 since the first part of February 1962 declined to about
LP 299 in spite of the reported interventions of the Exchange Stabilization Fund.
The Egyptian pound appreciated from an average of LP 645 in April to LP 660
in June. On the other hand, the Syrian pound weakened from LP 794 to LP 783.
With confidence in the dollar and Ameridan securities shaken, the Beirut price
for gold rose slightly.

During the quarter the note issue increased from LL 437 million ($145. 7
mi-lion) to LL 442 ($147. 3 million), the first increase since October 1961. The
gold cover declined from 91. 2 percent to 90. 2 percent.

(b) Banking

The Council o1'Money and Credit has reportedly drawn up a preliminary draft

of a central bank bill and asked the IMF for its opinion. The Ministry of Planning
and Father Lebret, French economic advisor, are both advocating the establish-
ment of a national development bank. Thus far there has been no serious move to

establish such a bank.

Only one Lebanese bank was incorporated during the quarter: Banque Sinno

(capital LL 2. 5 million).

The Board of Director of Intra Bank, Lebanon's largest bank and one of the

largest in the Middle East, announced at the bank's annual meeting that its

present capitalization of LL 30 million ($10 million) would be doubled. New

controlling interests took over Bank al-Ahli, Lebanon's second largest bank

with assets of more than LL 115 million ($38. 3 million).

TTNOT .ATITTi'Th
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In June the Government issued a decree strengthening the "Service Central

des Risques, " a clearing house for credit information. All approved banks must

now become members of the "Service, " and all transactions involving more than

LL 10,000 must be reported to the "Service, " The decree stems from a joint

proposal by the Ministry of Finance and the Lebanese Bankers Association to

reduce the number of bankruptcies arising from an overextension of credit

because of a lack of adequate credit information exchange.

Efforts by the major banks to establish a minimum spread for buying and

selling dollars have apparently failed after a period of almost three months. It

appears that the banks in Lebanon are unable thus far to cooperate on matters

like this.

(c) Stock Exchange

The Beirut stock exchange was very inactive when compared with what

was happening in most of the world exchanges. During the quarter only a total

of 61,179 shares valued at LL 7, 642, 800 ($2. 5 million) were traded as compared

with. a total of 140, 208 shares valued at LL 10, 689, 000 ($ 3. 6 million) during the

first quarter. The Beirut exchange is largely insulated from pricetrends in other

exchanges because most of the shares of companies listed are closely held by

wealthy individuals and families and hence are not very actively traded.

The new by-laws of the Beirut stock exchange were approved on May 10

by the Minister of Finance.

The fourth American stock brokerage firm, Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

and Smith, Inc., was licensed to conduct business in Lebanon. Two of the firms

are now equipped with leased wire facilities so that confirmations of orders can

now be received from New York in a matter of minutes. There are indications

that two other American stock brokerage firms have decided to establish a

branch in Beirut during the course of this year.

II. FOREIGN TRADE

Once again the remarkable resiliency of Lebanon's economy to political

disturbance around it is illustrated by the record-setting port movement for the

first six months of 1962. Although freight unloaded remained the same (692, 564

MT for the first half of 1961 in comparison to 692, 444MT for the first half of

1962), loadings showed a sensational 72 percent gain : 122, 350 MT to 201, 023 MT.

This is a reflection of the growing acceptance of Lebanese fruit throughout the

Arab world, the Soviet bloc, and to a lesser extent Western Europe. Customs

receipts of LL 58, 300,000 showed a slight decline in the first half of 1962 as

opposed to LL 59,100,000 in the first half of 1961.
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The transit trade figures, on the other hand, shoved a 23 percent gain
over the first half of 1961: 151, 081 MT to 122, 657 MT. This may be attributed
in part to the improved agricultural outlook in Syria and Jordan, which speeded
up the purchase of farm machinery, and to the use and interest in the transit
port facilities by countries such as Afghanistan.

The second quarter of 1962 witnessed continued interest by the GOL, spear-
headed by President CHEHAB and Minister of National Economy, Rafic NAJA,
in redressing the balance of trade deficits with other governments. The United
States is now the leading importer into Lebanon, closely followed by the U. K. ,
West Germany, France, and Italy. Despite a sizable inflow of American goods,
U. S. invisible dollar contributions to the Lebanese economy remain so large that
no significant balance of payments gap exists between Lebanon and the United
States. Items such as U. S. tourists (the winter cruise ships and the U. S. Sixth
Fleet alone delivered nearly 10,000 reasonably free spending U. S. citizens to
Lebanon during the first six months of 1962); the payrolls, and expenditures of the
Embassy and the more than 120 U. S. business firms in Lebanon; American oil
company payments; the American University of Beirut and its complex of medical
and preparatory schools; emigrant remittances; foundation awards; and the U. S.
financed UNRWA expenditures in Lebanon are large and perhaps completely
counterbalance the U. S. 's $40,000,000 trade advantage. The Lebanese Govern-
ment is well aware of these large sources of U. S. dollars, and it would seem
inconsistent to attempt to discuss "quid pro quo" because these invisibles
already constitute a "quid pro quo. "

Lebanon will have an exhibit of July 25 opening of the Chicago International
Trade Fair. The keynote will be tourism, although some Lebanese handicrafts
and custom furniture will be shown. The New York World's Fair's representative,
Mr. Hugh D. Auchincloss, was in Beirut at the end of June and the final papers
for Lebanese participation are ready to be signed. The urgency of a decision in
the immediate future has been stressed by Mr. Auchincloss as well as Embassy
officials.

Finally, after a thorough study the Lebanese Committee on Economic
Agreements has recommended to the Government a special treaty arrangement
with the EEC countries to correct the trade imbalance with them and to seek their
technical and economic assistance.

III. AGRICULTURE

Weather conditions during the second quarter were generally adequate for
winter grains, forage crops, pulses and spring vegetables. Wheat production
should reach 50, 000 MT this year compared with 35, 000 MT in 1961 and bar ley
10,000 MT compared with 8,000 MT last year. Corn, grain sorhum and rice
should approximate the 1961 level. Infestation of the senn pest somewhat damaged
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the wheat crop in the Beka'a while a blue mold infestation will result in an
estimated 15% reduction of the tobacco crop.

Hailstorms in late April followed by excessive heat in May have reduced
the estimated fruit production for this year, as shown in the following figures

1961 1962 estimate

Oranges 75,000 MT 70,000 MT
Apples 75, 000 " 70, 000"
Grapes 36, 000 " 30, 000"
Peaches, pears,) 12, 600 " 9,500"plums, apricots) 1260) ,0
Olives 43, 000 " 33,000 "

Fruit exports during the past season (September 1 - May 31) showed a
substantial increase. Orange exports rose by 27 percent from 60,000 tons last
year to 82, 000 tons for 1961-62. Apple exports, which totaled 44, 000 tons for
1960-61, rose to 72,000 tons; a gain of 39 percent. Arab league countries
purchased90 percent of the oranges and 84 percent of the apples while the Soviet
bloc took 8 percent of the former and 10 percent of the latter. Lemon exports
registered a 10 percent drop. The Soviet bloc took 53 percent of lemon exports
and the Arab League countries 44 percent. Banana shipments in 1961-62 totalled
15, 000 tons; a 6 percent drop from last year. Arab league countries accounted
for 95 percent of banana exports.

The government's agricultural policy was. confined primarily to short term
measures. The Ministry of Agriculture temporarily released for importation
red dry onions to relieve a seasonal shortage of the commodity. The Ministry
of National Economy removed the license requirements for the importation of
green coffee beans to allow a free flow of this commodity into Lebanon and avoid
a shortage of supply.

IV. INDUSTRY

The second Lebanese steel mill located in Tripoli has reportedly begun
operations during the quarter. Only the reheating furnace and rolling mill is
operating at present.

A ready mix concrete plant has been operating in Lebanon since October
1961. Equipped with a German made crusher and an American batcher and mixer,
the plant is delivering ready mix concrete with a fleet of 5 trucks, each holding
5 cubic yards of concrete. The company is engaged in a campaign to educate
prospective customers on the superior qualities of ready mix concrete.

UNCLASSIFIED

DECLASSIFIED
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Lebanon's first modern hydraulic lime plant equipped with Italian machinery
is under construction at Fatri. This plant will be able to produce about 100 MT of
lime per day, approximately half of Lebanon's requirements.

Several new fruit juice plants have been proposed. One equipped with
Italian machinery opened in February in Beirut. Final arrangements are now
being made by the principals of one of these proposed juice plants to purchase
American machinery.

Lebanon's first detergent plant began manufacturing "Tide" on June 27. The
plant will, however, be unable to operate at full capacity because of the necessity
of using 98 percent sulfuric acid instead of oleum, at least until the end of 1962.

Industrial plants still under construction include the white cement plant at
Chekka, a pharmaceutical and insecticide plant at Jamhour, and a complex of
5 plants including a brewery, juice plant, cold storage plant, etc. at Amchit.

Cement production for the first four months of 1962 totaled 264, 000 tons or
11 percent less than the same period in 1961. It is believed that this trend has
continued through the entire second quarter of 1962.

During the quarter the Ministry of National Economy issued licenses for the
establishment of 23 plants to manufacture the following products : buttons; gas
containers; refrigerators, cooking stoves and air conditioning units; canned
fruits and jams; batteries; fishing nets; plastics; tire recapping; assembly of
radio and television sets; plastic shoes; metal and wooden furniture; agricultural
implements; asphalt; gas stoves; refining of gypsum;sunprinting paper and socks
and stockings.

Also from April through June 25 nineteen new corporations with a capital-
ization of LL 39. 4 million ($13. 1 million) were authorized to be established. Of
these only three were industrial firms with a capitalization of LL 3. 2 million
($1.1 million).

V. CONSTRUCTION AND RENTS

The construction boom which has characterized the Beirut real estate picture
the last few years seems to be slowing down. Cement production for the first
four months is down 11 percent from last year. Last year's production through
April amounted to 295, 000 tons, whereas this year's figure is 264, 000 tons.
Government fees on real estate transactions conducted during the first three
months of this year amounted to LL 1, 200, 000 ($ 400, 000) compared with
LL 1, 400, 000 ($467, 000) for the same period of 1961. Fees on building licenses
issued during the first three months of 1962, LL 905,000 ($301, 667), exceeded
those collected during the same period last year, LL 870,000 ($290,000). However,
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the total area of land parcels on which buildings construction was licensed
declined during this period. An accurate analysis of the situation is somewhat

hampered by the reorganization of the Department of Statistics (which will not

publish 1962 figures until next January) but the Embassy feels that the foregoing

semi-official statistics reflect the general downward trend.

The new rent law (see previous Quarterly Report for provisions) has been

the subject of heated controversy in the Chamber of Deputies. The outcome

remained uncertain at the clcs e of the quarter.

During the quarter a Greek firm, ARCHIRODON, was awarded a LL 33

million ($11 million) contract for the first phase of a project to expand Beirut

port facilities by adding a third basin to the port. The Government also approved

a project for the construction of Government City, a cluster of buildings to replace

the scattered rented premises occupied by various ministries. The project will

cost LL 22 million ($7. 3 million) paid over the next four years.

VI. TOURISM

Although airport traffic continued to show a slight rise (an estimated

145,000 arrivals in the first half of 1962 as compared to an 136, 853 in the first

half of 1961), the tourist trade itself was suffering a slight "malaise. " A poll

of the hotel industry in Beirut revealed in most instances a falling off from last

year. Air traffic and cruise ships could not make up for the depressing influence

on inter-Arab tourism caused by the tensions and frictions among the Arab states.

Firm figures are difficult to come by, but it is fair to say that about 60 percent

of Lebanon's estimated 700,000 annual tourists come from the Arab world, with

the bulk originating in Syria. Small wonder then that hotel owners were estimating

at least a 25 percent drop in income from last year. Stability and peace are

absolute requirements for the fullest use of Lebanon's now ample hotel and

recreation facilities. It is hoped that a meeting of Arab tourism officials

scheduled for Broumana in the middle of July will be helpful in accelerating
and facilitating travel in the Near East.

At last, Lebanon began moving to tell the world more about itself by

appropriating LL 1,000,000 ($ 333, 333) to establish official government tourism

offices in Beirut, Rome, Frankfurt, and Paris. The office in Beirut is already

open, and it is understood that the GOL is considering space in the Time-Life

Building in Paris where the United States tourism office is already located. It

is also reported that the New York Times may devote a major portion of a forth-

coming Sunday Tourism Section to Lebanon. Lebanon itself is attempting to give

attention to areas like Tripoli and Sidon, previously somewhat touristically

neglected in favor of Baalbeck and Byblos.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Finally, a few Cassandras have attributed some of the fall-off to the NewYork stock market reversal of May 28. Any travel agent, however, can attestto tours being planned nearly a year in advance, and a random cancellation hereor there in June will not really affect Lebanon's first six months figures.

VII. DOMESTIC BUSINESS

Automotive registration continued the same downward trend of approximately
25 percent reported in the first quarter. In round figures passenger car salesfell from 6000 vehicles in the first half of 1961 to an estimated 4500 to 4600 inthe first half of 1962. A happy note for U. S. manufactured vehicles, however,
is that the U. S. unit percentage trend, which was slipping toward 12 percent lastyear, has been definitely reversed during the last six months. Now each month
shows U. S. cars ranging from 16 to 18 percent of the unit total, and if dollar
v olume could be calculated, probably 30 to 35 percent. After all, a Ford Fairlane
is a bigger ticket item than a Fiat 500. General Motors has replaced U. S. Ford
as the star performer. In May, for example, the number of Cadillac, Buick,
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile, and Pontiac cars sold amounted to nearly 60 percent of
total number of American cars (78 of 131 sold units).

The stiff sales competition for appliances continued to give the major U. S.appliance makers sales figures which were about even with 1961. Television sales,
too, were healthy and should continue strong in the foreseeable future as the twoTV stations continued to broaden their coverage. With satellite TV reception inthe offing, one aggressive dealer in Lebanon was planning to attempt to "beam in"
on U. S. 's projected Telstar, and although Embassy is inclined to doubt that hehas adequate UHF equipment, even a faint success would provide a sensational
development for the latter half of the year.

Collections continued fair to slow.

VIII. AVIATION

,There were no major developments or significant trends among Lebanese
civil airlines during the second quarter. Of the five national air carriers only
Middle East Airlines has given any recent signs of expansion. The airline
announced in April that it intends to purchase several additional Comet IV C air-
craft.

Traffic at the International Airport of Beirut continues its steady growth.
Passenger traffic in April, for example, was 25 percent greater than in April
1961; April aircraft movements were 23 percent greater, mail was up 41 percent
and air freight by nearly 8 percent over the same month in 1961.

UNCLASSIFIED
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The Directorate of Civil Aviation was most active even though the
Director of Civil Aviation was visiting the United States during April and May,
under a United States leader grant. In May, the Lebanese Supreme Aviation
Council approved and forwarded to the Council of Ministers a draft decree
proposing basic corporative standards which all Lebanese airlines would,
henceforth, be required to meet. At present Lebanese law imposes virtually
no specific requirements on Lebanese air carriers. Under the new decree,
however, they would be compelled to evidence a substantial amount of paid in
capital, and to own a certain percentage of the aircraft they operate and to meet
certain criteria with respect to "nationality. " They would also be required to
exercise any traffic rights allocated to them within a specified period of time,
or lose them.

Commercial air services between Lebanon and Cyprus were interrupted
in early May when the Lebanese refused to extend Cyprus Airways' fifth freedom
rights between Beirut and Kuwait. The Lebanese argued that when it gained its
independence Kuwait automatically came within the Arab cabotage agreement.
As a temporary solution, rights were reinstated on both sides through October
1962. A new aviation agreement is to be negotiated between the two countries
by that time.

Air talks between Lebanon and the United Kingdom in June resulted in
agreement that Lebanese authorities would no longer "predetermine" the schedules
and capacity of BOAC service through Beirut. This provision is of special interest
to the United States, which has argued against Lebanese predetermination of Pan
American schedules through Beirut. The UK/Lebanese agreement also denied .
United Kingdom traffic rights between Beirut and Kuwait (which BOAC formerly
enjoyed) and denied to the Lebanese traffic rights "beyond London" to the United
States and "beyond Aden" to all points.

IX. PETROLEUM

IPC crude petroleum throughput for the second quarter of 1962 averaged
1. 09 million long tons per month compared with a monthly average of 1. 04 million
long tons in the preceding quarter. Throughput during the whole quarter amounted
to 3, 282, 686 long tons compared with 3,116, 295 long tons in the first quarter of
the year. Statistics on the crude petroleum throughput of Tapline for the second
quarter are not yet available. There are, however, no indications that it has
changed significantly from the 12, 856, 853 bbls average throughput per month
received .during the preceding quarter.

Total output of refined products in Lebanon averaged 54,669. 5 metric tons
per month during the first two months of the second quarter, compared with a
monthly average total output of 60,024 metric tons during the first quarter of the
year. Output figures for refined products in the third month of the quarter are
available for IPC only and show that this company's output was 9, 294. 8 MT in

UNCLASSIFIED

DECLASSIFIED
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June. This figure is significantly above the April and May figures of 7, 985. 2and 8, 728. 3 metric tons respectively. Should MEDRECO output show a similarrise during June, average output during the quarter will rise slightly but willremain significantly below that of the preceding quarter.

Negotiations regarding revision of the transit payments agreement between
the Lebanese government and Tapline continued during the quarter. In spite of
many meetings, no final agreement has so far been reached on the matter.

On May 12, 1962, the Lebanese Government and the IPC signed a new
agreement supplementing the agreement of June 4, 1959. The IPC is now
authorized to install additional plant facilities to produce gasoline of an octane
rating at least as high as that of the gasoline produced at present by MEDRECO,
again additional payments to the Lebanese Government specified by the new
agreement.

Meurogas Holdings Ltd. , a Liberian corporation formed for the purpose
of transporting natural gas via a 40 inch pipeline from the Middle East to Europe,
announced publicly its plans to sell $20 million of equity shares on the Beirut
market. The local press, however, raised a number of questions regarding the
feasibility of the project. Meurogas appears to have delayed the offering of its
shares pending the holding of a press conference to refute the charges raised by
the press.

X. LABOR

(a) Cost-of-Living

There have been no Governmental statistics issued thus far in 1962 because
of the transfer of all statistical functions from the various ministries to the
Ministry of Planning. The Mobil Oil index, available for only April and May,
shows a decline of 1. 8 percent from the March level but no change in May.

(b) Legislative Activity

During the quarter, the Cabinet approved a draft of a low-cost housing law,
a new work permit law, and another draft of the much criticized Social Security
Law, but Parliament took no action on any of the above measures.

The low-cost housing proposal would establish a Housing Department in
the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs to administer the legislation. Such
housing for eligible heads of families could be rented or purchased on the
installment plan. The Government would provide financing in amounts up to
40 percent of the total cost.

UNCLASSIFIED
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The draft work permit law would regulate the issuance of work permits
for foreigners and provide for waiving the collection of fees from foreigners
whose governments extend a similar courtesy to Lebanese. The annual fee for
work permits would be reduced from LL 50 to LL 10.

The latest in a long series of drafts for the controversial Social Security
law was also approved by the Cabinet. It is said to contain language with which
to meet one objection, namely, the mandatory requirement that all employers
participate in the workers' terminal indemnity fund.

(c) Strikes

The only reported strike during the quarter involved approximately 25
workers at a small tannery who walked out because of the employer's intention
to discharge a number of them in order to avoid responsibility for indemnity
payments.

The long-standing threat by the AUB Employees Union to call out its non-
teaching membership at the American University of Beirut again failed to mater-
ialize during the quarter. Internal dissension within the Union in June resulted
in a special election of officers who will bear the responsibility for arriving at
a settlement.

Five unions which had withdrawn from the UUEW threatened publicly to go
on strike if the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs continued to refuse them a
license to federate. Before the strike deadline arrived, the five unions, reduced
to four after the Port Company Employees Union withdrew, voted to rescind the
strike authorization.

(d) Union Elections

The long delayed election of officers of the Federation of Independent Trade
Unions took place on June 30th. The following were chosen to head the organization
for the ensuing year :. Nabil GHOSN, President; Abdul Karim SEIF EDDINE, Vice-
President; Rafik SALAM, Secretary General; and Ali HOUMANI, Treasurer.

(e) International Trade Union Visitors

Stefan NEDZINSKI, ICFTU Assistant General Secretary, spent three days
in Beirut visiting the two ICFTUlf affiliates, the Jami'at federation and the

UUEW..2/ Mr. Nedzinski also met with top officials of the Ministry of Labor and

Social Affairs.

1 ICFTU: International Confederation of Free Trade Unions

2/ UUEW : United Unions of Employees and Workers
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(f) Travel by Lebanese Trade Unionists

In May Lebanon's two affiliates of the Confederation of Arab Trade Unions
(CATU), the FITUI/ and the FUN L 2/ sent a combined delegation to attend the
CATU Congress in Cairo. For the first time invitations were issued to and
accepted by the Jami'at and the UUEW to send fraternal delegates to the Congress.

This year Lebanon sent what most observers considered its strongest
delegation to the Annual Conference of the International Labor Organization in
Geneva. It was headed by Government Delegate, Dr. Rida WAHID Director
General of the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, whose Advisor was the
experienced Fuad NASR. The Worker Delegate again this year was Afif ZINATI
of the UUEW, accompanied by UUEW President Gabriel KHOURY, For the sixth
consecutive year Marwan NASR of the Association of the Lebanese Industrialists
was the Employer Delegate.

ICFTU Executive Board member Antoine SHIHA attended the recently
concluded ICFTU World Congress at Berlin and was reelected for a third term.

The UUEW's Gabriel Khoury, and Mrs. Marcelle NASSAR, Acting Director
of the ICFTU's Middle Eastern Office in Beirut, also made the trip to Berlin.

XI. FOREIGN AID

On June 30, 1962 the USAID Mission to Lebanon formally came to an end.

The Mission was replaced by an AID Liaison Office with a staff of three Americans

and seven Lebanese employees. Except for three engineers who remain to

finish up the Khalde Airport electronic installation, no program people remain.

Two interesting aspects of the close-out are the transfer of certain AID

activities elsewhere. The Lebanese Government, unwilling to lose the professional

services of two excellent AID highway engineers, assumed their salaries on July

1, 1962 for at least another nine months. The Commercial Office in the Economic

Section of the Embassy, meanwhile assumed AID loan (DLF) servicing last fall

and experienced increased activity as several Lebanese applications for loans

of over $200,000 (outside the limits of BCAIF) were submitted.

The Banque de Credit Agricole, Industriel et Foncier (BCAIF) disbursed

under DLF loan No. 99 $737,593.18 in the second quarter of 1962 bringing the total to

$2, 265, 205. 73. This amount, together with the SIDEM (aluminum) Company's
draw-downs of $367, 767. 74 brings the grand total of AID loan disbursements in

Lebanon as of June 30, 1962 to $2,632, 973. 57.

--------------------------
FITU : Federation of Independent Trade Unions

_/ F L : Federation of Unions of North Lebanon.
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In the 1958 and 1960 PL-480 wheat fund account LL 379, 436 ($126, 478)

was still uncommitted. A study is under way for using most of these funds for

antiquity digging in Tyre.

Foreign aid from other countries during the quarter was unchanged from

that reported in detail in the last quarterly. The French continued with their

scholarship awards and the Germans, with their Amaliya trade school.

XII. GOVERNMENT POLICY

The economic policy of the Government of Lebanon remains unchanged.

As specified in the two previous Quarterly Reviews, this policy is directed toward

the maintenance of the free enterprise system with emphasis on economic

development and a more equitable distribution of national income.

Although there has been no basic change, this quarter has seen the develop-

ment of certain trends in governmental thinking on economic relations with other

states, development policy and on public works.

The question of relations with the growing Common Market looms large

in Lebanon, whose prosperity is closely tied to international trade. The Committe

on Commercial Agreements, after careful study, recommended the following

bases of negotiation with the EEC : (1) increased EEC purchases of fruit and other

agricultural commodities to help even the balance of trade, (2) use of Beirut's

transit facilities for EEC trade with the area and (3) EEC technical assistance

to Lebanon.

Relations with the newly independent states of West Africa, where there are

large colonies of Lebanese emigrants, have also come into sharp focus. After a

spate of official visits, the Government has decided in principal to extend financial

and technical assistance to West African states to meliorate the conditions of

Lebanese emigrants, increase trade and foster a congenial atmosphere.

The Quarter saw increased activity on the part of IRFED, the French

research institute which is laying the groundwork for Lebanon's first economic

development plan. The Director of IRFED, Father LEBRET, has stressed two

themes in recent speeches : (1) the need to intensify industrial and agricultural

production and (2) the need to decrease the balance of trade deficit. The incorp -

oration of these ideas into government policy would have a significant impact on

the Lebanese economy, which at present rests mainly on trade and services.

In the public works field, the Government decided in mid-May to advance

30 percent of the cost of a project to the contractor in order to increase the money
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in circulation and speed the tempo of development. The results of this decision
have already become apparent. Public works expenditures for the first half of
1962 have more than trippled such expenditures in past years. From January
through June this year expenditures amounted to LL 69, 852, 000 ($23, 285, 000)
whereas the 1961 figure was LL 22, 954,000 ($7,650,000) and the 1957-61 average
was LL 21, 944,000 ($7,315,000). Half of this year's record expenditures have
occured since the Ministerial declaration.

F r the Amba s or:

card B. Par er
First Secretary of Embassy
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LEBANON - ECONOMIC INDICATORS

1961
2nd 3rd 4th

Quarter Quarter Quarter

31.6
431.0

43.7
25,6

1,073.0
310.0

120.0
63.3

815.8
161.5

258.4
13.0

575.0
19/
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1st 2nd

Quarter -Quarter

27.6 30.7
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Total share capital: LI 24,010,000
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SUBJECT : Reaction to Saudi Decree on Commercial Representation .

REF CERP Section D-13

~1Summary

The issuance of a Saudi decree limiting commercial
representation in Saudi Arabia to Saudis has aroused concern
among Lebanese business circles. As a consequence, the
Government is reportedly considering a similar Lebanese law.
The Saudi decree like those previously issued by the UAR,
Syria, Jordan and Iraq and a retaliatory Lebanese law, ifenacted, are to be regretted since they may serve to reduce
the invisible earnings of Lebanon's economy -- an important
offset to its persistently large trade deficit,

On July 24 the Beirut newspapers reported with some fanfare a Saudidecree reportedly issued in Riyadh on July 23 and limiting commercial
representation in Saudi Arabia to Saudis and 100 percent Saudi owned firms.according to press reports non-Saudi commercial agents are given two yearsto liquidate their business and transfer their agencies over to Saudis.Violation of the decree is reportedly punishable by a stiff fine, and ifforeigners are in any way involved, additional punitive measures may be
imposed.

The decree aroused considerable interest locally since Lebanese
businessmen operating in Saudi Arabia will be among those adverely
affected, Reports are circulating that the Lebanese Government-is
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considering measures to restrict commercial activities of foreigners. An article

in the influential French language newspaper L'Orient of July 28 mentioned that

Lebanese officials have been considering a similar measure for Lebanon except that

foreigners would be permitted to represent foreign firms on a reciprocal basis.

The article goes on to point out the inconsistency in the policy of certain Arab

countries which sign various economic cooperation agreements and yet at the same

time issue such restrictive decrees. The writer says that the time is past when

Lebanon can be laughed-off in such matters, that it is stronger than one thinks

and that it may refuse to collaborate with such offending countries in the future.

He points out that 80 percent of the foreign shipping and insurance agencies and

40 percent of the agencies of foreign manufacturers in Lebanon are represented

by foreigners.

An editorial in the Phalangist organ, Al Amal, endorsed a proposed Lebanese

law reported to be under consideration which would provide for reciprocal restrictions

on commercial representation. The editorial remarked that Lebanese deprived of

their livelihood by such restrictions in Saudi Arabia and other countries should

receive some protection in Lebanon to conduct business here,

On the other hand, the independent daily Al SafaCuestioned the policy of
limiting foreign commercial representation in Lebanon by pointing out that

commercial activities of foreigners here had enhanced the country's economic

stability and prosperity.

COMMENT

It appears that this latest Saudi decree may force the Lebanese Government

to consider pushing through a similar law, This would be regrettable since it probably

would reduce the invisible earnings of Lebanon's economy -- an important offset

to its persistently large trade imbalance. Furthermore, such laws are irritants to

closer inter-Arab economic cooperation.

Armin H. Meyer
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LABOR

17, IEPCO Negotiations Resumed

18, Visit of IFPW Representative

COMMERCIAL OFFICE

19. American Business Visitors

1. HIGHLIGHTS - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

Trade matters continued to hold the spotlight during the second half of

July. French and British statistics released here show that Lebanon still has a

large trade deficit with these countries, although its position has improved

slightly (Item 3). The GOL has called in envoys of the Soviet Bloc to ask.

why bilateral balances negotiated with these countries are still running against

Lebanon (Item 2). Scheduled talks with the Syrians to discuss economic relations

have stirred hopes in that quarter. The visit of the Sudanese Minister of Commerce

(Item 4) and the call for a commercial agreement with Morocco (Item 5) attest to

the fact that Lebanon is not neglecting its relations with less important trading

partners.

The denouement of the GOL Tapline negotiations appears near at hand.

The Government is now studying Tapline's final offer, delivered before the

departure of John NOBLE for Saudi Arabia, The dormant issue of the Hasbani River

diversion was resurrected this week by reports that the Government plans to push

ahead with beginning phases of the project (Item 8). Meanwhile the boycott issue

took an ironic twist. The SS Atlantic was allowed to dock here with a boatload of

tourists, who will also visit Israel (Item 11), while Pan American was threatened

with boycott action asthe result of an arrangement to build a hotel in Liberia

with a firm allegedly controlled by .Zionists, (A-129, August 1, 1962), (NSS)

FOREIGN TRADE

2. Lebanese Trade Deficits with the Soviet Bloc (BER 4) - UNCLASSIFIED

According to a press report, the GOL's Ministry of Foreign Affairs has

brought to the attention of the Embassies of the Soviet Bloc countries its

dissatisfaction with continuing Lebanese trade deficits. In 1960 such deficits

totaled LL 24,1 million ($8 million); Czechoslovakia LL 6.4 million, Soviet Union

LL 4.8 million, Rumania LL 4.9 million, Hungary LL 2.5 million, Bulgaria LL 2.3

million, Poland LL 2.0 million and East Germany LL 1.3 million. Unofficial 1961

figures put the deficit at LL 12 million ($4 million). The GOL has reportedly

requested representatives of these countries to carry out the terms of the bilateral

trade agreements, which call for a bilateral balancing of the trade between 
Lebanon

and each of the bloc countries.
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FOREIGN TRADE (Con'd) (Item 2 con'd)

COMIENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: The failure of Bloc-Lebanese trade to balance
can be traced to the refusal of the bloc countries to purchase Lebanese fruit at
rather high prices. Undoubtedly for this reason the bloc countries, except the
Soviet. Union, have failed to fulfill their quota of fruit purchases mentioned in
the trade agreements with each of them, This Lebanese concern reflects recent
GOL policy to reduce the overall trade deficit as much as possible. (JBA)

3, French and British Trade Statistics - UNCLASSIFIED

Statistics released'by the French and British here show that Lebanon's
position has improved somewhat although it still has large trade deficits with
these countries. During the first four months of 1962 Lebanon's trade deficit
with France amounted to NF 49,9 million ($10 million) compared with NF 56.5 million
($11.5 million) for the first four months of 1961. Lebanon's improved position was
due to a decrease in the importation of French goods into Lebanon.

Whereas the slightly improved balance with France came as a result of less
imports, the trade balance with Britain improved because of increased exports;
valued at £ 1,400,000 ($3.9 million) for the first half of 1962 compared with
£ 900,000 ($2.5 million) for the comparable period in 1961. Nevertheless the trade
deficit with Britain remained a substantial £ 4,600,000 ($12.9 million) for the
first half of 1962, (NSS)

4. Visit of Sudanese Minister of Commerce - UNCLASSIFIED

The Sudanese Minister of Commerce has just completed our active five day
visit to Lebanon designed to hasten ratification by the Lebanese Parliament of a
bilateral trade agreement signed in January 1962.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: Lebanon exported 80,000 cases of fruit to the
Sudan in 1961 compared with 12,000 cases the previous year. Despite this sizable
increase, the figure is still rather small. The present agreement will reportedly
reduce the Sudanese tariff from 50 percent to 20 percent on Lebanese fruit, In
return Lebanon will import Sudanese cattle, Fear of hoof and mouth disease has
impeded such importation up to now, Accordingly, the GOL will construct a quarantine
station in Tripoli to receive the cattle and meanwhile has agreed on temporary
measures to insure that imported cattle are free of disease. Although figures are
not available on the total volume of trade envisaged under the new agreement, both
sides are optimistic. (NSS)
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FOREIGN TRADE (Contd)

5. Industrialists Request Trade Agreement with Morocco - UNCLASSIFIED

The Association of Industrialists in Lebanon has asked the Ministry of
National Economy to conclude a bilateral trade agreement with Morocco.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: The request fits into the general pattern of
increased export promotion. In this case, since Lebanese agricultural products
compete with Moroccan produce, emphasis is on industrial exports. This interest
stems from Lebanese participation at the Casablanca Fair and the understanding of
the industrialists that a bilateral accord is required to export to Morocco. Trade
between the two countries is insignificant at present and it is not clear what
products the industrialists have in mind, (NSS)

ECONOMIC RELATIONS

6. Lebanese Reaction to Saudi Decree (A-120, July 31. 1962) - UNCLASSIFIED

The issuance of a decree limiting commercial representation in Saudi
Arabia to Saudis and giving foreign agents two years to liquidate their interests
has raised a storm of protest in Lebanon. Some Lebanese newspapers have called
for retaliatory measures of a similar nature,

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: The Saudi decree will certainly decrease the
invisible income Lebanon derives from the operations of its astute businessmen in
Saudi Arabia. Lebanon's ability to retaliate is limited somewhat by the fact that
the prosperity of the service sector is based, among other things, on a continued
inflow of Saudi capital and the prudent desire on the part of banking'and real estate
interests not to alienate this source of income. Nevertheless there seems to be
considerable public sentiment for Lebanese retaliation. Perhaps also, Lebanese see
in this attempt to foster Saudi entrepreneurship the eventual increase in the
capability of Saudis to handle their own money -- to detriment of Lebanon's
middlemen, (NSS)

7. Devaluation of the Syrian Pound - UNCLASSIFIED

On July 24, Syria devalued its currency by about 6.5 percent, from a
U.S. dollar rate of SL 3,58 to SL 3.82.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED - This action, a logical.sequence to the recent
liberalization of the Syrian foreign exchange market, is intended to equalize the
official and real rates of exchange and reduce the outflow of Syrian capital which

would otherwise have occurred. It is not expected to affect the Lebanese market

in any significant way, (KS)
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

8, Hasbani River Diversion (A-385, June 8. 1962) - UNCLASSIFIED

The Arabic daily Al Safa reported that the Minister of Public Works,

Pierre GEMAYAL had signed a draft bill authorizing the construction of a dam on

the Hasbani River, a tributary of the Jordan River. The sum of LL 500,900 has

already been earmarked by the Ministry to construct a road to the area of the
dam site. A Ministry official stated that this project called for only a small

diversion dam and was not to be confused with another, large project demanding
upwards of LL 12 million.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Lebanese officials have repeated on numerous
occasions their intentions to divert the Hasbani, but there is no indication that
they are willing spend the substantial sums (upwards of $10,000,000) which would
be required to effect any sizeable diversion. (JUA)

9. U.N. Underground Water Project - UNCLASSIFIED

Two United Nations officers arrived in Beirut this week to negotiate
arrangements for a joint UN-Lebanon project to utilize Lebanont s underground
water resources. The main discussions center at present on the preparedness of
the Government to provide its contribution in kind and to administer the project.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: The UN officials were optimistic in a recent
visit to the Embassy. (KS)

PETROLEUM

10. Meurogas Pipeline Project (BER..14) - UNCLASSIFIED

Meurogas Holdings Limited has been requested by the Lebanese Ministry of
National Economy to postpone sales of 20 million no-par shares at one dollar per
share in Lebanon until the company has submitted additional information to the
Lebanese Government.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Interest in the project has lagged because of

the failure of the principal backers to answer questions on the project raised in

local newspapers. Under these circumstances, very few investors have indicated a

willingness to buy Meurogas shares. (JHA)
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TOUR ISM

11. Visit of SS Atlantic - UNCLASSIFIED

US Export Lines cruise ship SS Atlantic visited Beirut July 24 and 25
with 560 American passengers, The ship had come from Alexandria and its next
port of call was Haifa. The passengers visited various tourist stops in Lebanon
such as Baalbeck and Byblos and one group of 48 passengers drove to Jerusalem,
A detailed airgram on this visit follows, (JCW)

12. Italian Tourism and TV Missions for Lebanon (BER 11) - UNCLASSIFIED

In a recent conversation with the head of the Italian Chamber of Commerce
in Lebanon, the Commercial Attache learned that the Italian Government is contemplating
sending two special missions to Lebanon this coming Fall. The first, a tourism
mission, is to keep the promise given by the Italian Commerce Minister at the time
of the Italian Industrial Fair in Beirut to divert to Lebanon some part of the
18 million tourists who annually visit Italy, Because the Italian economy produces
many products similar to those of Lebanon, such as fruits and vegetables, this is
the Italian answer to the heavy balance of trade in Italy's favor. The second,
a mission from the Italian television industry, is to demonstrate and make available
to Lebanese televison stations Italian TV programs. At present the programming
is almost equally divided between Arabic, French and American programs. 9 (JCW)

AGR ICULTURE

13. Sixth Regional FAO Conference Held in Lebanon - UNCLASSIFIED

The Sixth Regional FAO Conference was opened on July 30, 1962 at the
Agricultural Research Station in Tel Amara under the Chairmanship of Mr. Joseph SKAF,
Minister of Agriculture,

The Conference will consider the general policy of developing food and
agricultural production in the Mediterranean Basin and integrating the Freedom From
Hunger Campaign into economic development plans of the countries of the region.
The US Agricultural Attache at Beirut is attending as an official observer, (MB)

14. International Wheat Agreement - UNCLASSIFIED

The Cabinet is studying a report by Mr. Elie TOUMA, Head of the Wheat
Office, recommending Lebanon's adherence to the International Wheat Agreement, (MB)

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

DECLASSIFIED
AuthorityN it> c"5
By F NARA Date23C4
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AGRICULTURE (Con'd)

15. Rice Imports and Reexports - UNCLASSIFIED

By August 1, Lebanon's rice imports in 1962 totalled 21,000 tons

originating from Spain (8,000 tons), Italy (8,000 tons), Egypt (3,000 tons) and

Bulgaria (2,000 tons). Reexports totalled 7,000 tons and were destined for

Rumania, Belgium and Arab countries,

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: These foreign trade figures in rice are the

highest on record and were stimulated by the customs exemptions on rice imports.

One interesting aspect was the importation of Bulgarian rice for reexportation

to Rumania -- at a profit. (MB)

TRADE FAIRS

UNC LASS IF IED
16. International Trade Fair of Lebanon in Tripoli Choses Oscar Niemnver '

The International Trade Fair of Lebanon in Tripoli which is planned for

July-August of 1964 has hired the famous Brazilian Mr. Oscar NIEMEYER to be the

Fair's principal designer. Mr. Niemeyer arrived in Beirut last week and has

already been the subject of a good deal of discussion. A first objection to

Mr. Niemeyer, according to the local press, was that he was a Zionist. However,

when it was proved that he fr/a 9oman Catholic and related to a prominent Brazilian

bishop the Boycott Office withdrew its objections to his entry. Questions are still

being asked by various journalists, however, as to why Lebanon had to procure an

architect from Brazil when there are so many outstanding Lebanese architects, (JCW)

LABOR

17. IEPCO Negotiations Resumed (BER 15) - UNCLASSIFIED

Negotiations, whose break triggered a one hour strike on July 19, were

resumed between the Lebanese Petroleum Company (IEPCO) and the union representing

its employees, The union announced that agreement was near on the long disputed

issue of new job classifications which would result in significant wage

adjustments. By implication the statement threatened another strike if this

issue were not resolved by the end of August.

COTMVENT - OFFIC IAL USE ONLY: Whether the union actually intends to stage

another walkout if no agreement is reached on the job classification question is

uncertain at this time, It is certain that any job classification satisfactory

to the union will result in substantial wage increases for most IEPCO employees,

for despite previous pay hikes, IEPCO wages lag behind the competing oil marketing
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LABOR (Con'd)

18. Visit of IFPW Representative - UNCLASSIFIEI)

Curtis J. HOGAN, International Representative of the International

Federation of Petroleum Workers (IFPW), is scheduled to arrive in Beirut on

August 5 on the second leg of a Near Eastern tour. Mr. Hogan will be coming

from Turkey, and while here, is expected to see a group of Iraqi trade unionists

from that country's Petroleum Workers Federation, This group will join Lebanon's

George SACRE, IFPW Middle Eastern Correspondent, and Wadi SAM.AN, IFPW Vice

President, on a trip to the United States sponsored by the IFPW. Hogan is also expected

to visit Jordan, and possibly Iraq.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Sacre informs Embassy that James BICTON of

BUSINESS WEEK magazine is expected in Beirut to travel with Mr. Hogan preliminary

to writing a feature article on IFPW's activities in the Middle East. (HDS)

COIM1MERC IaL OFFICE

19. American Business Visitors - UNCLASSIFIED

The log of the Commercial Office showed 16 American visitors between

July 19 and August 1 including former Ambassador Harold R. Minor representing and

accompanied by Mr. Walter L. Maguire, President of the Associated Oil & Gas Co.,

Houston; Mr. T. A. Ball, assistant Vice President, The American Express Company,

Inc,, New York; Mr. Jefferson Kennedy, Jr., The American Distilling Company, Inc.,

New York; Mr. Donald A. Ryan, Assistant Director International Sales, Ramco, St.

Louis; Mr. Saul R. Srole, Cecchi Contracting Company, Washington, D.C. (JCW)

For the Ambassador:

Richard B Parker

First Secretary of Embassy

Contributors:

JHAshida, JCWeisert, HDSnell, NSSmith, MBekhash, KSalem
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Page 2
A-191

Beirut

1. HIGHLIGHTS - OFFICIAL USE ONLY

The Tapline agreement signed on August 7 after six years of
intermittent negotiations (Item 2) provided the high point of an otherwise
listless period. On the labor front the Ghandour strike was settled (ltem 6)
and the UUEW has proposed a program to maintain textile employment (Item 7).

Adbul Wahab RIFAI, knowledgeable head of the Lebanese Chamber of
Commerce,discounts talk of a general malaise in the Lebanese economy and
believes the present period to be simply a cyclical lowpoint. Nevertheless
merchants and hotel owners continue to bemoan the slack summer season.
latest cause celebre is the complaint that Kuwaitis have forsaken the Lebanese
mountains for the beaches of Alexandria. In the wake of Iraqi reprisals
following the recognition of Kuwait this is particularly galling (A-168).
More alarming,however, are reports that Syria, Iraq, Jordan and- Saudi Arabia
are about to channel future trade away from Beirut,(Item 3).(NSS),

PETROLEUM

2, New Tapline Agreement Signed (BER 12 and .-l85) - UNCLASSIFIED

<The new Tapline agreement provides Lebanon with a substantial increase
in royalties, which the Government says will total $5,285,800 annually on the
basis of 400,000 b/d throughput. Royalties on this basis amounted to $1,189,154
under the old convention. In settlement of previous claims Tapline will pay the
GOL a lump sum of $11,653,000 on ratification and will hold in escrow $865,518
pending an agreement on its division between Lebanon and Syria. In addition
Tapline will donate almost $100,000 for a vocational training school in Sidon.
The new accord annuls previous taxes assessed against the company and confirms
Tapline's exemption from future taxes. The agreement has received favorable
treatment in the press but has not yet been ratified by Parliament.

COMMENT - CONFIDENTIAL: The royalty increase is due to a larger transit
fee and a new "terminal fee" of 20 per barrel. However, the Government's annual
royalty figure, $5,285,800, is somewhat inflated because half of the "terminal
fee" will be withheld by Tapline until Syria and Lebanon can agree on its
division. The big stumbling block in the protracted negotiations was the GOL's
insistence on an annual payment of $1jJD,000 for security fees and road
maintenance similar to a 1959 concession from IPC. Tapline finally agreed to

"split the apple down the middle"'provided the payment bore another name.

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
AuthorityNgt>%9D,
BvvT NARA Dates2 k4
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Beirut

PETROLEUM (Item 2 Con'd)

Tapline President NOBLE is highly satisfied with the accord because
it provides a stable base for future relations with the transiting countries

and removes a major uncertainty with respect to the utl'imate cost of

transporting crude oil by the pipeline, Despite the royalty increases, the
pipeline will remain competitive. The agreement also boosts Prime Minister

KARAME's prestige although ratification is not expected until the next

session of Parliament. (NSS)

ECONOMIC RELATIONS

3. Possible Boycott of Beirut Port - UNCLASSIFIED

CThe Beirut press is full of reports that Syria, Iraq, Saudi Arabia

and Jordan may soon divert their transit trade away from the Beirut Free Zone.>

Jordan reportedly has already decreed that all importmus'Gt "tgo6 theiotig1lthe
port of Aqaba. Imports through Beirut would be penalized by a 10 percent

ad valorem fine, reduced to 5 percent in the case of perishables. On August 13
an "authorized source" in the Syrian Ministry of Economy told newsmen that
Syria, Iraq and Saudi Arabia were considering a common policy of diverting their
transit trade from Beirut to Lattakia because of difficulties created by Beirut
port authorities, The press has concluded that the rel purpose is to force
Lebanon into the anti-Nasserpamp>

Foreign Minister TAKLA and Minister of National Economy NAJA have
refused comment except to say that so far they have not received official
confirmation of the reports, Spokesmen in the Saudi and Iraqi Embassies say
likewise that they have not been informed of such a move.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Despite the steady erosion of Lebanonts
transit trade, Beirut has remained, economically, the natural funnel of goods
into the area. So far the expense of overland transportation and its more
limited port facilities have kept Lattakia in a secondary position. Should

area politics result in a sizable diversion to Lattakia., Lebanon's service
economy would be seriously affected. Along with the decrease in Arab tourists

to Lebanon, this points up again the vulnerability of the Lebanese economy to
external forces," (NSS)

CONFIDENTIAL
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Beirut

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

4. New Proposal for Development Financing - UNCLASSIFIED

Dr. George HAKIM, Lebanon's permanent representative at the UN, has

proposed that the GOL float a local loan to finance some of its development

projects. Under his plan banks and insurance companies would be required to

purchase a certain number of government bonds in relation to their total assets.

The other facets of his proposal, long range planning and international

financing, are not new,

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: As expected Hakim's plan to compel financial

institutions to buy government bonds received negligible support. There is, -

therefore, little likelihood that his plan will be adopted at least in its

present form.

A more .likely solution to the problem of development financing is

the establishment of a new development bank -- a project being pushed by the

I Ministry of Planning>Capital for such a bank would probably be almost

wholly financed by the Government. (JHA)

5. BCAIF/AID Loan Disbursements (BER-13) - UNCClaTFD

Banque de Credit Agricole, Industriel et Foncier (BCAIF) disbursed

$105,381.55 during the month of July, 1962 of which $91,016.55 was disbursed

in the United States by letter of commitment. BCAIF's total cumulative

disbursements as of July 31, 1962 now amount to $2,370,587.28. SIDEM's

account remains unchanged from the reported previous total. (JCW)

LABOR

6. Ghandour Strike Ends - UNCLASSIFIED

The 400 workers at the Ghandour Biscuit Co., Lebanon's biggest food

processor, ended their week-long strike on August 9>Ministry of Labor

officials prevailed upon the Company to obey Labor Code provisions relating

principally to minimum wages and annual leaves 'and to defer negotiations on

a wage increase and other fringe benefits.

Violence broke out after three days resulting in the arrest of eight

strikers. Charges of "inhuman treatment of women workers" were made by the

Communist-led Cooks Union, which sought to represent the unorganized Ghandour

employees.
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LABOR (Item 6 Con'd)

COMMhENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Ghandour is a striking example of the
unevenues of labor law enforcement in Lebanon. Unlike foreign firms which
are required to live up to the letter of the law, about half of Ghandour's

employees are paid below the legal minimum, the Ministry's investigation
revealed. Further complicating the picture was the rivalry on the part of
the Cooks Union and two Jami'at affiliates, the Grocery Workers and the Sweet
Shop Workers, to negotiate for the strikers.,>(HDS)

7, UUEW Suggests Program to Maintain Textile Employment - UNCLASSIFIED

Owners of Lebanon's declining textile industry, perennially unable to
dispose of their production, are threatening once again to dismiss part of
their redundant work force. Presently unable to counter this threat with the
hitherto effective counter threat of a general strike, the United Unions of
Employees and Workers (UUEW) has made proposals to the Ministries of Labor and
National Economy designed to keep the members of its affiliated Textile Workers
Union on the job, The UUEW calls for a government subsidy for the textile
producers, a program designed to increase the mills' productivity, and the
development of foreign markets, principally in Africa, for local textile
output. This program has been presented to the Minister of Labor and Social
Affairs and next week will be laid before the Minister of National Economy.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: (Previous textile "crises" have been met
by a combination of employer warnings of impending dismissals and a threat of
a general strike by the UUEW. While not ruling out the general strike possibility,
UUEW President Gabriel KHOURY admits that the present moderate proposals may well
constitute the extent of the Federation's campaign to prevent discharges which
he estimates will total 1500.>(IDS)

8. Arnold Beichman's Visit - UNCLASSIFIED

Labor newsman, Arnold BEICHMAN, representing the Christian Science
Monitor, ended a week-long-visit to Lebanon on August 11. Currently on a tour

of the Middle East, Beichman was received by the Ambassador, visited refugee
camps and interviewed UNRWAls Commissioner-General John DAVIS, met with
Ministry of Labor officials and US business leaders, and attended union meetings.
Beichman departed Beirut for Baghdad' via Damascus. (LIDS)

f w CONFIDENTIAL
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TRANSPORTATION

9. Arab Transit Conference - UNCLASSIFIED

The Technical Committee of the Arab Transit Conference ended its

meeting in Beirut last week. Participants in this meeting were Jordan, Lebanon,

Syria and Saudi Arabia. Among the main resolutions of the meeting have been

the following: a uniform network of roads to be used by trucks which transport

goods in transit between. member countries; organization of a special agency in

each member country to deal with complaints by owners of trucks which carry

transit trade; uniformity of ceilings on car loads in accordance with road

and bridge capacities; and uniformity of transportation bills and documents.

Agreement was reached on enforcing these resolutions as of September 1962. (KS)

10. Successful Traffic Experiment in Beirut - UNCLASSIFIED

As reported in the Embassy's end of year economic review, the traffic

situation in Lebanon had reached the point where the center of the city was

strangling from unceasing and uncontrolled motor traffic which affected every

businessman in that area. Various plans were proposed to alleviate the situation

all the way from stopping the import of motor cars to massive street widenings

and drastic demolitions. In order, however, to make an immediate improvement

the Ministry of Interior has first banned all taxi cabs and public vehicles

from parking in the center of the city and arranged .special terminals for buses

and taxis in non-crowded areas.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: The initial reaction from the commercial

transportation operators against the plan was strong but the authorities held

their ground and there exists today in downtown Beirut a much smoother and

cleaner flow of traffic which should do much toward assisting the continued

development of business in that area. (JCW)

C O1UN IC AT IONS

11. 'ELEX Service (BER 8) - UNCLASSIFIED

A Telex service has been established at the Lebanese Administration of

Posts and Telegraph, through which subscribers can either exchange direct

communications by teleprinters or receive and send their telegrams. Prospective

subscribers must enter into a one-year contract renewable month by month. The

Telex domestic tariff, within the city of Beirut, has been fixed at LL 0.30

($0.10) for the first three minutes, and at LL 0.10 ($0,033) per additional

minute or fraction thereof. The Lebanese Telex external service extends to 45

countries, including the United States. The tariff to the latter has been fixed

at 27.55 gold Francs (approximately $6.60) for the first three minutes, and

9,1833 gold Francs (approximately $2,00) per 
additional minute or fraction thereof.(MJ)
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AGRICULTURE

12. Regional FAO Conference (BER 16 and FAS 4. Aug. 16. 1962) - UNCLASSIFIED

The Sixth Regional FAO Conference, attended by 14 countries, ended its
.successful deliberations on August 8. The region's agricultural production
had fallen during 1961-62; food grains were off 2 million tons and would have

been lower except for some improvement in Iraq, Jordan and Syria. Prospects
for 1962-63 are encouraging.>

Except for Sudan and the UAR, delegates were vague on the Freedom From
Hunger Campaign and had taken little action. agricultural planning in the
region includes opening new irrigation projects, control of salinity, land
reform and development of agricultural education systems. The need for
improving agricultural statistics was emphasized as was commodity reporting

and analyses. Technical cooperation needs more coordination.

Trade in agricultural products was not satisfactory as export earnings
had increased only 4 percent in nearly ten years. Fruit and cotton are facing
marketing difficulties, Some trade expansion with Eastern Europe seems probable.(DLM)

13. Wheat and Wheat Flour Imports During First Half of 1962 - OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Wheat imports during the first half of 1962 totalled 96,000 tons,
according to the Wheat Office. They originated mainly from australia (74,000 tons),
U.S.A. (15,000 tons), and U.S.S.R. (6,400 tons). The Soviet commercial
representative here has offered an addtional 3,000 tons of wheat, type 431, at
$69.00 per ton, but importers in anticipation of a bumper crop from Syria will

pay only $60.00. Wheat flour imports totalled 24,000 tons during the 1962 first
half, according to the same source. They were mainly from: West Germany

(14,500 tons), Finland (6,100 tons), U.S.A. (1,500 tons). (MB)

14. IRFED Fishing Study (BER 4, 1961) - UNCLASSIFIED

A survey of Lebanon's fishing industry has just been completed by the

IRFED planners, who conclude that Lebanon's meager annual catch could be

increased ten fold. There are at present 3,255 fishermen in 970 boats producing

a total annual catch of only 2,320 tons. Current consumption is low, and over

42% of it is met by imports.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: A group of Japanese experts last year said that

deep sea and bottom fishing was the answer to Lebanon's poor catch. The lack of a

major river emptying into the Mediterranean and the subsequent lack of plankton in

coastal waters probably account for the small stock off Lebanon's coast. This stock

has been further depleted by the widespread practice of dynamiting for fish, In

addition to increasing production of this cheap source of protein the planners

are faced with another problem, changing Lebanese consumption habits. (NSS)
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COMMERCIAL OFFICE

15, Visit of U.S. Lebanese Chamber of Commerce Official - UNCLASSIFIED

Mr. Paul A. GOLDSCHMIDT, Executive Director 
of the United States

Lebanese Chamber of Commerce, New York, conferred with the Embassy several

times in the past two weeks and successfully conducted a meeting in the Hotel

Phoenicia of the Lebanese members of the U.S. Lebanese Chamber of Commerce.

At that meeting Mr. Goldschmidt received great encouragement 
for the founding

of a sister chapter in Beirut. Mr. John C. SALAMEI, the local agent for

International Harvester, has agreed to spearhead 
the organization of the

Lebanese chapter and has scheduled the first meeting at his villa in Yarze

for August 16, 1962.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: By pre-arrangement the Embassy absented

itself from the first meeting so that no question of 
Embassy pressure of Embassy

"stooges" could impair the formation of this Beirut chapter. The group, however,

has insisted that the Commercial Attache attend 
the next meeting, but it is

still the Embassy's intention to remain in the 
background while giving as much

moral support as is possible to this new organization. 
(JCW)

16. American Business Visitors - UNCLASSIFIED

The log of the Commercial Office shows that fourteen 
Americans and

representatives of American companies 
conferred with the Embassy between

August 3 and August 16, 1962. Included are Mr. E. Lee Heidenreich, Jr. 
of

Grain Elevators-Feed Mills, Newburgh, N.Y.; Mr. Thomas G. 
Sofis, European

representative of Reynolds Foreign Sales, Inc., 
Geneva, Switzerland;

Mr. Elmer E, Batzell of Meyers & Batzell, Washington 
5, D.C.; Dr. C. H. Holman

of Johns-Manville International; Mr. Paul A. Goldschmidt, Executive Director,

U.S. Lebanese Chamber of Commerce, N.Y.; and Mr. J. R. Nater of International

B. F, Goodrich, Akron, Ohio. (JCW)

e Ambassador:

Evan M. Wilson

Counselor of Embassy

Contributors:

JHAshida, JCWeisert, HDSnell, DllyacDonald, MJalkh, MBekhash, KSalem

CONFIDENTIAL
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1., HIGHLIGHTS - OFFICIAL USE ONLY

The drama of the Arab League meetings at Shtoura has overshadowed events
on the quiescent economic scene. Its effects are felt on the local economy where
many real estate and financial transactions have been held in abeyance until the
business community can assess the results of the current League session. So far
there has been no mention of the economic questions which were also to be examined
at Shtoura such as the projects for Economic Union and an Arab Common Market.

Civil Aviation has been in the spotlight with the serious merger attempt
of Lebanon's leading airlines, MEA and Air Liban (Item 2), the establishment of
a regional civil aviation school in Beirut (Item 3), and the election of Zuheir
BEYDOUN as Deputy Chairmian of ICAO at Rome. The Parliament, meeting in its fourth
extraordinary session, unanimously ratified the Tapline agreement (Item 5). The
Government also promulgated a law enlarging the functions of the Fruit Office which
included the power to grade exports (Item 15). Heretofore Lebanon's reputation
has suffered greatly from inproper marking and quality control. Rafiq NAJA, Minister
of National Economy, has promised to end the textile crisis (Item 12) and the
phenomenon of a discount house has appeared in Beirut (Item 16).

In his brief stopover in Beirut, Vice President Johnson called attention
to E-wnerican contributions to Lebanon's economic progress by his visits to the
Industry Institute and the construction project on the coastal road to Tripoli. (NSS)

CIVIL AVIATION

2, MEA-Air Liban Merger Stalled - CONFIDENTIAL

President ROOS of Air France in his recent trip to Lebanon apparently

failed to convince the Lebanese shareholders of Air Liban that his offer to buy

their holdings at LL300 ($100) a share should be accepted. Instead the Lebanese

I
CONFIDENTIAL
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shareholders led by Chairman of Air Liban, Antoine SEHNAOUI, indicated an interest
to sell only at a price double the offer, Air France had intentions of merging
Air Liban into Middle East Airlines (MEA), in which Air France would have roughly
one-third interest. As part of the transaction Air France would reportedly have
supplied two Caravelles for which MEA's Chairman and Managing Director ALAMUDDIN
signed a letter of intent in Paris about two weeks ago.

COMMENT - CONFIDENTIAL: The Embassy is reliably informed that the
initiative for the merger came from ALAMUDDIN because of a threatened cutoff of the
BOIC subsidy. To protect MEA Alamuddin began negotiations with Air France, hoping
to soften the financial blow to MEA by getting a new backer.

Merger of Air Liban and MEA would be a healthy development for the
Lebanese carriers, all of which, with the exception of Trans-Mediterrean Airways,
have been losing money. (JHA)

3. ICAC Civil Aviation School in Beirut - UNCLASSIFIED

Mr, VIVIAN, of British European Airways, is currently on leave from his
employer to survey for ICAO the requirements for an ICAO sponsored civil aviation
school in Beirut. According to him the Lebanese Government has already agreed to
provide about $2.1 million toward the school, while ICAO will contribute an
equal amount through the UN "Special Fund." The school will be located at the
airport and give instructions on all aspects of aviation to students drawn from
India to Morocco, Returning to Beirut in November as an ICAO official and as the
director of the school, Mr, Vivian hopes to have the school partially in operation
in the fall of 1963.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: The choice of Beirut for this school underlines
the importance of this city as an international aviation center in a new dimension
-- that of training, It already has one of the most modern airports in the Near
East serviced by more than thirty international airlines. The airport has complete
facilities for repairing multi-engined piston aircraft. Beirut is also the regional
headquarters for ICAO and the Federal Aviation Agency, (JHA)

4, MEA's 1961 Annual Report - UNCLASSIFIED

According to MEA's 1961 Annual Report recently made public, this airline
made an operating profit of LL4,2 million ($1.4 million), the highest in the
company's history, After payment of various financial charges the net profit was
LL747,000 ($249,000). Total revenues rose by 55 percent to LL54.4 million ($18.1
million), as compared with LL35,0 million ($11.7 million) in 1960 with the
introduction of the Comet 4C fleet, which was completed in April 1961,
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The report referred to the tough competition, particularly from large
international airlines, and the "menacing threat" from illegal rebates given by
the majority of the airlines operating between the Near East and Europe.

COMMENT - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE: Although BOAC sold its share in MEA to
Lebanese shareholders in August 1961, it has reportedly continued to subsidize MEA
through ways unknown to the Embassy. Officials of the Lebanese Directorate of Civil
Aviation have stated on numerous occasions that only TMA of the Lebanese carriers
is in fact operating profitably. They add that MEA could not operate in its present
form without some sort of financial assistance. (JHA)

PETROLEUM

5, Tapline Agreement Ratified (BER 17) - UNCLASSIFIED

The new Tapline Agreement was ratified by a unanimous vote of the
Lebanese Parliament on August 28, On publication of this law in the Official
Gazette, the agreement will become effective as of November 1, 1961. Within ten
days of publication, Tapline will pay the Government $11,653,000 in settlement
of past claims,

COMMENT - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE: The bill received the overwhelming
support of all factions, Saeb SAIAM,conveniently undergoing medical treatment,

was absent but those of his followers who attended voted for the accord without
dissent. All the funds accruing to Lebanon under this agreement were reportedly

allocated to the various ministries three weeks ago when the agreement was
signed. (NSS)

F INANCE

6. Beirut Merchants Association Opposes Tax Increases - UNCLASSIFIED

According to press reports, the Beirut Merchants Association has written

a letter to the Minister of Finance opposing any tax increases and calling instead
for a reduction of taxes imposed on the middle classes,.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: As anticipated, the Association representing

largely Lebanonts economic elite has expressed its opposition to any attempt by the

Government to increase revenues through higher progressive rates on income taxes,

The Government is, however, proceeding gradually with measures such as the afore-

mentioned to increase. the real income of the lower classes. An additional measure

already being implemented is the reduction of customs duty on imported necessities

and the raising of rates on imported luxuries. It has already lowered the price

for butane gas and pharmaceuticals, The Government's tax measure, of which the

L I
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details have not yet been released, would be a corollary to these other actions
already taken, (JHA)

7. Difficulties with the Soviet Bloc Clearing Accounts - OFFICIAL USE ONLY
(See A-211, August 27, 1962 and BER 16)

The chronic deficits in the clearing accounts between Lebanon and the Soviet
Union, Czechoslovakia and Poland have caused the Lebanese banks handling these
accounts to lodge complaints with the Lebanese Government. These deficits have been
financed by the banks without interest under the terms of Lebanon's trade and payments
agreements with the three Bloc countries.

COMMENT - CONFIDENTIAL: These deficits, which result when Lebanese exports
included in the agreements exceed imports so that banks must pay out more than they
receive into clearing accounts, are attributed to two causes. First, in compiling
the original list of commodities, Lebanese negotiators overlooked some significant
Bloc import items with the result that Lebanese importers can bypass the clearing
accounts when paying for these items. Secondly, importers are no longer required
to show proof of payment through the clearing accounts to clear goods through
customs.

As a result of the complaints, the Government of Lebanon is considering
the following measures: (1) transferring all clearing accounts to Lebanonts
central bank, Banque de Syrie et du Liban, (2) A government interest payment on
the deficit accounts to the three banks which now have the accounts. (3) A new
decree that all imports from the Bloc countries be cleared through the clearing

accounts, (NSS)

8. New Intra Bank Balance Sheet (BER 4. 10 and 11) - UNCLASSIFIED

The July 31st balance sheet just released by Intra Bank shows paid up

capital of LL52.0 million ($17.3 million) and total deposits of LL463.2 million

($154.4 million) as compared with LL30 million ($10 million) and LL383,0 million

($127.7 million) respectively as of December 31, 1961.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Part of the large 20.9 percent increase in

deposits for the first seven months of 1962 is undoubtedly due to the inclusion in

the July statement of deposits in three Syrian branches, which were denationalized

within the past three months by the Syrian authorities. The increase in paid up

capital was made possible when the Lebanese Government authorized Intra Bank to

double its capitalization to LL60 million ($20 million). In general, the balance

sheet once again shows the continuing dynamic growth of this institution,

CONF IDENTIAL

*GPO : 1961 0 -612212(52)
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With the completion of this statement Intra Bank is expected formally
to file its application for a New York City branch with the State of New York
banking authorities. (JHA)

ECONOMIC RELATIONS

9. Rumors of Boycott of Beirut Port Unfounded (BER 17) - UNCLASSIFIED

Fears that Iraq, Syria, Jordan and Saudi Arabia planned to boycott
Beirut Port have subsided. According to the local press, Syrian Premier AZMEH
and responsible Iraqi officials have denied that such a move was even contemplated.
The GOL has issued several reassuring statements on the port situation pointing
out that a number of countries, including Pakistan, Australia, Canada and Guinea
are interested in establishing warehouses in the Free Zone of the port.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Although the reports proved to be
unfounded, they underlined again the necessity of Lebanon's maintenance of good
relations with other Arab states. (NSS)

FOREIGN TRADE

10. Lebanon Considering GATT Membership - OFFICIAL USE ONLY

The GOL Committee on Trade Agreements, which has been studying inter
alia relations with the EEC, is now considering Lebanon's membership in GATT.
Mr. Zeidan BITAR, Acting Chief of the Economic Section in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, told an Embassy officer that the two reasons for Lebanonts withdrawal
from GATT in 1951, a preferential tariff with other Arab countries and Lebanese
laws which would have prevented extension of most favored nation treatment to
Germany and Japan, are no longer valid,

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: The movement toward GATT fits into the
pattern of Lebanese attempts to associate in some fashion with the expanding
Common Market. It appears that Lebanese thinking on this subject began to
crystallize during discussions with Arab League members at the recent Cairo
Development Conference. Since Lebanese tariffs are low and primarily for revenue
purposes, the deciding factor in a decision to join GATT would be its effect on
Lebanese fruit exports. (NSS)

11, US-Lebanese Balance of Payments Estimates - CONFIDENTIAL (See A-186,
August 16, 1962 and BER 9)

The deficit in Lebanon's balance of trade with the U.S. over the next
several years is estimated to be LL144 million ($48 million) annually. Lebanon's
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balance of payments deficit with the U.S. should be much lower, approximately
LL21 million ($7 million) because of invisibles which include royalties and
expenditures of oil companies ($11 million), U.S. Embassy expenditures ($6 million),
American business, educational and philanthropic organizations ($10.3 million),
U.N. contributions ($6.7 million) and tourism ($4 million). (NSS)

LABOR

12. Minister of National Economy Promises to End Textile Crisis (BER 17) -
UNCLASSIFIED

Emerging from a meeting on August 21st with leaders of the United Unions
of Employees and Workers (UUEW), Minister of National Economy, Rafiq NAJA, promised
to take steps to resolve the countryts latest textile "crisis," Minister Naja
declared his intention of bringing down the price of finished textiles in order
to increase Lebanese exports, He also ventured the opinion that the Government
should subsidize the industry from funds obtained by imposing higher tariffs on
luxury items such as imported liquors. (HDS)

13. Strike at Dutch Bank Ends - UNCLASSIFIED

The three-day strike of employees at the Nederlandsche Handel-
Maaeschappij, N.V. Bank, popularly known as the Dutch Bank, ended on August 25.
Under an agreement negotiated by the militant Bank Employees Union, headed by
Gabriel KHOURY, an across-the-board wage increase of 10%, retroactive to March 1,
1962, was agreed to. In addition, the bank's cashier was granted an allowance
of LL400 per month out of which to meet shortages resulting from clerical errors.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: This 10% increase is in final settlement
of the Unionts original demand for a full 15% cost-of-living increase under the
1961 law covering this issue. The bank's employees were not entitled to this
much of an increase, according to the management, but Khoury states that this
represents a penalty because of the bank's refusal to comply fully with the law
in the first instance, (HDS)

14. Parliamentary Committee Studying Social Security Draft Law (BER 10) -
UNCLASSIFIED

For the past three weeks the Labor and Social Affairs Committee of

Parliament has been revising the draft of the controversial Social Security Law
preparatory to presenting the measure for consideration of the full Parliament.

The Committee now has disposed of 50 articles at the rate of five per meeting.
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COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Numerous drafts of this legislation havebeen submitted to the Cabinet and to Parliament over the past three years. Theseproposals have repeatedly been bogged down in disagreements, and it remains to beseen whether this latest effort by the Committee represents a serious attempt topass the measure (HDS)

AGR ICULTURE

15. Fruit Office Functions Widened - UNCLASSIFIED

The Parliament enacted a law on August 23 expanding the functions andresponsibilities of the Fruit Office, This Office was established in 1959 toprovide adequate storage, to control packaging and grading of fruits, and toapply the fruit export sections of bilateral trade agreements, The new responsi-bilities include: (1) improvement and development of fruit crops in cooperationwith the Ministry of Agriculture; (2) control over fruit export by labeling,issuing certificates of quality and origin and drawing up specifications to bemet in packing; (3) encouragement of cooperatives through short-term loans-and (4) direct participation in private export concerns to aid in marketing,conservation, cold storage, sorting and packing, and finding suitable trans-portation,

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Fruit is Lebanon's prime export commodity.In the past, sharp practices by exporters have seriously damaged Lebanon's reputationin this feld. If these new powers of the Fruit Office are intelligently appliedthey should redress Lebanon's tarnished image and be a significant aid in theGovernment's sustained efforts to make serious inroads in the west European market.(MB/NSS)

DOMESTIC BUSINESS

16, First Discount House Opened - UNCLASSIFIED

Beirut now has its first discount house, Established in July, the storeis stocked with television sets, refrigerators and a smattering of other appliances.Although G.E. and Grundig products are displayed, most brand names are lesser knownsuch as Osva refrigerator and Welt T.V. The owners plan to expand into the auto-motive market soon and claim to have 90 persons on the waiting list for the firstshipment of 50 Opels and Volkswagens. Although credit is not given, full servicing
is promised.

CONFIDENTIAL
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COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: This modern phenomenon of retailing was imported
by a Lebanese American.. Lebanese customers so far have been wary, suspecting
second-hand or defective merchandise. If the concept catches on, however, it will
have a marked impact in this growing, stiffly competitive field. One authorized
dealer has already entered a law suit. (NSS)

17, Slaughterh Ue. Soon to be Built - UNCLASSIFIED

For the last ten years at least, a projected modern slaughterhouse has
been one of the main concerns of the Beirut municipal authorities, Plans for the
slaughterhouse were prepared by the German engineering firm Cooks & Bhrints, and
the contract was given out in December 1961 to the Lebanese firm Boutros Kfoury
& Freres together with the "Etudes Hydro-Electriques," for the amount of LL3,752,000
($1.3 million), The work is expected to begin shortly and will last about three
years.

Situated to the east of the Beirut harbor, the slaughterhouse will cover
an area of 20,000 square meters, and will comprise five separate buildings, It
will be equipped with the most modern devices for butchering daily 1,800 sheep,
200 cattle, and 40 hogs, or double the capacity of the present slaughterhouse.
The project also provides for a further development reaching the daily slaughter
of 3,000 heads, should in the future local consumption require it, All butchering
operations will be handled mechanically, and sanitary conditions thoroughly met.
(MJ)

18. Visit of Eximbank Official to Hotel Phoenicia - UNCLASSIFIED

Eximbank Vice Chairman Tom KILLIFER and the bank's Special Projects
Division Chief, W. S. BALDERSION, made a brief stopover in Beirut August 18,
They inspected the facilities of the Phoenicia, went:: over operating statements
and met with part-owner Khlil SEHNAOUI, director Rene LAMBERT and Intra Bank's
Chairman and Managing Director Yusef BEIDAS,

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Although the occupancy rate of the Phoenicia
has been disappointingly below the 50% mark since the formal opening on March 31,
1962, figures for the second quarter of 1962 showed a small operating profit before
financing charges. With the forecast of greatly improved occupancy for the fall,
assisted by the Petroleum Congress and the European Bridge Tournament, the hotel
is hopeful of showing an operating profit after all charges for the final two
quarters of 1962. Beirut, unlike most other cities in this part of the world, is
a city of intense and intelligent competition in the hotel business, The occupancy

CONFIDENTIAL
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rate of the Phoenicia, therefore, must be evaluated with this competition in mind.
It should take another six months before the management will be able to determine
what occupancy rate can be expected to be maintained month in and month out. (JCW)

TRADE FAIRS

19. Lebanon to Participate in the New York World's Fair - UNCLASSIFIED

On August 22 the Council of Ministers approved the participation of
Lebanon in the New York World's Fair, No funds have yet been appropriated but
the amount discussed is $600,000, which should cover all costs for a pavilion
on 10,000 square feet of land for the summers of 1964 and 1965,

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: Speedy appropriation of the funds required is
expected so that the contracts can be signed. (JCW)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

20, BCAIF/AID loan Disbursements (BER 17) - UNCLASSIFIED

Banque de Credit Agricole, Industriel et Foncier (BCAIF) disbursed.
$33,280 during the month of August 1962. BCAIFts total cumulative disbursements
as of August 31, 1962 now amount to $2,403,867.28. SIDEM's account remains
unchanged from the reported previous total. (JCW)

COMMERCIAL OFFICE

21. Formation of Beirut Chapter of the Lebanese-U.S. Chamber of Commerce - (BER 17)UNC LASS IF IED

On August 16, a small group of American and Lebanese businessmen met
to initiate plans for a charter for the Beirut chapter of the aforementioned
Chamber. Considerable enthusiasm was shown and it is expected that by the end
of the year this new organization will be in full swing, (JCW)

22. American Business Visitors - UNCLASSIFIED

The log of the Commercial Office shows that nine Americans and representa-
tives of American companies conferred at the Embassy between August 17 and August
29, 1962, among whom were Eximbank Vice Chairman Killefer; the Bank's Special
Projects Division Chief W. S. Balderston; Mr, Seward H. Foote, Director of
Agricultural Industries, BIDCO, Washington, D. C.; Mr. Jay Bushway, of Diebold Inc.,
Canton, Ohio; and Mr, D. Graham Bailey of the West Virginia Paper and Pulp of
New York. (JCW)

For the A1basador:

Contributors: JHAshida, HDSnell, JCfeiseri n
NSSmith, MJalkh, MBekhash CONFIDENTLIAL~ Counselor of Embassy

mJeiamn
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1, HIIGHRLIGH-TS - OFF ICIA L USE ON LY

The prospects for serious economic discussions between Syria and
Lebanon receded when Minister of National Economy NAJA announced he would
not go to Damascus this week as the press had previously reported, The
Commercial Agreements Committee has undertaken a general review of trade
and air transport agreements. Poland and Czechoslovakia have been asked
to renegotiate their present agreements with a view to substantial
amendments in favor of Lebanon.

Preliminary estimates of the next Ordinary State Budget indicate
an increase from $125 million this year to $141 million for 1963 ( Item 4).
The GOL purchased $10.5 million worth of gold from the U.S. but has not
used this to boost gold cover of the Lebanese Pound (Item 3),

On September 3, Prime Minister KARAME unveiled -designs of the
1964 International Fair of Lebanon at Tripoli (Item 12). This project-
will cost over $7.3 million and is considered one of the major undertakings
of the present administration, Work on another major project, the Third
Basin of the Port of Beirut, will be inaugurated on September 28, Tenders
for 54 projects valued at LL 48 million ($16 million) were let during
August, Actual public works expenditures for the first eight months of
1962 reached LL 94 million ($31.3 million), a threefold increase over the
1957-61 average of LL 31 million ($10,3 million),

Before adjourning its fourth extraordinary session, Parliament
passed two important pieces of legislation in the labor and social affairs
field: a low cost housing bill (Item 8) and amendments to the labor code
(Item 9), The controversial Social Security bill remains pigeonholed
in a parliamentary subcommittee. (NSS)

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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FINANCE

2. Central Risk Service Begins Operations (BER 11 and 12) UNCLASSIFIED

On September 1 the Central Risk Service, a government sponsored
credit clearing house, began operations under new regulations. All
approved banks must now be affiliated with this Service and provide a
statement within 15 days after the end of each month giving full details
of every credit of LL 20,000 ($6,667) or over granted as follows: discounts,
commercial papers, loans against personal guarantee, loans against real
estate, overdrafts, advances on documents and letters of indemnity.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: Implementation of the original decree
of June 1962 was delayed until it could be amended. Some of the banks
were opposed to what they claimed were onerous reporting requirements as
set forth in the original decree,

If the new regulations are effectively implemented, the banking
community will have a better idea as to the risks involved in extending
credit to most borrowers, (JHA)

3, GOL Purchases More U.S. Gold (BER 25-1961) UNCLASSIFIED

According to the Beirut press the GOL's Exchange Stabilization
Fund has purchased $10.5 million (about 300,000 ounces) of gold from the
New York Federal Reserve Bank during the second quarter of 1962,

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: The GOL purchases of gold in 1961
and to date in 1962 total $31.5 million, however the Government for reasons
unknown to;the Embassy has not placed any of this gold under the gold cover,
Consequently, from December 1960, the last time when the gold cover was
increased, the percentage of such cover for the Lebanese note issue has
declined from 92.4 percent to 89.2 percent in August 1962 as the note issue
has expanded from LL 431 million to LL 447 million over the period.

The GOL is keeping this gold in the Commercial Department of the
Banque de Syrie et du Liban (BSL) rather than transferring some of it to
the BSLt s Issue Department, If all the purchased gold were placed in the
Issue Department, the gold cover would be about 112.9 percent according
to the Embassy's estimate. (JHA)

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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4. The Lebanese Government Budget for 1963 (BER 3) UNCLASSIFIED

Preliminary estimates of receipts and expenditures for the 1963
ordinary state budget have been put at LL 423 million ($141 million)
compared with LL 375 million ($125 million) for 1962. Estimates for the
four autonomous budgets have not been released yet, but officials in the
Ministry of Finance stated that the total for these four budgets will be
approximately LL 50 million ($16.7 million). In 1962 they totaled LL 40.8
million ($13.6 million).

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: It is evident from the quoted
estimates that the government does not anticipate a reduction in its
receipts from the 1962 level. Rather, a rise is anticipated inspite of
the fact that customs receipts, which constitute a major source of public
revenues, have been lower this year than last, Further, economic activity
in general has notshown improvement this year. The anticipated rise in
receipts reflects government anticipation of revival in economic activity
in addition to the increase in the petroleum companies' payments to
Lebanon. With respect to public expenditures, it would be expected that,
unlike previous years, appropriations will nearly all be spent. The
reason is that several projects which have been under study for some years
are now ready for execution. (KS)

5. Lebanese Delegates to Annual IMF-IBRD Meetings in Washington -
UNC LASS IF IED

Official Lebanese delegates to the annual IMF-IBRD meetings indashington next week are the following:

(1) Andre TUEINE, Director General, Ministry of Finance - IMF
(2) Farid SOIII, Director, Ministry of Finance - IMF (alternate)
(3) Elias SARKIS, Director General, Office of the President - IBRD
(4) Raja HIMADEH, Commissioner General, Banque de Credit Agricole,

Industrial et Fonciers - IBRD (alternate)

Lebanese observers who have been invited to these meetings as
guests include:

(1) Pierre EDDE, President of Beirut Bankers Association and the
Beirut Riyadh Bank

(2) Iskandar SARAH, Legal Counsel of the Beirut Bankers association
(3) Yusef BEIDAS, Chairman and Managing Director of Intra Bank
(4) George YONAN, President of the High Council of the Beirut Stock

Exchange. (JHA)
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LABOR

6, Embassy Labor Day Reception Well Attended (See A-245, Sept, 7,
1962) UNCLASSIFIED

Over 150 officers of Lebanese trade unions and officials of the
Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs attended the annual Labor Day
reception held this year at the Ambassador's residence in suburban Yarze.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: All guests appeared to enjoy the event
greatly and appreciated the opportunity to meet the Ambassador. (HDS)

7. IFPW Team Departs for U.S. OFFICIAL USE ONLY

On September 6 three Iraqi and two Lebanese petroleum union
leaders departed for the U.S. to spend four weeks as guests of the Denver-
based International Federation of Petroleum Workers (IFPW). The expenses
of the Lebanese, George SACRE and Wadih SIMAAN, presidets of the two Mobil
Oil unions, are being met as Leader Grantees, The IFPW will defray the
travel and subsistence costs of the two Iraqis.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: This marks an important breakthrough
for Free World labor in that the Iraqi unions had previously been
-affiliated with the Communist World Federation of Trade Unions, A second
advantage is to have Sacre, whose pre-Western sentiments are well known,
serve as interpreter-escort for the group. (HDS)

8. Parliament Passes Low Cost Housing Bill (BER 8) UNCLASSIFIED

A measure designed to meet Lebanon's severe shortage of housing
for low income persons was enacted into law as one of the Parliament's last
actions before adjournment. Among its provisions, all to be supervised by
a Housing Board within the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, are the
following:

a, To define by later decrees eligibility rules for buyers and
tenants and requirements for private and semi-public housing developers.

b. To contribute up to 40% of the total cost of each housing
development with the interest rate set at 8% of the unpaid balance. Loans
will be repayable within ten to fifteen years.
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c. To define needs, plan housing programs, designate sites and
building specifications, set operating rules for housing institutions, and
draw up conditions for sales and rentals of the houses.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: When published in the Official Gazette
and thus operative, this measure could become the most important piece of
social legislation ever to become law in Lebanon. Its effectiveness will
be reduced, however, if the enabling decrees are delayed, an always likely
possibility, (HDS)

9. Parliament Amends Labor Code UNCLASSIFIED

Parliament also tightened up the enforcement provisions of the
1946 Labor Code by (a) increasing the fines for violations of health and
safety regulations in workplaces, (b) providing for criminal prosecution of
violators, (c) assessing fines for attempts to interfere with a labor
inspectors duties, and (d) vesting authority in the Director General of the
Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs to shut down operations in unsafe
plants for a period of ten days.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: These Labor Code amendments at last
put teeth into the existing legislation. Here again, the Government
appears to mean business, but it remains to be seen if these new powers
can be utilized fully. The Embassy is, however, confident that the
Ministry's Director General, Dr. Rida WAHID, will. do his utmost to imple-
ment the new law. (HDS)

10. New Union Licensed UNCLASSIFIED

Under a decree of the Minister of Labor and Social Affairs, a
license was issued on September 9 to form a union composed of employees
of insurance companies. It will be known as the Insurance Companies'
Employees and Workers Union and is expected to apply for membership in
the United Unions of Employees and Workers, (HDS)

GENERAL ECONOMY

11. Rosy View of Economy (BER 5. 14) UNCLASSIFIED

The local press this week widely publicized an interview with a
"well informed economist" who purported that the. Lebanese economy has
been growing at the impressive rate of seven percent a year, that the

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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present pattern of growth is healthy, that both the current situation
and long run prospects are good and that the Government's policy has
contributed greatly toward these ends. According to this anonymous
economist, national income rose from LL 930 million ($310 million) to
LL 1,004 million ($335 million) between 1952 and 1961, "a gain of 36
percent," He also said that per capita income is now $430.

CO? MENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: This release is riddled with
internal inconsistencies and contradictions, as can be seen from the
figures quoted above, Although there is a lack of reliable national
income data for Lebanon, it is generally accepted that national income
is at present around LL 1,600 ($533 million) aid that the rate of growth
has averaged between five and six percent annually during the past decade.
The soundness of the growth trends and pattern is, however, questionable
and there have been some official efforts toward a reorientation of the
forces operating therein, If this release was designed to inspire
increased confidence in the Lebanese economy, as seems its likely motive,
it does not contribute greatly toward this end. (KS/NSS)

TRADE FA IRS

12. International Fair of Lebanon at Tripoli (BER 16 and A-248
September 7, 1962) UNCLASSIFIED

Plans for the International Fair of Lebanon at Tripoli are
now well under way with the presentation of Brasilian architect, Oscar
Niemeyer's plan for one huge building, 750 meters long, which will house
all exhibits. Also planned are a touristic city, modern residential
zones, a tramway within its premises to transport visitors from One part
to another and a take-off ground for helicopters in addition to parking
lots, The cost of this project is now estimated at 22 million Lebanese
pounds ($7,333,000,) (JW)

PETROLEUM

13. Fourth Arab Petroleum Congress OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Preparations for the Fourth Arab Petroleum Congress, which will
be held in Beirut beginning November 7, have been under way under the
chairmanship of Emile BUSTANI, prominent Lebanese businessman. An advisor
to Bustani stated that the question of UAR participation had not been
resolved, but he was expecting between 500 to 600 delegates. Some 45

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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papers, about 20 of them prepared by Americans, will be presented.

A paper on the financial requirements of the producing country
for economic development prepared by Mr. Edward SYMONES, an eminent
petroleum economist with the First National City Bank, has been ejected
by the Arab League headquarters in Cairo. The advisor/mins thiat
perhaps Symones' admonition to the oil producing countries to exercise
restraint in demanding higher royalties may have been found objectionable,
Bustani is going to Cairo on September 15 to see among other things
whether there are valid reasons for rejection of this paper. Symones
will, nevertheless, attend the Congress, but plans for a reception by
the First National City Bank in connection with the Congress have been
shelved, (JHA)

TOURISM

14, European Bridge Championship at Hotel Phoenicia (BER 18)
UNCLASSIFIED

The management at the Hotel Phoenicia is feeling very optimistic
about the business prospects for the remainder of 1962, partly as the
result of the European Bridge Championship currently being held at the
Phoenicia. The Championship play concludes on September 16. Occupancy
is approaching the 70 percent level and the Hotel reports November as a
sellout with 100 percent figures in sight as a result of the forthcoming
Arab Petroleum Congress. The European Bridge Championship is probably
the first real challenge to the Hotel's full facilities such as auditoriums,
theaters and private meeting rooms, and it is going very well with much
favorable comment in the press, The illuminated electronic score board,
"Bridgerama," which showed the play -of the championship hands in a dramatic
fashitn in the 400-seat auditorium, was extremely well handled and a contri-
buting factor to the press approbation, (JCW)

BEIRUT PORT

15, Beirut Port Movement (BER 13. 17. 18) UNCLASSIFIED

Shipping statistics for the first eight months of 1962 were
released this week. They show an 8 percent increase in the total volume
of goods handled, which rose from 1,070,000 tons in 1961 to 1,164,000
tons this year. This increase is accounted for by a 72 percent rise in
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freight loaded; from 155,300 tons in 1961 to 268,100 tons this year, The
freight unloaded tonnage declined slightly. The total number of ships -
both cargo and passenger - remained about the same. However, the number
of "passengers" rose dramatically from 30,800 in 1961 to 65,200 in 1962.
Officials stated that seaport traffic is gradually becoming normal again
and that it will approach the peak traffic intensity registered in 1957
by the end of the current year.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: The rise in total tonnage is encouraging.
The seemingly substantial rise in freight loadings is somewhat misleading
since 1961 was below average in this respect. Even with this increase,
loadings accounted for only 22 percent by volume of goods handled.

The passenger figures are also inaccurate since the 1961 figure
is for arrivals only and the 1962 figure includes both arrivals and
departures, The correct ratio is 47,600 (1961) to 65,200 (1962). This
is nevertheless a sizeable increase. On balance, the increase in both
passenger and freight movement should lay to rest some recent exaggerated
fears for the future of Beirut Port. (NSS)

CIVIL AVIATION

16, Another TMA Crash (BER 15) UNCLASSIFIED

An empty TMA York cargo plane was damaged on takeoff some 120
miles southwest of Muscat because of a reported engine cut. TMA considers
the plane a total loss since the remoteness of the crash site makes it
impossible to repair the plane.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: This is the second crash for TMA,
the first one taking place off the coast of Brindisi last July. TMA now
has left eight DC-4s and one York. Only recently one of TMA's planes was
impounded by the Afghan authorities in Kabul for three weeks because one
of its crew members was caught smuggling gold.

In spite of the difficulties caused by the foregoing events,
TMA seems to be doing well under its aggressive leadership. It has
reportedly been awarded a contract by AID for two of its planes to transport
U.S. aid goods to Afghanistan from India and Pakistan. (JHA)

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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17. Aviation Tidbits UNCLASSIFIED

M-A has signed a contract with Kuwait Airways, leasing two
Viscounts to KA for a period of two years commencing on June 1, 1963.
MEA currently is leasing one Viscount to Kuwait Airways until the end
cf May 1963.

Minister of Public Works Pierre GEMAYEL has presented a
LL 8 million project to the Council of Ministers for various improvements
at Beirut International Airport and for the reactivation of the Kleiat
(near Tripoli) airport as a training headquarters for the Air Safety Center,

According to aviation circles, the major Lebanese shareholders
of Air .Liban are presently in Paris, presumably to resume negotiations
with Air France. The latter has probably come up with a new proposal for
the Lebanese to consider. (See BER 18) (JHA)

DOMESTIC BUSINESS

18. Automobile Registration in Lebanon (BER 6. 10) UNCLASSIFIED

Six months sales figures for all automotive vehicles including
scooters show a drop from the first six months of 1961 from 6,554 units
to 5,177 units. The automobile registration in Lebanon, however, rose
16 percent from 61,618 on June 30, 1961 to 71,388 on June 30, 1962.
This together with 5,130 licensed scooters results in a total of 76,513
vehicles on the .road at the beginning of the summer. As a result of this
substantial increase, the Government is now deriving more than 20 percent
of its total revenues from licenses, gasoline taxes and automotive import
duties. (JCW)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPlMENT
19. Electrical Energy Consumption Risingr (BER 3. 7. 8) UNCLASSIFIED

The electric power requirements of Lebanon for 1962 are estimated
at 426 million kilowatt-hours. Both public and private consumption of
electrical energy are rapidly increasing, The total requirement now doubles
every five years. Electrical energy is primarily furnished by hydro and
thermal powerhouses, the most important of which is at Zouk Mikael. (NSS)

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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AGRICULTURE

20. Watershed Management UNCLASSIFIED

The Near East Watershed Management Training Center was inaugurated

on September 11, 1962, by Mr, Joseph SKAFF, Minister of Agriculture, and

Mr. Talaat IRAN, FAO representative, Co-Director of the Center. Sudan, Syria,

Lebanon, Turkey, Jordan, Pakistan, Cyprus, UAR, Kuwait and Ethiopia are the

participants. Soil erosion, water problems and the improvement of the use

of land are the main topics on the agenda. (IB)

COMMERCIAL OFFICE

21. American Business Visitors UNCLASSIFIED

The log of the Commercial Office shows that nine Americans and

representatives of American companies conferred with the Embassy between

August 29 and September 12, 1962. Among these were Mr. John Mickam,

Deputy Industry Chief AID/Lagos; Mr. Robert H. Getz, General Manager, Getz

Machinery, Newark; Mr. Joseph R. Rossetti, Resident Manager, Middle East,

Distributor Products, Allis-Chalmers International, Wisconsin and Mr. Robert E,

LaForce, Vice President, Sinclair International Oil Company. (JCW)

For the Ambassador:

Evan M. Wilson

Counselor of Embassy

Contributors:

JHAshida, JCWeisert, HDSnell, NSSmith, MBekhash, KSalem

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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1. HIGHLIGHTS - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

As the Lebanese return from the mountains and the summer tourists
depart, the economic news centers around the prospects for economic
cooperation with Syria (Item 2), marketing this year's apple crop (Item 12),
a possible abolition of the system of prior import licenses (Item 9) and
the latest step in the Government's social affairs program -- a price cut
for medicine (Item 10). There is also talk, probably premature, of tariff
protection for Lebanese industries such as cotton textiles, which have not
fared well of late.

In the financial field, the Council of Ministers passed a record
budget of LL 424 million ($141.3 million), the GOL boosted its currency in
circulation from LL 447 to LL 455 million, and a new candidate for the
proposed central bank has appeared (Item 4). Prospects for fall business
appear mixed. The general consensus is that business will benefit from a
seasonal upswing but will not attain the level of recent years. It is still
too early for much reaction to the news that Israel and the EEC will begin
formal negotiations in October (Item 3). (NSS)

ECONOMIC RELATIONS

2. Relations with Syria - UNCLASSIFIED

Following a warm exchange of greetings between the GOL and the new
Syrian Government (A-248, Sept.20, 1962), the dialogue between the two
governments centered on economic relations. In a speech on Sept. 23, Syrian
Prime Minister AZM accepted responsibility for the economic estrangement
between Syria and Lebanon in 1950-51, but said that with the development of
the Syrian ,economy since then he sees no harm now fori/economic agreement
with Lebanon. "We can and we must grant the Lebanese facilities and compensations.
All we need is a first step on the part of Lebanon..."

Lebanese Minister of National Economy NAJA responded the next day,
calling the two countries economic twins and saying that anything obstructing
their economic integration is mutually harmful. He said that Syria alone had
imposed economic restrictions and that Lebanon had not reciprocated. He
welcomed the Syrian statement and said that Lebanon was always ready to
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ECONOMIC RELATIONS (Item 2 Con'd)

negotiate. However he noted that since Lebanon had no laws to abolish or
barriers to lift, the initiative had to come from Syria. In these views
he was strongly seconded by Prime Minister KARAME and most of the non-UAR
press.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: With both governments now on record
in favor of increased economic ties, it is unfortunate that this dialogue
should so closely.resemble an Alphonse-Gaston act, From an economic point
of view, relaxation of Syrian restrictions would be most welcome. In the
last analysis, however, political considerations will probably determine
how far either government can go toward economic rapprochement. (NSS)

3. EEC Developments (BER 13, 15) - UNCLASSIFIED

A date for Lebanese negotiations with the EEC has not yet been
set. The press reports that Foreign Minister TAKLA, on his way to the UN,
discussed in Paris the issue with Lebanon's Ambassador to Belgium and EEC
observer, Najib SADAKA.

Meanwhile, two new developments have been reported locally.
(1) Starting next January, EEC member states will raise their prices on
exports to other than members and associates. Accordingly the GOL has asked
all ministries to compile a list of needed imports from the EEC for possible
purchase before the new prices go into effect, (2) Israel and the EEC are
expected to open the first round of negotiations, aimed at a future trade
agreement in October.

COMMENT - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE: The first development will have
little impact on Lebanon's future relations with the Common Market, The
second, of course, is a bitter -- but not unexpected -- blow to the supporters
of close ties with the EEC who have been constantly battling the spectre of
Israeli association in promoting their cause both in Lebanon and within the
Arab League. This news leaves them increasingly vulnerable to political
attack. Sadaka in particular has repeatedly approached the EEC against
association with Israel. The news is too recent to have yet evoked comment
by public figures. Any significant reaction will be reported separately. (NSS)

FINANCE

4. Rafiq Naja Running for Governor of Proposed Central Bank (BER 15) -
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

Minister of National Economy Rafiq NAJA told an American banker
recently at a social affair that he would like to become the governor of the

LIMITED OFFICIAL' USE
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FINANCE (Item 4 Con'd)

proposed central bank. His academic background in economics, Naja thought,
qualified him for this post,

COMMENT - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE: Naja is associated with the group
behind Intra Bank, He, therefore, has potentially a powerful base to launch
his campaign toward the governorship. Moreover, his present tenure as
Minister of National Economy should be.helpful.

Naja is the third major candidate for this important post. The
other two previously mentioned are the Minister of Foreign Affairs Philippe
TAKLA and the economist Paul KHLAT. (JHA)

PETROLEUM

5. Fourth Arab Petroleum Congress Postponed (BER 19) - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

The GOL Ministry of Foreign Affairs has been officially notified by
the Arab League headquarters in Cairo that the Fourth Arab Petroleum Congress
scheduled to be held in Beirut between November 5 and 12 has been postponed,
probably until the spring of 1963, The refusal of the UAR to participate in
the Congress in November is reportedly the main reason for the postponement, (JHA)

6. Tapline Payment Allocated (BER 18) - UNCLASSIFIED

On September 15, the GOL received from Tapline checks in the amount
of $11,727,870. (This includes the $11,653,000 for arrears to August 1 and two
additional amounts due the Government.) The Council of Ministers promptly
allocated the sum to: highway programs ($3.3 million), construction and
expansion of schools ($1.3 million), work on the Beirut and Kleiat airports
($2.3 million), a state jail ($1.6 million), hospitals ($.6 million), sporting
facilities ($.6 million), promotion of fishing, land projects, rural industries
and tourism. This allocation must be approved by the Chamber of Deputies,
but no trouble is expected on that score, (NSS)

AVIATION

7, MEA-Air Liban Merger Talks Fail (-BER 19) - OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Talks leading to the merger of MEA and Air Liban have reportedly
failed, owing to the unreasonable demands of the Lebanese shareholders of Air
Liban, The contract under which Air France was,.to turn over all the shares
of Air Liban to MEA has therefore been canceled, The Embassy is checking to

see whether MEA is still going through with its purchase of two Caravelles, (JHA)

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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AVIATION (Con'd)

8. Decisions of the High Council of Aviation - UNCLASSIFIED

On September 22 the High Council of Aviation adopted the

following main decisions:

(1) granting of twice weekly fifth freedom rights between

Cairo and Beirut to Sudan Airways in exchange for similar

rights for Air Liban between Jidda and Khartoum.

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: Sudan Airways already enjoys

once weekly fifth freedom rights between Cairo and Beirut

so that this decision if implented would grant Sudan

Airways this right on all (twice weekly) its Cairo-Beirut

flights. The UAR authorities are expected to go along

with this decision. The Saudis are not expected to

object to the granting of fifth freedom rights on Air

Liban's Jidda-Khartoum sector served once weekly by its

Caravelle since Saudi Airlines does not have service on
this sector.

(2) approving the winter schedule of Pakistan International

Airways for the winter of .1963..and the schedule of Pan
American to the end of 1962,

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Almost a year ago the GOL

decided to approve PAA's schedule calling for an increase

in flights through Beirut only after PAA and MEA signed
a sales agreement, Since this arrangement has reportedly

not worked out satisfactorily for MEA, the representatives

of the two airlines are currently discussing some

modifications of the old agreement. Pending the

conclusion of a new agreement, the GOL has decided to

approve PAA's schedule at least until the end of 1962. (JHA)
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FOREIGN TRADE

9. Prior Import Licenses - UNCLASSIFIED

The unceasing pressure put on the Government by the Beirut
Merchant's Association fully to liberalize Lebanese foreign trade,
caused the Ministry of National Economy to study the possibility
of alleviating certain restrictive measures among which import
licensing is the chief item.

The matter was referred to an advisory board composed of
the head of the Ministry of National Economy's Bureau of Commerce
and representatives of the Chambers of Commerce of Beirut and of
Tripoli and the Lebanese Manufacturers' Association as well as a
representative of the Customs Administration. This board has
issued a report in favor of removing prior import license require-
ments and replacing them by an increase in customs duty on imported
products with a view to protecting similar products manufactured
locally.

In addition to all "machines and equipment for the establish-
ment of factories," there are about 40 commodities which now require
import licenses. They include primarily agricultural products, but
also leather goods, furniture and women's clothing. (See Embdesp 479,
Jan, 11, 1961.)

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: An editorial in the Beirut Daily
Star reflects' the attitude of many Lebanese on this subject. It
questioned whether the import license system is the fairest and most
logical way to protect domestic industry. It pointed out that this
had curbed competition in the past, to the detriment of consumers, and
that the system has often been used as "a tool for dividing the spoils
among supporters and friends." (PMJ/NSS)

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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DOMESTIC BUSINESS

10. Medicine Prices Reduced 20 to 25 Percent (BER 10) UNCLASSIFIED

Effective September 19 prices on all medicines in all pharmacies were
required to conform with the pricing schedule promulgated by the Ministry of
Public Health last April. Druggists' shelves were now presumed to be clear
of old merchandise and new prices schedules were put into effect with much
publicity and advertising. Between the abolition of the 11% import duty and
a forced squeeze of importers' profits of between 22 to 25%, prices at retail
on drugs dropped generally between 20 and 25%. Some prices went down as much
as 50%. Whiskey prices, for example, have gone up about 20% as the government
moved to compensate -for the loss of drug revenue with additional alcohol duties.

COMMENT: OFFICIAL USE ONLY - These reductions are part of a growing
social consciousness on the part of the GOL, whose belief in individual liberty
and initiative is undimmed, but whose sensibility to the socialism in the UAR
is keen. (JCW)

TOURISM

11. Travel and Tourism Costs in Lebanon - UNCLASSIFIED

In a series of three articles the Arabic daily, Al-Jaridah, has
published the results of _a. .'study .. into the costs of certain elements
involved in travel and tourism in Lebanon as compared with costs of similar
items in certain European countries.

These items cover hotel tariffs, restaurant prices, and highway
travel costs. The conclusion reached by the investigator are as follows:
Luxury hotel tariffs in Beirut are lower than in Europe. First class hotel
tariffs in Beirut are comparable with those of Madrid and Paris, lower than
those of Vienna and London, but higher. than Rome and Athens. Restaurants are
less expensive in Beirut than in Paris and Rome. Transportation costs are
in Lebanon about 30% higher than Italy and comparable with France.

In general, prices in Lebanon are lower than Europe with the exception
of Spain and Greece. But costs for middle class travelers are comparatively
higher in Lebanon than in Europe.

The writer recommends that efforts be made to improve the facilities
and services provided for the middle class tourists rather than continue the

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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present emphasis on luxury facilities and services. In addition, the writer
recommends that endeavors be made to reduce costs of these facilities so as to
encourage the potentiallylarge numbers of European tourists who fall in this
category.

COMMENT: UNCLASSIFIED - The sources of the information on which the
survey is based are local hotel men, restaurant owners and travel agents.
Adequacy of the number of these sources and of the data secured is very
questionable. It is true that most investments are now made in the category
of luxurious facilities and services, but there are no indications of a pressure
of demand for other facilities. Account should be made of the fact that the
type of tourists who visit Europe is not the same as that of tourists who come
to Lebanon.

To the Embassy's knowledge, this is the first comparative survey to
be made of tourists' expenditures. Although undoubtedly inaccurate in many
respects, this is a welcome attempt to unearth some rather basic data for
Lebanon's important tourist trade. (KS)

AGRICULTURE

12. Apole Exports (BER 14) - UNCLASSIFIED

On September 17 an agreement was signed with the Arab Foreign Trade Co.,
as an agent of the UAR Government, whereby Lebanese fruit worth LE. 500,000
($1,400,000) may be exported to Egypt during the coming season. Apples are
the primary commodity involved. Lebanon's previous quota was set at LE 300,000
($840,000). This substantial increase will help, but there are still stocks in
storage and the new crop is being harvested. The trade and growers hope the
Government will use their influence to market apples in Europe and Africa.

COMMENT: UNCLASSIFIED - It is reported by growers that the usual buyers
have been conspicuous by their absence this year. In the past the buyers have
purchased the apples on the trees, while this year the growers are having to
harvest and store them on their own account. (DI4)

13. Decline in Exports of Some Fruits - UNCLASSIFIED

The Fruit Board has announced the comparative exports for 1961/62 vs
1960/61 of the following fruits: bananas 15,362 vs 16,165; peaches 3,072 vs
2,944; pears 1,281 vs 1,622; prunes 650 vs 1,305; grapes 51 vs 38. (All figures
are in metric tons.)

Adverse weather conditions are blamed for the reduction in the avail-
ability for export of bananas, pears and prunes. (DLM)

LABOR

14. Communist Unions Petition for Restoration of Subsidies - UNCLASSTFTFD
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petitioned President CHEHAB to restore the cash subsidies for their unions.
These subsidies, originally begun/TM46, were intended to meet some of the
administrative costs of Lebanon's licensed federations and some unaffiliated
unions. Although the FLU was never granted a license, its member unions were
given part of the Government subsidy until this practice was ended in 1960 by
former Minister of Labor and Social Affairs Joseph SKAFF.

COMMENT: OFFICIAL USE ONLY - The six unions signing the petition are
in no need of the subsidy, which in the past has averaged less than LL 500 per
union. Their expenditures have always greatly exceeded this small figure,
while their dues collections have been negligible. Most likely, the reason
for seeking to have the subsidy restored is to silence their anti-Communist
critics who allege that these unions are financed from a foreign source. (HDS)

15. CL,L, Protests Communist Newspaper Attacks - UNCLASSIFIED

The Confederation of Lebanese Labor (CLL), meeting with the as yet
unaffiliated Federation of Independent Trade Unions (FITU), decided to lodge
vigorous protests with the Prime Minister, the Ministers of Information and
Justice and officials of the city of Tripoli against the continuing attacks
carried in the Communist press against them.

Government reaction was quick in coming, for three days later on
September 20, it was announced that the Ministry of Justice had requested the
General Security forces to tighten their surveillance over illegal parties.
Nabih BOUSTANI, Assistant Attorney-General of the GOL has been ordered to

prepare a report on the activities of such parties.

COMMENT: LIMITED OFFICIAL USE - Several significant points are
discernible here: 1) The FITU has been holding a series of meetings with the
Confederation on "mutually interesting subjects" which many think will lead
to FITU affiliation; 2) While the Communist papers have consistently attacked
anti-Communist labor leaders, their most virulent denunciations have been
reserved lately for Tripoli labor leader, Mustapha HAMZE. The foregoing accounts
for the appeals to Tripoli government leaders; 3) Some such pretext as this may
have been 'exactly what the Government wanted to justify a crackdown on Communists
and other subversives. (HDS)

CONSTRUCTION AND RENT

16. New Tax on Improved Property - UNCLASSIFIED

The law on improved property tax, which was passed by the Chamber of
Deputies, has just been signed by the President and will this week be published
in the Official Gazette.
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It may be summarized as follows:

Any landowner shall be subject, after exemption of LL 500 ($165) for

the premises occupied by himself or his family, to:

1 - a proportional tax of 8% of the annual net income from his buildings;

2 - a graduated tax as follows:

3% on net incomes from LL 20,000 to LL 50,000
5% " " " " LL 50,001 to LL 100,000
8% " " " " LL 100,001 to LL 200,000

11% " " " " LL 200,001 to LL 400,000
15% " " " over LL 400,000

An additional 3% shall be assessed on the net income from the buildings
subject to the proportional tax of 8%, and a surtax of 10% on the tax returns
resulting from the graduated tax. Non-profit public institutions and associations
shall be exempted from the graduated tax, while corporations of any kind shall
enjoy a reduction of 25%. (MJ)

SCIENCE

17. National Council for Scientific Research Established - UNCLASSIFIED

On September 13, Prime Minister KARAME signed into law a bill
establishing the National Council for Scientific Research (NCSR). This will
be an autonomous body attached to the Office of the Prime Minister, composed

of 7 to 15 high level scientists and civil servants with a budget of "no less
than one percent of the Ordinary State Budget." The NCSR will serve in the
following capacities: (a) formulation of a national scientific policy and a

five-year scientific development plan, (b) coordination of research efforts,

(c) financing research through grants to institutions, universities, or
individuals (O(ly in case of national necessity will the NCSR set up laboratories
to conduct its own research.), (d) advising on the operations of autonomous

research agencies of the Government, (e) operating a scientific exchange program,
and (f) assigning scholarships for Lebanese scientists and students to study
abroad.

COMMENT: UNCLASSIFIED - This law is a sincere effort to develop and
give direction to Lebanon's scientific capabilities, as attested to by NCSR's

annual budget of about $1.4 million and its broad mandate. The Lebanese

scientific community has been campaigning since early 1960 for such an

organization and is very happy with the new law. The personnel of the Council
have not yet been selected and it is estimated that at least a year will elapse
before NCSR begins to function effectively. An airgram follows upon publication

of the law in the Official Gazette. (NSS)
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COMMERCIAL OFFICE

18. American Business Visitors: UNCLASSIFIED

The log of the Commercial Office shows that eighteen Americans
conferred at the Embassy between September 12 and September 26, 1962. Amongthese were Mr. James F. Crafts, President, Fireman's Fund Insurance Company
together with Mr. F. Arthur Mayes, Executive Vice President, American ForeignInsurance Association, both of New York; Mr. V. Paul Strunc, District Manager,Chrysler International, London; Mr. Murray F. Williams, Chicago Bridge Limited
(Chicago Bridge & Iron), London and Chicago; Mr. Thomas C. Brown, Mid-America
International, Indianapolis, Indiana; Mr. Harold D. Kizer, Area Manager forInternational Dairy Engineering, San Francisco, California; and Commander
Kenneth W. Moorhead, USN, Officer in Charge of Public Relations, U. S. Sixth
Fleet. (JCW)

For the Ambassador:

~}

Evan M. Wilson
Counselor of Embassy

Contributors:

JHAshida, JCWeisert, HDSnell, DLMacDonald, NSSmith, MJalkh, KSalem
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
16. New UNRWA Training Centers
17. ECAIF/AID Loan Disbursements

COWIERCIAL OFFICE
18. American Business Visitors

1. HIGHLIGHTS - CLASSIFIED

The first two weeks of October have been relatively uneventful. The
Government has announced its intention to undertake a price support program for
wheat (Item 8). The Cabinet has approved a new five-year development program for
road construction and allocated LL 75 million ($25 million) for the plan. The
Department of Public Works is inquiring into the use of concrete instead of asphalt
for Lebanon*s highways, indicating some concern about local concrete production.
An expose of some purportedly shady dealings by the powerful Intra Bank has caused
quite a stir (Item 3). Trade missions from Nigeria and Canada (Items 4 and 5)
have just completed visits to Lebanon and delegations from Senegal and the Cameroons
are expected next week.

The crucial issues of economic relations with Syria and negotiations with
the Common Market remain unresolved, and there is, so far, no clear indication of
what steps the GOL is contemplating on these matters. On the Syrian front, Minister
of National Economy Naja met informally with his Syrian counterpart at Sofar and
a delegation from the Beirut Merchants Association is planning a trip to Damascus
soon (Item 2). Reports on negotiations with the Common Market are conflicting.
On October 4, NaJa said that Foreign Minister Takla had talked with representatives
of the EEC member states at the UN and will probably visit Brussels on his way back
to Beirut. He said that the basis of Lebanese cooperation with the EEC had not been
finally decided but the most probable course would be to establish bilateral agree-
ments with each of the member states. On the other hand, Naja said on October 9
that Lebanon is willing to take the initiative in calling for talks on an Arab

Common Market. (NSS)

ECONOMIC RELATIONS

2. Improved Economic Ties with Syria No Nearer (BER 20) UCLASSIFIED

The possibility of closer economic ties with Syria, which was raised
shortly after the *Azm government came to power, is no closer to realization than
it was two weeks ago. After a flurry of brotherly pronouncements and pleas for
closer cooperation, each side--for political reasons--is waiting for the other to
take the initiative. The question was raised in an informal meeting between Minister
of National Economy NAJA and his Syrian counterpart Izzat TRABULSI on September 28.
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Trabulsi reportedly said that he could not undertake discussions before various

political and economic issues were ironed out by a meeting between the prime
ministers of the two countries.

To keep the dialogue going, the Lebanese Merchants Association, which

is particularly anxious for closer economic ties with Syria, called on Prime
Minister KARAME on October 2 and secured his blessings for the Association's

proposed visit to Damascus, Association President Yusef SALEM paid a preliminary
visit to President KUDSI and Prime Minister 'AZM on October 10, but the results

of their discussions have not yet been made public, A larger delegation is

expected to go to Damascus later in October. Meanwhile, the Beirut press on
October 11 carried stories that Syrian Interior Minister Abdul KARIM is studying

a plan for easing travel restrictions for Syrians coming to Lebanon. However,
no dramatic developments are expected on either score, at least in the near future.

(NSS)

FINANCE

3, Intra Bank Officials Indicted - UNCLASSIFIED

According to October 10 press reports the Prosecutor General of the
Military Tribunal has indicted Yusef BEIDAS and Badr FAHOUM, Managing Director
and Assistant Manager of Intra Bank respectively, for "trading with Israel."

COM@NT - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE: This indictment is the climax of a
four week bitter attack by the Arabic daily 'Lian al-Hal against Lebanon's largest
financial institution, Intra Bank, and two of its senior officials. The press

campaign, which ended on October 11 was reportedly launched to intimidate Intra
Bank as the largest creditor of SCIALE, an aluminum fabricating firm, to grant
SCIALE*B request for a moratorium of three years without interest on SCIAIE*s
debt of LL 9 million ($3 million). While the many-pronged press attack failed

to coerce Intra Bank into agreeing to SCIAIE'a proposal, one of the changes to
which the bank is apparently vulnerable is the charge of "trading with Israel."

Formal indictment of the two officials seems to indicate that new
incriminating evidence must have been submitted to the Military Tribunal to
support prosecution. Intra Bank, which reportedly already has suffered from some
loss of depositors as a result of the press campaign, may sustain irreparable
damage unless the two officials can clear themselves. Beidas meanwhile is
conveniently out of the country in Europe, An airgram giving details is under
preparation. (JHA)
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T.Zz Beirut on October 3. The delegation met with Minister of Economy NAJA and other
government officials as well as prominent bankers, industrialists and businessmen.
In a joint communique issued on the Nigerians' departure on October 7, the two
governments agreed to exchange drafts of a trade agreement in the near future.
Lebanon also pledged to contribute to Nigeria's 1962-19;68 Development Plan by,
(1) providing investment information on opportunities in Nigeria to private
Lebanese investors, (2) considering the possibility of giving technical aid and,
(3) exploring the possibility of training Nigerian technicians in Lebanon.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: The importance of this mission, from
Lebanon's point of view, is that it keeps open an avenue of contact. It is unlikely
that a trade agreement will be signed or that Lebanese investors will be seriously
interested in the type of investment offered under the Nigerian Development Plan.
However, token cooperation is a distinct possibility in the fields of teaching
or vocational training--either by sending Lebanese teachers to Nigeria or by
providing space for Nigerian technicians to study here. Since Lebanon is a small
nonaligned state without political ambitions in West Africa, such aid would
presumably be welcome. At the same time, the goodwill created might indirectly
promote Lebanon's twin aims of increased exports to West Africa and protection
of the Lebanese communities living there, It will be interesting to compare the
results of this visit with those of the missions from Senegal and the Cameroons
which are expected next week, (NSS)

5, Visit of Canadian Commercial Mission (BER 8) - UNCLASSIFIED

A Canadian Commercial Mission spent five days in Beirut this week as
part of a fact finding tour of the Arab states, The mission, led by H. W. Blakley,
President of Crane Canada, is composed of eleven Canadian manufacturers and
businessmen in the fields of home appliances, commercial heating and refrigeration
equipment, sanitary articles, stationery, camping articles and x-ray equipment,
The mission had a full schedule of meetings with government officials, indus-
trialists and businessmen.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Canadian exports to Lebanon last year
amounted to $779,000 compared with over $900,000 in the peak year of 1959.
Members of the mission confided to the US Commercial Attache that many of the
products represented were not appropriate for the Lebanese market. (NSS)

TOUR ISM

6. German Hotel Syndicate Surveys Lebanon - UNCLASSIFIED

Two officials of the West German Hotel Chain INTERHOGA visited Beirut
on September 25. They were returning to Germany from the UAR where it is reported
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that they are planning the construction of five hotels with a total of 1400 beds.

The purpose of their stop was to make a preliminary survey of the hotel situation

in Lebanon and to confer with the Lebanese National Tourism Council on the

possibilities of a large medium class hotel for Beirut. As a result of this

visit they plan to return in November and make a much more detailed study and
perhaps certain concrete proposals to a Lebanese syndicate for a hotel construction

and management contract. (XW)

7. HERTZ Rent-a-Car Comes to Lebanon - UNCLASSIFIED

A HERTZ Rent-a-Car license has been established in down-town Beirut and
is now making available three types of cars: the Volkswagen, the Opel and the

Valiant. Rates vary from $10 a day (+ 60 per mile for every km over 100) for the

Volkswagen to $15 a day for the Valiant (+ 80 for each km over 100).

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: The initiation of this service represents a
victory for the Tourism Office over taxi and service (jitney) operators who have

vigorously opposed the introduction of rental vehicles in Lebanon. (XW)

AGR CULTURE

8. Support Price for Wheat and Barley - UNCLASSIFIED

In order to stimulate increased wheat and barley production in Lebanon,

the Council of Ministers has initiated a price support program whereby the Wheat
Board will guarantee to the farmer $2.88 per bushel for his first quality durum
wheat. The average market price for this quality is approximately $2.38 at the
present time. For barley, the Wheat Board will guarantee $1.33 per bushel against
the average market price of 960 per bushel. The purpose of the program is to give
an incentive to the farmer to adopt improved agricultural practices and to put
more of his land into these crops. Cost of the program will be paid from the
import tax that is at the present time imposed and which amounts to L.P. 6 per kg.
(.90 per lb.) for flour and L.P. 1 per kg. (.150 per lb.) for wheat. A more

complete report will be found in Agr. No. 8, October 15, 1962. (DIM)

9. Fall Rains Begin - UNCLASSIFIED

During the past five days, Lebanon experienced its first rains for the
1962/63 season. The rains were general and heavy throughout the area. They will
be of great benefit to the lands that are now being prepared for the wheat and
barley crops. They did some damage to the grade and tomato crops, but this will be
offset to a degree by the improved pastures and the refilling of the village wells
and orchard tanks. The city of Beirut did not experience any pronounced shortage

of water during the past summer due in part to the heavy rainfall of 1961/62 and
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in part to the improvement of facilities by the Municipal authorities which includedthe digging of additional tube wells and concreting the old channels. (DLM)

10. Port Comnany Eanlovees Union Settlement (BER 11) - UNCLASSIFIED

As a result of several weeks of negotiations with the authorities ofthe Co m i ' & 2 de Beirut, the Port Company Employees Union agreed to thefollowing changes in its contract:

1. Overtime pay at time and one-half rates will apply for those performingwork on Sundays, provided they have worked 42 hours during the week.

2. Recommended step and merit increases, retroactive to July 1, 1962, willtake effect immediately.

3. The Union's demand for revisions of the health insurance program havebeen accepted in principle, but details will be subject to further negotiations.

COMMENT - OFFIC IAL USE ONLY: The predominantly anti-Communist ExecutiveBoard of this Union has come off well in its first negotiations with the PortCompany by settling for the above relatively modest gains. It broke with the fourother unions which withdrew from the ICFTU-affiliated United Unions of Employeesand Workers (UUEW). Now that this agreement has been reached, it may be expectedthat the Prt union will soon come back into the UUEW. (See Emdesp 600, May 10,1962). (HDS)

11. Internal Strugle in Airline Emolovees Union - UNCIASSIFIED

A series of disagreements among the leadership of the Airline EmployeesUnion has broken into the newspapers and resulted in the ouster of Union Secretary-General George NAWFAL and two members of the Executive Board. The Ministry of Laborand Social Affairs charged that the Union was in violation of its own constitutionby electing five representatives from Middle East Airlines, while the constitutionlimits the representation on the Board to two persons from each company. Nawfalhas made what at present appears to be a futile attempt to have the Union withdrawfrom the UUEW. Gabriel KHOURY, UUEW President, scoffed at Nawfalts attempt andhas assured the Reporting Officer that the Airline Employees will remain in theFederation.

COMMENT - LIMITED OFFIC JAL USE: Khoury and others charge that Nawfalis a Communist and point to the fact that h aida, Beirut Communist Daily, is
supporting the breakaway movement and heaping praise upon Nawfal. Whether the
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Union remains in the UUEW or not, it seems clear that it lacks the strength to
compel NEA to grant the wage increases to which its members are entitled under
the law of 1961. The other airlines are following MEA's lead, since this Lebanese
carrier employs more people than the other airlines combined. (HDS)

12. Arrival of ICFTU Representative - UNCLASSIFIED

Enzo FRISCO, newly assigned Middle Eastern Representative of the
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), arrived in Beirut on
October 7 to take up his duties. Mr. Frisco, a former provincial Secretary of
the Italian Metal Mechanic Workers Federation, succeeds another Italian,Guiseppe
FAGNONI, at the ICFTU Middle Eastern Office. Fagnoni left Beirut in November,
1961 and was unable to return for health reasons. Since then, the Beirut
operations have been conducted by Office Manager, Me. Marcelle NASSAR,

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: In contrast to the emaciated Fagnoni, Frisco
appears to be hefty enough to withstand the rigors of the Middle Eastern job.
Mme. Nassar expressed her satisfaction with Frisco's cautious and thorough
attitude in approaching the complex labor situation in the Middle East. (BDS)

13. Labor Leaders Visit Forrestal - UNCLASSIFIED

One of the highlights of the recent visit of the Sixth Fleet was a
luncheon and special tour of the aircraft carrier Forrestal for 13 leaders of
three of the non-Communist federations and of the maritime unions,

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: The officers of the Forrestal are to be
commended for the hospitality and genuine concern which they showed for the
Lebanese trade unionists, (ADS)

14. ICFTU Official Here for Two-Day Visit - UNCLASSIFIED

En route from Tokyo to his headquarters in Brussels, Stefan NEDZINSKI,
ICFTU Assistant General Secretary, stopped in Beirut on October 11 for a two-day
visit. Mr. Nedzinski is returning from the Congress of the ICFTU's Asian Regional
Organization in Japan. While here, he will confer with the ICFTUs newly appointed
Middle Eastern Representative, Enzo Frisco, and with the Embassy Labor Attache. (HDS)

BEIRUT PORT

15. Work on Third Basin Inauuurated (BER 8 and 9) UNCLASSIFIED
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cost LL 33 million ($11 million), consists of filling in a half million square
meter area east of the present port as well as a smaller area in the Ancien
Bassin and extending the outer breakwater by 800 meters. The total project,
including the construction of a 1000 ton marine shipway, a large refrigerated
storage plant and a 35,000 ton silo, will cost an estimated LL 70 million ($23.3
million) and is scheduled for completion in the fall of 1966.

Upon completion, the port will be able to accommodate 20 ships at quay-
side (compared with 10 at present) and handle 3.5 million tons of merchandise
annually (compared with 1.6 million tons at present). The Free Zone area will
be increased from 125,000 to 250,000 square meters.

COMMENT- OFFICIAL USE ONLY: In the opinion of some knowledgeable
shipping agents, this is a case of too much too late. They feel that if the
project had been started just after the 1958 revolution, business which had gone
elsewhere would have returned. However, they reason that business is now firmly
established elsewhere and the expensive new facilities will be far from fully
utilized. Freight traffic for the first 9 months of 1962 shows almost a 6 percent
increase over the comparable period in 1961 climbing from 1,204,000 to 1,278,000
metric tons. This project will certainly eliminate present port congestion and,
though perhaps over ambitious, should stimulate increased use of Beirut*s port
facilities. (NSS)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

16. New UNRWA Training Centers - UlCLASSIFIED

Prime Minister KARAME formally inaugurated the UNRWA Vocational
Training Center at Siblin in South Lebanon on October 2. The center was built
and equipped at a cost of $726,000. Almost all the funds were contributed by
official and private Canadian donors. Over 270 students have been selected for
courses in business practices and 14 building, mechanical and electrical trades,
(See A-322, Oct. 5, 1962).

During the same week UNRWA announced that Sweden has contributed
$792,000 toward the establishment of a Teacher Training Institute, also at Siblin.
Scheduled to open at the end of 1963, the Institute should have a full enrollment
of 264 refugee students by 1964 in the fields of elementary teaching, vocational
and handicraft instruction and telecommunications. (See A-315, Oct. 3, 1962)

The land for both training centers was donated by Interior Minister
JUMBLATI. The 15 acre site of the Vocational Training Center is reportedly
worth about $80,000. (NSS)
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17. BCAIF/AID Loan Disbursements - UNCLASSIFIED

Banque de Credit Agricole, Industriel et Foncier (BCAIF) dispursed
$51,735 during the month of September 1962. BCAIF*s total cumulative disburse-
ments as of September 30, 1962 now amount to $2,455,602.28. SIDEM*s account
remains unchanged from the reported previous total. (XCW)

COMWERC IAL OFFICE

18. American Business Visitors - UNCLASSIFIED

The log of the Commercial Office shows that nineteen Americans and
representatives of American companies conferred with the Embassy between
September 26 and October 10, 1962, among whom were Mr. C. H. Betjemann, Vice
President, American Export Lines, Inc., New York; Mr. William F. Muller,
Director Passenger Traffic - Europe, American Export Lines, Inc., Genoa, Italy;
Mr. John Iee Brady, Middle East Representative, Frazar and Company, Inc., Beirut;
Mr. James A. Fogarty, Export Sales Manager, Colgate-Palmolive Company, New York;
and Mr. Frank S. Wilson, President, Gabriel International Corp., Cleveland, Ohio.
(JC W)

For the Ambassador:

Evan M. Wi on
Counselor of Embassy

Contributors:

JHAshida, JCWeisert, HDSnell, DIiMacDonald, NSSmith

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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It seems to us that Lebanon's image as seen from Washington is
somewhat more tarnished than it should be. We were particularly
struck by the fact (see reftel) that it apparently is considered to
have economic problems, resulting primarily from misuse and mal-
distribution of its wealth, which are acute enough to warrant re-
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not acute by area standards and the Government is at least trying to do
something about it. We have no reliable statistics on income distribution,
but that Lebanon has a sizeable middle class is apparent to the naked eye.

Progress

Although the Lebanese are the first to admit that theirs is not yet
a model country, they have certain accomplishments of which they can well
be proud. Some of these are the result of private initiative, but many
are the direct result of President CHEHAB's soft-spoken but substantial
reforms in the governmental apparatus. Without going into the details of
those reforms, the following examples give some idea of what the Chehab
regime is doing:

1. It is trying to work out a rational, long-range plan for economic
and social development, with particular focus on the problems of rural
areas. The plans are being drawn up by the Ministry of Planning, largely
under the supervision of a French economic mission (IRFED), which is working
under contract to the Lebanese Government. This plan is very dear to
President Chehab's heart and he hopes it will be one of the most important
monuments of his regime.

2. Within the past year the Government has embarked on an LL 84 million
($28 million) rural road building program. There is no single district of
the country which does not have several road building projects underway at
this moment.

3. It is enacting an ambitious and forward-looking social security
program which will start with industrial workers but eventually be expanded
to cover agricultural and other workers.

4. It has obtained legislation for a low-cost housing program and has
allocated LL 5 million as initial capitalization of what will be a joint
public-private enterprise.

5. It has adopted an active policy of consumer protection, demon-
strated in substantial reductions in the prices of certain basic foods,
bottled gs and pharmaceuticals. It has raised customs duties on luxuries
and lowe?7them on necessities.

6. It has decreed that henceforth medical school graduates must spend
their first two years after graduation in rural practice, a step designed
to overcome the shortage of doctors in the villages.

7. It has imposed, and implemented over the protests of politically
powerful local interests, a ban on the use of Diesel trucks and taxis
because their exhaust fumes are noxious and unhealthy. (Capital Transit
please note.)
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8. It has improved the effectiveness of the police at least 100%,
and although traffic is still a problem, drivers can no longer ignore
the police without risk of fine or arrest.

9. It has taken measures to prevent depredations against beaches,
forests and other public preserves by sand and gravel merchants, charcoal
burners, goats and other predators. The measures have not been 100%
effective but they have worked remarkably well considering the individualistic
spirit of the Lebanese and the lack of adequate enforcement machinery.

10. It is in the course of transferring title to state-owned lands
to the village municipalities, the revenues from the lands to accrue to the
municipalities and to a country-wide reforestation program.

11. It has established a "Central Inspection Bureau" having power to
investigate any complaint against any government official or department and
to take remedial action when required, including power to refer the offender
to court.

Not all these reform measures have been or will be implemented as well
as one would hope, and in some cases they have been poorly thought-out in
advance, but the Government could hardly have moved more vigorously than
it has without endangering the country's currently prosperous laissez-faire
economy.
Retrospect

If one listens to the critics of the Chehab regime one gets the im-
pression that Lebanon is going to Hell in a handbasket. Everyone in power
is a rogue. The economy is on the ropes. No one is doing anything for the
people, who are dying either of starvation or thirst, depending on whether
it is winter or summer. This is not to mention criticisms of the countryIs
foreign policy.

Listening to those in power one gets the impression that, except for a
few soreheads, everyone is happy and the government is making rapid progress
in all fields (although a little American assistance would help). The truth
lies somewhere in between, but considerably closer to the views of those in
power than to those of the opposition, most of whom commute between Beirut
and some summer resort on the Damascus highway, have no idea what is going
on in the rest of the country, and have only one aim, i.e., to oust the
present incumbents and propel themselves to positions of power.

The progress which has been made in government administration in the
last 10 years is truly remarkable in many respects. Many civil servants
are mere time-servers and the petitioner in government offices meets
frequent frustration, but President Chehab has introduced a series of
administrative reforms and given the civil servants a backbone they never
had before. While the organization looks better on paper than it is in
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practice and while there are many dark spots, it manages to get things
cone. If all of Lebanon's Arab sisters were as well administered as
Lebanon, our problems in this area would be much diminished.

Traditionally, the Lebanese have been noted for their inability to
implement any measure which could possibly be offensive to any major sector
of the population. This is still a problem, but it is occasionally over-
come, thanks to the Chehab-supplied backbone mentioned above. The decision
to abolish Diesel taxis and buses from Lebanese highways is an example. In

spite of the large private investment in Diesel vehicles, and over the
vociferous objection of the once-feared taxi drivers, most of whom have
powerful political patrons, the decision is being implemented firmly and
according to a fixed timetable. This would have been impossible 10 years
ago.

From both their public and private statements it is clear that President
Chehab and Prime Minister KARAME, as well as most of the cabinet ministers,
have a deep social consciousness and are working not only to develop the

country economically but to instill a sense of civic responsibility in the
individual Lebanese. From this effort they derive not only economic but
political dividend, for there are now many Lebanese among the younger and
middle generations who have acquired civic-mindedness through their contacts
with Western cultures but who have never had a government responsive to these
ideals. In general, the Government now is trying to give the country clean
administration. It has succeeded in overcoming the traditional, feudal

pattern of local society and politics only in certain limited exercises such
as the banning of Diesels and the stand against the sand and gravel merchants,
but even these limited successes are notable achievements and are indicative
of a desire for reform that is a far cry from the traditional picture of an
Arab society sunk in lethargy and corruption.

Freedom

More important, in our opinion, than the question of how well the

Government plans is the fact that Lebanon is an island of democracy and
freedom. It is one of the few countries in the world in which the free
enterprise system is still allowed to operate along classical lines. It
has been remarkably successful. Next to Kuwait, which is abnormal by any
standards, Lebanon has the 1gighest per capita income in the Arab world - and

it has reached this levevery little in the way of natural resources.
Similarly, it is the only functioning democracy of the Middle East, outside

Israel, and it is the only .country in the area in which religious toleration
is complete. To top it all off, it is one of our better customers, buying

some $45,000,000 worth of goods (more than the USSR) from us every year and

selling us only about one-tenth as much in return.

We are not, of course, committed to spreading the free enterprise system

around the world. We have made our peace with directed economies and often

find them easier to work with than the undirected, but we should be grateful
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for the free economy which is able to stand on its own two feet. In many
ways Lebanon is a little America, but it is a generation or so behind us
in the maturity of social conscience. On occasion the general public is
still taken for a ride by those with money, but these occasions are getting
less frequent and most Lebanese are bent on social and economic progress
with freedom. We think they should be encouraged in this task.

Conclusion

We are not submitting this in support of a plea for aid to Lebanon.
We believe we made the right decision when we terminated technical
assistance on June 31, 1962. We have told the Lebanese that others need

the help worse than they do and that they can well be proud of the fact

that we no longer consider them an underdeveloped nation. As such, they
shuld be able to pay their own way. It may be useful for us to give them

a little pump-priming in the form of loans (none of which need be soft);
to give them a few technicians, perhaps under the Peace Corps Program; and

to extend them PL h80 disaster relief should the need arise; but there is
no need for an expensive U.S. aid program here. At this writing, our moral
support and encouragement are more important than material aid.

Armin H. Meyer
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INTRODUCTION

During the quarter under review Lebanese businessmen who were

during the first half of 1962 in an expansive mood because of spiraling profits

found themselves overextended in many instances, especially since Beirut

banks were no longer eager to accommodate them as before. Some firms

were consequently pushed into bankruptcy. Most of them, however, managed

to retrench and adjust to the slower tempo of business. By the end of Sep-

tember it appeared that the worst was over. Hardest hit during the lean

summer season had been the mountain resorts.

Fortuitously, the recession in the private sector came at a time when

the Government, disturbed by the slow business situation, and encouraged by

$11.7 million in back royalties and other payments from Tapline, was expand.

ing its public works program. The acceleration of the public works program,

which included the resumption of the Litani project and the start of the Beirut

Port third basin project, was largely responsible for the increase in the note

issue during the quarter of LL 13 million ($4. 3 million), the largest quarterly

increase since 1958.

In addition to enlarging its public works program the Government empha-

sized its concern with social welfare matters. By administrative action it

ordered the reduction in the price of bottled butane gas and pharmaceuticals.

It passed basic legislation providing for low cost housing subsidized by the

Government. A new rental law called for long.overdue adjustments of rents.

The Government s actions on these measures reflected its desire to lift the

standard of living of the poorer classes and underlined a trend becoming more

and more evident toward "socialized" capitalism with increasing Government

intervention in the economy.

The expansion of the public works program and the trend toward

"socialized" capitalism had important economic implications. 'Although a

new progressive tax on improved property was enacted, many circles began

to wonder whether the Government had the necessary resources to assume

such responsibilities without deficit financing and consequent generation of

inflationary pressures. In any case, to most observers the economy had

become more dependent on the Government sector, particularly since the

private sector remained stagnant. From the experiencoof other countries

it may be safely assumed that the Lebanese Government will continue to play

a more prominent role in its economy, long famous for its unbridled compe.

tition.
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10 I. FINANCE

(a) General

There were no perceptible changes in the local money market. Bankswere highly liquid in Lebanese pounds. The interbank call money ratecont inued to hover around 22 percent with very little demand for local
currency. Most banks were generally reluctant to convert their poundsintoforeign exchange for fear of possible exchange losses. They preferredto retain their funds in local currency even in idleness in preference toextending credit to questionable borrowers. In fact, the large banks werenot anxious to get new customers unless they had A-l standing.

The dollar weakened slightly below LP 299 in spite of repeated inter-vention by the Lebanese Exchange Stabilization Fund to maintain the rate atLP 299. Quotations for most West European currencies as well as the Iraqiand Jordanian dinars and Syrian pound also drifted lower in the Beirut market.On the other hand, the Egyptian pound continued its appreciation from theprevious quarter, its quotation rising from an average of LP 668 in July toLP 679 in September.

The note issue increased from LL 442 million ($147. 3 million) to LL 455. 0million ($151.7 million) during the quarter. The gold cover for the note issuedeclined from 90. 2 percent to 87.6 percent. The press reported that theExchange Stabilization Fund had purchased $10. 5 million of gold bullion fromthe New York Federal Reserve Bank during the previous quarter. TheGovernment did not place this gold under the currency cover during thequarter.

(b) Banking

The level of interest rates charged by the banks remained unchanged.
The discount rate for bills was 7. 5 percent. Customers with an A-l credit
rating were obtaining bank loans at 5 - 6 percent from large banks. In
the meantime the small banks were charging 6 - 72 percent to their customers.
The rate on prime time deposits was 3, 5 percent in large banks and 4 ~ 5
percent in small ones.

On September 1 the "Service Central des Risques, " a bank clearing house
for credit information, commenced operations under new regulations. The
original decree of June was amended to relieve the banks from what they
considered onerous reporting requirements. Now all approved banks must
be members of the Service and report to it each month full details of every
credit of LL 20, 000 ($6, 667) or over granted by member banks.
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Intra Bankrs July 31 balance sheet once again showed its continued
dynamic growth. Its paid up capital of LL 52. 0 million ($17. 3 million) and
total deposits of LL 436.2 million ($154.4 million) compares with LL 30
million ($10 million) and LL 383. 0 million ($127. 7 million) respectively as
of December 31, 1961. After boycotting the Lebanese Bankers Association
since its for ation some three years ago, Intra Bank joined the Association
in August. .

All three Lebanese banks with branches in Syria --- Intra Bank, Banque
Libanaise pour le Commerce and Bank Al..Ahli .- regained control of these
branches as a result of their denationalization by the Syrian authorities during
the quarter.

The Council of Money and Credit has drafted a preliminary central bank
bill, but details of it have not yet been made public. The Government sub-
mitte d a bill to Parliament to authorize a loan for LL 5. 5 million ($1. 8 million)
for the construction of the new central bank building.

Eight banks were incorporated during the quarter. At least two of them
operated previously as unincorporated family banks. The Government has
apparently abandoned for the time being its policy of stopping bank incorporations.

(c) Government Finance

Public works expenditures during the quarter totaled about LL 32 million
($10.7 million) as compared with LL 49 million ($16.3 million) during the previous
quarter. Such expenditures for the first nine months of 1962 totaled LL 101.4
million ($33.8 million); in 1961 for the corresponding period they amounted to
LL 37. 5 million ($12. 5 million).

As approved by the Council of Ministers, the 1963 Lebanese national budget
(general budget and the budgets of four autonomous agencies) totaled LL 469.8
million ($156.6 million) as compared with a sum of LL 416.2 million ($135.4
million) for the current year. The breakdown of the 1963 budget is as follows

General budget LL 423. 9 million ($141. 3 million)
Telephone Directorate 22.9 " ($7,6 " )
National Lottery 12. 2 " ($ 4.1 " )
Wheat Office 7.0 " ($ 2.3 " )
Lebanese University 3. 8 " ($ 1. 3 " )

largely
The budgetary expenditures are to be financed/by tax receipts of LL 361 million
($120. 3 million) and LL 63 million ($21 million) in withdrawals from the reserve
fund. The budget has been presented to the Parliamentary finance committee,
which will discuss the budget for the next several months.

The Embassy has learned subsequently that Intra Bank merely
submitted an application UNCLASSIFIED
i n August.
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(d) Stock Exchange

Trading on the Beirut stock exchange during the past quarter was

characterized by an unusual summer lull. Only 50, 263 shares valued at
LL 5, 307, 300 ($1, 769, 000) were traded as compared with a total of 61,179

shares valued at LL 7, 643, 800 ($2, 547, 900) during the second quarter.

By comparison, a year ago during a corresponding period the number of

shares traded and their market value were about tWice those of the quarter

just ended. Reflecting the improved business outlook, quotations of most of

the shares traded rose a few points.

All four American stock brokerage firms are now equipped with leased

wire facilities offering instant communication with their New York offices.
The market break of prices of U.S. securities in May and its subsequent
partial recovery through August provided brisk business for these firms.
A falling market in September, however, brought t rading activities to a
virtual stan dstill. The American firms have learned from experience that
the Lebanese prefer to obtain quick trading profits rather than to buy for
the long pull.

II. FOREIGN TRADE

Although total freight movements for Beirut Port declined slightly
this quarter compared with the third quarter 1961, export tonnage rose
sharply from 61, 807 to 108, 898 MT, an increase of 77 percent. This
increase, which follows a trend established during the previous two quarters,
indicates that Lebanon's vigorous export promotion program is having some

success.

However - still in terms of tonnage -.- Lebanon imports over three

times what it exports. Ardin terms of value, the ratio is more like 6:1.
The anticipated abolition of prior import licenses for certain categories

of imports (such as manufacturing machinery, bulk agricultural products,
leather goods, women's clothing) should . further increase Lebanese imports.

This does not mean that Lebanon's balance of payments position is unfavorable,

because invisibles accruing to Lebanon more than offset the balance of trade

deficit. It does, however, explain the desire on the part of the Government

to increase imports wherever possible.

Transit figures for the third quarter are not complete, but the July

August figure of 58, 277 MT indicates the likelihood of an increase over the

67, 919 MT in transit during the third quarter of 1961. This would be a most

welcome development for Lebanon, which has suffered from decreased

transit receipts over the past few years.
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An economic delegation from Afghanistan paid a visit to Lebanon to
discuss the possibilities of setting aside an area in the Free Port for
goods in transit to Afghanistan. TheAfghans also sought Lebanese assist-
ance 'in persuading neighboring nations to modify existing regulations to make
it possible to ship goods overland from Lebanon to Afghanistan without
changing trucks at each border. Nothing conclusive developed from these
discussions.

The Sudanese Minister of Commerce paid a five.-day visit to Lebanon
to expedite ratification by the Lebanese Parliament of a bilateral trade
agreement signed in January 1962. This agreement is designed to increase
the flow of Lebanese fruits to the Sudan, and of Sudanese cattle to Lebanon.

The Lebanese Association of Industrialists has asked the Ministry of
National Economy to conclude a bilateral trade agreement with Morocco. The
request stemmed from the Association's participation in Lebanon's exhibit
at the Casablanca trade fair, where the Association learned that without a
trade agreement Lebanese products could not be imported advantageously into
Morocco.

Recently released unofficial figures place Lebanon's 1961 trade deficit
with the Soviet Bloc at $4, 000, 000, a condition perhaps due largely to Soviet
Bloc reluctance to pay the rather high prices demanded by Lebanese fruit
growers. The Government has reportedly asked the representatives of the
various Bloc nations to carry out the terms of the bilateral agreements which
call for the bilateral balancing of the trade between Lebanon and each of the
signatory nations.

Statistics released by the British and French embassies in Beirut show
that Lebanon has succeeded somewhat in reducing her trade deficits with these
nations. Stepped-up exports to Britain. ($3. 9 million for the first half of 1962,
compared with $2. 5 million for the first half of 1961) has reduced the deficit
with Britain, but it is still a substantial $12. 5 million at the close of the first
half of 1962. A decrease in imports of French goods is responsible for an
improvement in Lebanon's balance of payments with France.

Relations with Syria have had their ups and downs during the quarter.
Syrian leaders insist they want abundant and free trade with Lebanon; and
prominent Lebanese officials wholeheartedly concur with the added comments
that Lebanon has no laws to abolish nor barriers to lift, but that all that is
needed i s for Syria to move ahead. From an economi c point of view relaxation
of Syrian restrictions would be most welcomed, but the fact remains that
political considerations will ultimately determine how far both Governments
will go toward reaching economic rapprochement.
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Impressive plans for the int ernational Fair of Lebanon at Tripoli

were unveiled by Prime Minister Karame in early September. Designed

by famous Brazi l ian archi t ect Oscar Niemeyer, t he cent ral at t ract i on

will be a huge crescent-shape exhibit hall, 750 meters long, which is

planned for July.August 1964, will cost an estimated $7.3 million.

Also during the quarter Lebanon agreed to participate in the New

York World's Fair. The ten thousand square foot pavilion will cost

about $600,000.

III. AGRICULTURE

Duri ng t he quart er under revi ew, agri cult ure in Lebanon had i t s

usual good and bad periods. The growing season was generally favorable

except f or one unseasonal t ornado-type storm that damaged some of the

crop in a small section of northern Lebanon. The satisfactory rains

during the previous season had provided good pasture, forage and grain

stubble with the result that livestock is in a better condition for this

time of the year than has been the case during the past three years. A

negat i ve f act or was t hat t he lat e rai ns in April 1 96 2, reduced t he f rui t

set of the peach, pear, plum and apple crops.

Current production est i mates for 1962 are as follows : wheat

50, 000 MT, barley 10,000 MT, 2,500 MT each for corn and grain sorghum

and 200 MT for rice. In the case of wheat, the increase is about a third

more than was produced in 1961, but is still less than had been estimated

at an earlier period. The tobacco crop will be reduced about 15 percent

to 3,000 MT due to the presence of blue mold, a most difficult disease

t o control. The orange and lemon crops are tentatively estimated to

have reached 92,000 and 29,000 MT respectively. The preliminary

estimate f or apple production in 1962 is about 60, 000 MT, which is

a reduction from an earlier estimate of 70,000 MT and is much below

the reported 80,000 MT produced in 1961.

Estimated 1962 production for grapes, apricots, peaches, pears and

plums are now set at 37, 000 MT, 2, 000 MT, 7, 000 MT, 3, 000 MT, 2, 000

MT respectively. The production of grapes and apricots was about the

same as the previous year. Yields of peaches, pears and plums are less

than in 1961.

The summer vegetable crops which are produced primarily in the

Bekar a Valley produced bumper yields. Yields of potatoes, onions and

carrots were the highest on record, and they also covered the largest

acreage ever devoted to these crops.
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On agricultural policy, the Fruit Office was given expanded functions
and responsibilities which included (1) improvement and development of fruit
crops in cooperation.with the Ministry of Agriculture, (2) control over fruit
exports by issuing certificates of quality and determining packing specifica-
tions, (3) the encouragement of cooperatives through short term loans and
(4) direct participation in private export concerns to aid in the marketing,
conservation, storage and packing of Lebanese fruits. It is felt that the
Board will have to exercise several of these added functions this year because
of the necessity of finding larger markets for quality Lebanese fruits, especial-
ly apples.

During the quarter, apple growers reported that usual buyers have not;been
interested in their crops. The producers have therefore had to harvest and
store them on their own account.

The Ministry of Agriculture was a most gracious and efficient host to the
Sixth Regional FAO Conference during the period of July 30 .. August 8. The
meetings were held at the Ministry of Agriculturexs Experimental Farm at
Tel Amara. Fourteen of the nearby member countries were in attendance.

Travel through the Bekata Valley showed that the farmers had much of
their land plowed and were waiting for the fall rains to start seeding their
cereals and other winter crops. There was practically no rain in September,
which is normal.

IV. INDUSTRY

The infant iron and steel industry in Lebanon has been experiencing some
difficulties. In fact of the three such plants in Lebanon, only two were operating.
The two operational plants suffered from the perverse movements of prices of
scrap iron and steel. Having purchased scrap iron at high prices, they were
caught in a cost price squeeze when steel prices dropped sharply. One of them,
the Consolidated Iron and Steel Company at Amchit made arrangements with
a German firm to install a third converter so as to allow round--the-clock opera-
tion.

Amstel (Dutch) beer made under a license in a newly re-equipped local
brewery has been available since the early part of the quarter. To meet the
new competition, Lebanonis only other brewery (Laziza) has had to improve
the quality of its beer. A third brewery is under construction (IRCAF).
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Lebanon Chemical Company (LCC) has completed installation of new

mixing and ancilliary equipment at its superphosphate plant.

The Italian firm Montecatini has been repairing the LCC's sulfuric acid

plant and redesigning the chemical.-.heat exchanger flow sheet. It has also

been adding a unit to produce oleum to be sold to a new "Tide" detergent

factory. Work at the sulfuric acid plant is not expected to be completed by

the end of 1962.

An anodizing unit is expected to be installed at the SIDEM (Societe pour

l1 Industrie des Metaux S.A.) aluminum extruding plant at Sarba. This will be

the second such unit in Lebanon, the first one being installed at SCIALE

(Societe pour le Commerce 1Irndustrie dAluminum et les Entreprises).

There appeared to be no new developments in the textile industry. The

three major cotton textile plants all operated at below capacity although

profitably.

In late September ground was broken at Chekka for Lebanon's first white

cement plant. Regular cement production during the quarter at the two plants

at Chekka is believed to have continued at a rate below 1961.

From July through September 3, nineteen new corporations with a capita.-

lization of LL 33.'7 million ($ll. 2 million) were authorized to be established.

Of these only two (one making gas bottles and the other chemical fertilizers)

were industrial firms with a capitalization of LL 1. 5 million ($0. 5 million).

V. CONSTRUCTION AND RENTS

Three major housing laws were passed by Parliament during the third

quarter: (1) a compromise version of the controversial rent law, (2) Lebanon's

first low cost housing law and (3) the improved property tax law.

The new rent law was passed on July 12, fourteen months after its introduce

tion. The main provisions are : (1) Rents on commercial and industrial premises

leased before January 1, 1941 will be increased by 30 percent over the next four

years and rents on apartments by 25 percent. Rents on premises leased

between January 1, 1941 and June 30, 1953 will be increased by a slightly smaller

percentage, (2) rents on premises leased between June 30, 1943 and January

1, 1962 will be reduced by 15 percent, (3) luxury apartments (defined as those

with central heating, elevators, switchboards and live.-in concierge) are exempted

as are agricultural buildings and houses build by companies for their workers.

It is difficult to estimate the effect of this compromise law on the cost of living

because statistics on the duration of tenancy are nonexistent. It should eliminate

discrepancies between long term tenants who pay very low rents and newer

tenants caught in the housing squeeze after the war. Since most Americans
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fall into the "luxury apartment" category, their rents will remain exhorbitant.

Lebanon's first low cost housing law was passed just before the adjourn.-
ment of the Parliament t s fourth and final extraordinary session in late August.
Its broad mandate will be implemented by subsequent decrees. In brief, it
provides for the establishment of a Housing Board within the Ministry of Labor
and Social Affairs to administer the law, define housing needs, plan a housing
program, designate sites and building specifications, define eligibility rules
for buyers and tenants and draw up conditions for sales and rentals. One
important provision provides for a government contribution of up to 40 percent
of the cost of each development. Mortgages are expected to run for ten or
fifteen year periods and will bear an 8 percent interest rate. This is potentially
one of the most significant pieces of social legislation enacted by the Parliament.

In another of its final acts, Parliament passed a new tax law on improved
property. Under this statute, owners will be subject to a proportional tax
of 8 percent of the net income from their buildings plus a graduated tax ranging
from 3 percent on net income from LL 20, 000 ($6, 667) to LL 50, 000 ($16, 667)
to 15 percent on net incomes over LL 400, 000 ($133, 333).

Due to a reorganization of the Department of Statistics, the usual indicators
of construction activity, such as cement production and the number of building
permits issued, are unavailable. However, it is apparent that the trend of
decreased construction activity, discussed in the three previous Quarterly
Summaries, has not been reversed. This trend is subject to various inter.-
pretations. According to one line of thought, the pace of construction had
been abnormally high over the past few years and now that most choice sites
have been taken, activity is returning to normal. Others reason that the
decline reflects a reluctance on the part of Lebanese construction speculators
to risk capital, during a period of political instability in the area to provide
investment opportunities to the oil sheikhs of the Persian Gulf. With the
tapering of new construction, real estate values have dropped slightly.

VI. TOURISM

The extraordinary resiliency and recuperative powers inherent in the
Lebanese economyare no better illustrated than in tourism. The abortive coup
of December 30, 1961 damaged tourism during 1962's first quarter. The Syrian
coup at the end of March 1962 closed a major border for part of the second
three months. The failure of the surrounding Arab countries (for a multiplicity
of reasons) to send the usual number of summer visitors to the Lebanese
mountain resorts affected adversely the third (estivage) quarter. Beirut hotel
keepers, however, reveal that they are not at all unhappy and expect to end
1962 with creditable operating results. And - if all stays reasonably quiet
in the area y. they expect a good 1963. This optimism, furthermore, is solidly
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based upon advanced bookings on hand from individuals, travel agencies, andvarious organizations planning meetings or conventions in Lebanon during 1963.

Lebanon t s new Phoenicia Hotel Intercontinental, meanwhile, is showing
excellent occupancy figures as the fall opens, helped by events such as the
European Bridge Championships, the visit of the U. S. Sixth Fleet, an inter-
national cinema festival, and various and perennial beauty contests. The
prospects for the remainder of the fall look very rosy for this new Pan American
venture, whose fame as a convention and vacation center is rapidly spreading.

Airport traffic figures for the third quarter are not available at this writing,
but the trend is upward and ahead of 1961 - in spite of the overall drop in Arab
tourists. (Many of these come by land - Syria, Jordan, Iraq - or by sea - the
UAR, and a reduction in their number does not affect the airport traffic seriously).
It also has been recently learned that the Government of Lebanon plans to spend
a sizeable portion of its augmented Tapline revenue on Beirut airport improvements,
including the air-conditioning of the terminal building.

During the third quarter two local newspapers have conducted studies of
travel and tourism costs in Lebanon. These studies have shown that, in general,
prices in Lebanon are lower than Europe, with the exception of Greece and Spain.
There are signs that the Government of Lebanon is paying close attention to
surveys of this type and has plans for increasing the facilities and services for
middle-class tourists - shown up as a real need - while de-emphasizing luxury
accommodations which are presently adequate.

Hertz rent-a-car service was able to open for business in Lebanon in spite
of the opposition of local taxi and service (jitney) drivers. This new service has
added a new dimension as the tourist or traveling businessman can hire his own
car and set his own pace on the many beautiful roads of Lebanon. The Lebanese
government has furthermore made touring infinitely easier by adding bi-lingual
and easy-to-read road signs and direction markers. Thus, a non-Arab': cannow
find his way to places that formerly required either a chauffeur or a guide or both.

VII DOMESTIC BUSINESS

The barometer of automotive registrations began showing very fair weather
in August as the percentage of passenger car registrations exceeded those of
1961 for the first time this year. The gain was only 5 percent, but it does
indicate a recovery from the twenty-five and thirty percent sales decline which
characterized the early months of 1962 as compared with 1961. U. S. manufactured
vehicles continued to hold their fourteen to nineteen unit percentile in the third
quarter with Ford, Chevrolet and Buick the star performers, followed by Pontiac
and Valiant, the latter in a comeback. The United States' virtual monopoly of the
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autobus business in 1961 showed signs of weakening as the French (Renault andCitroen) made some bus sales. The story of the year in buses, however, is
bound up in the next few months when and if a decision is reached by the TransportAuthority to award the opening order for 150 special gasoline autobuses which
will replace the streetcars of Beirut. Several U. S. bidders have worked hardand long on this affair since the Embassyis original alert of March. Given an
adherence to technical specifications and quality, the U. S. bidders are in a
most strong position. There are unsubstantiated reports in various newspapers
from time to time that the Russians are attempting to capture this entire piece
of business by a straight barter deal .. Russian buses for Lebanese fruit.

The appliance business continues as does the appliance business in the
United States - very good, but also very lethal to the unwary dealer who gets
spread too thin. Several smaller dealers are in varying stages of financial
"fatigue" but the overall picture is of health and vigor to the able operator.
One large U. S. maker shows an extraordinary gain over 1961 both in units and
in dollar volume. This applies to TV and radio as well as to refrigeration and
air-conditioning. Even those U. S. appliance firms whose sales are only
holding even or near last year, still are not unhappy because 1961 was quite
a good year for the U. S. appliance industry in Lebanon.

Collections are variously reported as good, fair, and slow. This points up
the real need for a retail credit bureau in Lebanon which could police the small
installment business as well as make it easier for the good customer to buy
more. As installment business continues to grow, it is safe to predict that
the merchants and the banks are going to have to come up with some type of
retail credit clearing house for small accounts. Certain embryos are already
in evidence.

- Two slightly sour notes : (1) The U.S. East Coast shipping tie..up has
delayed the latest U.S. 1963 automotive sample arrivals thereby giving the
European makers an additional break. (2) The recent sales of U. S. farm
machinery have been disappointing.

VIII AVIATION

Merger talks between MEA and Air Liban, which persisted from mid.-.August
until mid-September have been inconclusive. (Over the past two years MEA has
intermittently negotiated to purchase a majority interest in Air Liban from the
majority shareholder, Air France). On this occasion, MEA reportedly got so
far as to reach agreement with Air France over terms (which included the
purchase of two Caravelle 6Nis), but Air France is said to have been unable
to persuade Lebanese interests to agree to the project.
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Traffic at the Beirut International Airport continues its steady growth.
The first seven months of 1962 showed a 13 percent increase in passenger
traffic over 1961 and freight figures for the first six months show nearly a
5 percent increase.

The Cabinet allocated, subject to Parliamentary approval, $2. 3 million
from the Tapline arrears payment for improvements at Beirut International
Airport and reactivation of the Kleiat airfield near Tripoli. The improvements
at Beirut include enlarging the passenger terminal, constructing Free Zone
buildings, repairing runways and purchasing new servicing machinery and
communications equipment. Kleiat may be reactivated in connection with the
establishment of an ICAO sponsored Flight Safety Center. The Center will
cost an estimated $4 million. The Lebanese Government has reportedly agreed
to provide about $2.1 million toward the Center while ICAO will contribute an
equal amount through the UN Special Fund. The Center is designed to train
experts from all Arab countries in all aspects of air safety, and should be
partially in operation in the fall of 1963.

Trans..Mediterranean Airways suffered two crashes during the quarter,
a DC..4 off the coast near Brindisi in mid-July and a York cargo plane some;
some 120 miles southwest of Muscat in September. In spite of these difficulties,
TMA continues to improve its competitive position.

IX. PETROLEUM

A new oil transit agreement between Tapline and the Government of Lebanon
was signed on August 7. It provides for a transit fee of 0.465 US cents per
barrel, a terminal fee of 2 cents per barrel of crude delivered on board ship
(of which half will be held in escrow by Tapline pending an agreement on its
division between Syria and Lebanon), a fee of .457 cents per barrel delivered
other than on board ship (i. e., to the Medrico refinery at Sidon) and a loading
fee of 3 English pence per crude oil ton. The agreement also provides for the
following fixed annual fees : security fee . $141, 200, municipality fee - $59, 000,
negotiating fee - $600, 000, road maintenance fee - $25, 000 and payment in lieu
of crude oil deliveries - $500, 000. The Government withdrew and annulled all
taxes previously assessed against Tapline and exempted the company from
future taxes.

On the basis of a throughput average of 400, 000 barrels per day, total
annual royalties (including that part of the terminal fee held in escrow) will
amount to $5, 285, 800 compared with $1,189,154 under the old agreement.
The agreement also provided for a payment of $11, 653, 000 in settlement of
previous claims. This payment was made on September 14 following Parliamenta-
ry ratification on August 28.
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In mid-July, the Managing Director of IPC handed Prime Minister Karame
a check for 100, 000 pounds sterling, half the sum, IPC has agreed to pay the
Government in connection with expansion of its refinery at Tripoli.

The Fourth Arab Petroleum Congress, scheduled to be held in Beirut
between November 5 and 12 has been postponed, probably until the spring of
1963.

Meurogas Holdings Ltd., a Liberian corporation formed for the purpose of
transporting natural gas via a 40 inch pipeline from the Middle East to Europe,
has been asked by the Lebanese Ministry of National Economy to postpone the
sale of $20 million worth of shares. The feasibility of this venture was questioned
by the local press which also claimed that Meurogas did not offer adequate
guarantees to potential shareholders.

Statistics on pipeline throughput and refinery production will be submitted
in the next Quarterly Summary when the figures are available.

X LABOR

The peaceful atmosphere on the labor relations front was broken only twice
by strikes during the past quarter. Parliament passed a low cost housing bill
and amendments to the enforcement provisions of the Labor Code.

The Cost of Living

No Government price statistics were published during the third quarter,
while the slightly more authoritative Mobil Oil index has been received only
for the months of July and August. The July index shows a rise of 4.4 percent
over that of June attributable solely to an increase in the rent item. The August
index reveals a 4.4 percent decrease because of a drop in food prices.

Legislative Activity

Just before adjournment on September 28th, Parliament passed the low
cost housing bill described in the Second Quarterly Summary of Economic
Developments. It also enacted into law amendments to the enforcement
section of the Labor Code providing for stiffer penalties for violators and
vesting authority in the Director General of Ministry of Labor and Social

Affairs to close down the workplaces of chronic violators.

Parliament took no action onthe Social Security Law or on the work permit

law.
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Strikes

Two strikes of. some significance took place during the quarter. One

involved 400 workers of the Ghandour Biscuit Company which lasted a week,

and another, the three-day strike by the employees of a Dutch bank. The

Ghandour strike was settled after the Company agreed to observe the labor

laws, while the Dutch bank stoppage resulted in a substantial wage increase

for the employees.

During the quarter amicable negotiations between the officials of the

American University of Beirut and the AUB Employees Union continued,

although no final settlement was reached.

Union Elections

Although most union officers have been elected for the current year, no

date has yet been set for the long delayed elections of officers of the Federation

of Unions of North Lebanon (FUNL).

New Unions Licensed

The following trade union licenses were issued by the Ministry of Labor

and Social Affairs during the past quarter : Insurance Employees Union,

Television Employees Union, Mental Hospital Employees Union.

Travel by Lebanese Trade Unionists

Three top Iraqi leaders of petroleum unions joined George SACRE and

Wadih SIMAAN, Presidents respectively of the Mobil Oil Employees and
Mobil Oil Workers Unions, to proceed to the United States under the auspices

of the International Federation of Petroleum Workers (IFPW).

XI FOREIGN AID

The Banque de Credit Agricole, Industriel et Foncier (BCAIF) disbursed

under DLF Loan No. 99 only $190, 396. 55 during 1962 1s third quarter. The

previous quarter was four times this amount. It can be predicted that the

final quarter of 1962 will be much larger as several substantial lendings are

in prospect. BCAIF's grand total to September 30, 1962 is $2, 455, 602. 28

disbursed. This total, coupled with the SIDEM (aluminum) Company's draw-

downs of $367,767.74 brings the grand total of AID loan disbursements in

Lebanon to $2, 823, 370. 02 as of September 30, 1962.
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Foreign Aid from the various other western countries as described in
previous quarterlies continued with little change. The French continued with
their scholarship awards for study in France and the Germans with their
AMALIYA trade school in Lebanon. This latter school now has 160 students
enrolled and expects nearly to double this number in 1963.

XII. GOVERNMENT POLICY

The present administration is firmly committed to a policy of economic
liberalism which fosters and encourages private enterprise and to economic
planning which husbands the nation's resources for economic development and
ensures a more equitable distribution of national income.

In the foreign trade field, the Government continued its vigorous export
promotion activities. No date for negotiations with the European Common
Market had been set, but the decision to change the status of Lebanon's official
observer to Ambassador to the EEC was encouraging. Lebanon continued to
follow a policy of strict neutrality in inter-.Arab affairs with a view to main-.
taining and augmenting its trade with the other Arab states. Despite this policy
it still felt the backlash of quarrels among other Arab states in the areas of
tourism, investment and transit trade. Because of dissatisfaction over Lebanon's
trade agreements with Soviet Bloc countries, the Government has requested
Poland and Czechoslovakia to renegotiate their present agreements with a view
toward substantial amendments in favor of Lebanon.

The Government demonstrated its interest in social welfare by four
actions taken during the quarter. First, in early July, a decree was issued
lowering the price of butane gas from LL 8 to LL 7 per container. Second, a
decree was issued, effective September 19, reducing medicine prices by 20 to
25 percent. Both actions have been strictly enforced and should be beneficial,
in particular, to lower income groups. Third, on August 29, the Parliament
passed a law designed to spur the construction of low cost housing. It gives
the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs a broad mandate (requiring subsequent
Cabinet decrees) to plan housing programs, to set up rules governing building
and occupancy to contribute up to 40 percent of the cost of each development
(See Section V). Finally, Parliament also tightened up the enforcement provisions
of the 1946 Labor Code (See Section X).

The submission of the 1963 budget (ordinary plus four autonomous agencies)
to Parliament during the quarter served notice again of the Government's in-.
tention to devote considerable revenue to economic development. Actual public
works expenditures through the month of September reached LL 101.4 million
($33.8 million), a threefold increase over the 1957-61 average, thus continuing
a trend noted in the previous quarterly.
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In summary, there have been no basic departures from the policy laid
down by the Government last November. The quarter has witnessed a reaf-

firmation of the Governmentts determination to work for a vast program of

economic equipment and some concrete steps toward its goal of spreading the

economic benefits of Lebanese prosperity.

Additional indications of government policy designed to deal with or to

regulate specialized economic activity will be found in appropriate sections

of this Summary.

For the Ambassador :

Evan M. Wilson
Counselor of Embassy
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

17. Report on Litani Project
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pic Institutions in Lebanon

1. HIGHLIGHTS - UNCLASSIFIED

The Government's pump priming of the economy through accelerating

expenditures on public works has begun to stimulate business. It has been

responsible in part for the dramatic spurt of the dollar in the last ten days.

The Prime Minister's policy statement delivered at the opening fall session of

Parliament underscored public works expenditures and many other impressive

achievements 'of the present Karame Government,

The French firm Paul Planus has proposed to the Government. a LL 700,000

contract to set up the administration of the new central bank. The Council of
Moneyand Credit has drawn up a new banking bill covering money the central bank

and .general- banking.

As part of its policy of increasing ties with West .African countries,
Lebanon signed commercial, technical cooperation and cultural agreements with

Cameroun, EEC Minister d'Estaing discussed with President Chehab Lebanon's
relationship with the EEC. There were no new developments on Lebanon's relation-

ship with Syria although Deputy Salem, President of the Beirut Merchants Asso- .

ciation, has called on- Syrian officials three times in the past three weeks and

although a delegation of Lebanese deputies has visited Damascus recently, The
UAR has suspended its fruit purchase agreement with Lebanon.

Other highlights include the refusal'of-Lebanese authorities to give
the American Chicle Company a license to establish a plant and the granting by
Middle East Airlines of a long deferred cost-of-living pay increase for its
employees. (JHA)

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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GENERAL

2, Prime Minister t s Poliev Statement - UEIKLASSIFIED

At the opening fall session of Parliament on October 18, Prime Minister

Karame delivered a policy statement in which he highlighted the achievements of

his Government, Some of the more. outstanding of those he mentioned are as follows:

(1) licenses issued for.200 new factories with a total capitalization of

LL 60 million ($20 million),

(2) new agreement concluded with Iraq Petroleum Company for expansion

of its Tripoli refinery,
(3) agreement signed with Tapline calling for increases in royalties

and other payments,

(4) establishment of a National Council of Scientific Research,

(5) approval of a project calling for payment of subsidies to domestic

growers of wheat and barley at a rate of LL 50 per ton above the

free market price,
6). reorganization of the inistry of Planning,

7) preparatory steps taken toward the establishment of a now central bank.

COENT - OFFIC IAL USE ONLY: It appears that the present Government has

done an impressive job in fulfilling Most of its promises as set forth in its

policy statement of November 16, 1961, when the present Government came into office.

Of 'eforms envisaged, the Social Security bill seems to be the only major legisla-

tion that. the Government has thus far been unable to enact. (JHA)

FINANCS

3, Sudden Jumn in Dollar Quotation - UNCLASSIFIED

The Beirut foreign exchange market suddenly became very active beginning
October 16. The dollar, which had been .l:tuating at the LP 299 level since
earlysummer,.jumped within a few-days after October 16 to LP 303-4 with some

.transactions taking place as high as LP 306. After reaching a peak on October 20
the dollar has declined toLP 301-2. The principal causes for the sudden rise
are as follows: issue

(1) increase in demand for dollars following recent expansion of the
Lebanese note/resulting from accelerated Government expenditures
for.. public works,. Between January 1 and October- 15, 1962, the note
issue increased by LL 27 million ($9 million) Ywhereas in the cor-
responding period of 1961 the increase :was;.only L1L 6 million ($ 2
million). Public works expenditures during the first nine months
of 1962 were running at three times the 1961 rate.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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(2)- seasonal increase in -demand for dollars from local importers for the

coming holiday season.

(3) stronger position of the dollar stemming from improved U.S. balance

of payments position.

(4) diversion of dollars and sterling normally transiting Beirut to

European financial centers because of Yemeni disturbances.

(5) reported appearance of Syrian demand for dollars on Beirut market. (JHA)

4* French Prooosa1 to Set Un New Central Bank - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE (BlER 20)

The French firm Paul Planus has submitted to the .Council of Money and Credit

a package proposal costing .IL 700,000 ($233,000) for three teams of three engineers

each to set up- the administration of the proposed central bank over a period of one

to two years.. This concern helped to establish the present Banque de Syrie et du

Liban and. several other central banks. Mr. Joseph OUGHOURLIAN, Vice Chairman of the

Council, informed the Beirut representative of Paul Planus that the latter's pro-

posal: was too expensive. The representative was able to get the French Embassy to

agree to pay 30 percent of the.cost under the French Government's technical

assistance program to Lebanon. The Planus representative is trying to get his

Government to increase its participation and at the same time trying. to convince

the Lebanese through French advisors that the Planus proposal should be accepted.

COMMENT - LIMITED OFFIC I AL USE: If the Planus proposal is accepted, the

French will be planted-in key positions to influence the -manner of operation of

the new central bank at its critical, formative stage. They -will also be able to

recommend Lebanese with French academic background to important positions in the

bank. Moreover, the French will be in a good position to influence the Government

in selecting -the Governor of the new central bank.. (JHA)

5. Draft of New Banking Law - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

A copy of the proposed new ban.ng bill drawn up by the Council of Money

and Credit was made available on a confidential basis to the Embassy. . The draft

law covers money, the central bank and banking in general. The central bank to

be known as the Bank of Lebanon will, among other things, issue currency, regulate

the volume of credit, stabilize the exchange rate for the Lebanese pound, and serve

as the depository of Government funds. The volume of credit will be controlled by

the rediscount rate, open market operations and variable reserve requirements on

bank deposits.

The section on general banking gives the definition of a bank, requirements

for the establishment of a bank and general rules of operation. Of particular

I .LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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interest is the requirement that all banks, Lebanese and foreign, have a minimum
capital of LL 5 million ($1.7 million) and that foreign banks like Lebanese banksshall form a reserve fund by setting aside. amounts from. their net profits inLebanon until the reserve fund totals one-third of the bank's capital. As soon a-'the: French .text has been translated, the draft law with appropriate comments willbe submitted in an airgram. (JHA)

FOR IGN RELATIONS

6. Three Agreements Sined with C ameroun - UtC LASS IF IED

A five-man Camerounian mission headed by Deputy Foreign Minister NZO
EHIIAH NGHAKY arrived in Beirut on October 13 and after three days of officialdiscussions signed three (commercial, technical cooperation and cultural) agree-ments on October 19. while the official texts of these agreements have not beenmade public, the commercial agreement according to the press calls for the exchange
of products, the facilitating- of their entry in each- country .and. the granting ofmost-favored-nations treatment to each other's exports. Under the technical
cooperation agreement, Lebanon will reportedly provide industrial and agricultural
experts while Cameroun: will facilitate the entry and employment of Lebanesecapital. The cultural agreements provides for cooperation in the fields ofinformation, radio broadcasting and exchange of teachers and students.-

CO1!MENT OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Economically, Caneroun- is insignificantto Lebanon. In 1960 Lebanon imported commodities (mostly lumber). valued at'$134,000 from Cameroun while there were no Lebanese exports to Cameroun, Outof an estimated Lebanese emigrant population of 30,000 in West Africa, some 150live in Cameroun--

The Lebanese Government is, nevertheless, anxious to strengthen its tieswith countries like Cameroun to help Lebanese emigrants living there,, to provideoutlets for Lebanese commodities and capital and -to counter Israeli activities.
Several Lebanese delegations have already visited .West Africa, and earlier thismonth a Nigerian economic mission spent several days in Beirut* There are reportsthat next month an official Lebanese delegation headed by the Minister of Nationalonomy Rafiq NAJA will visit est Africa. Furthermore, the Lebanese Governmentis planning to invite several prominent West African personalities to Lebanon. .(JHA)

7. Visit of EEC Minister d'Estaine (BER 20)' UNCLASSIFIED

The EEC Minister of Development and Trade, Oliver Giscard d'ESTAING, spentfive days in, Beirutt en route to the Far East. During his stay he conferred with

LIMITED OFFICE IAL USE
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President CHEHAB, Prime Minister KARA , and leading Lebanese businessmen and
bankers. According to press reports the EEC is considering the establishment of
regional offices in Beirut and Tokyo. He reportedly discussed with President
Chehab possible cooperation between EEC and Lebanon and the steps to be taken
by Lebanon to achieve such cooperation. As a first step, he is said to have
suggested the training of Lebanese officials at the EEC's training center.

Meanwhile, the Government reported that it had instructed Dr. Najib SADAK-.
Lebanese ambassador to Belgium and to the EEC, to undertake visits to the capitals
of the EEC countries for official talks with the competent authorities. (JHIA)

AGRICULTURE

8.- UAR Susnends Anple Agreement (BER 20) UNCLASSTFIED-

The UAR's Arab Foreign Trade.Company has suspended its agreement of last
September with Lebanese traders, It is reported that the suspension was caused
by the violation of the agreement by one of the Lebanese exporters who allegedly
shipped undersized apples. The UAR is now requesting- an amendment which would
provide that 60 percent of the shipments contain apples of the 70-99 size per
case and the remaining 40 percent of 100-125 size. The -original agreement -did
not mention the size of the fruit.

COMME NT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: The Government. of Lebanon is greatly
concerned with this suspension as the UAR had almost doubled its previous year's
commitments for the import of Lebanese fruit and as this action will increase
Lebanon's problem of moving its surplus fruits this year. It can be expected
that Lebanon will try to meet the requested amendment.

It does seem that-the requirement for 60 percent of the exports to be
the 70 size may be on the high side, as t' market for this high quality apple
must be limited in Egypt. Some Lebanese traders claim that this action represents.
a sign of dissatisfaction by the UAR authorities toward the present -negotiations

to improveLebanese-Syrian economic relations, (DLM)-:

INDUSTRY

9. American Chicle Comnanv Refused License for Plant - OFFICIAL USE ONLY

According to an. official Lebanese source the Lebanese Government has
turned down an application for a license by American Chicle Company to establish
a plant in Lebanon. The plant was to have been wholly owned by the American firm,

COMMENT - OFFICIAL U5 ONLY; Chicle's Lebanese agent, who has represented

them for some 15 years hay criticized the company for not inviting Lebanese

LIMITED OFFIC ITAL USA-
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partners to participate. He asserted that its failure to do so doomed the project
from the very beginning. American companies- contemplating the manufacture of
their products locally are, he asserts, well advised either to have. their products
manufactured under license by a Lebanese firm or if they establish their own
companies, to do so only with some local equity participation. (JHA)

AVIATION -

10. Lebanese army Planning Purchase additional Heliconters-'UNCtaSSIIED

The sum of LL 1,300,000 ($433,000) has been included in the budget of
the inistry of Defense for the purchase of two additional helicopters for the
Lebanese Army.

COMMSNT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY:. Although U.S. helicopter manufacturers,
notably Bell,- Hiller, Kanan and Doman, have offered their products, it is believed
that two French Alouette III's will be the Lebanese choice. The. Al.ouette IIl is
reported to have been offered at substantially less than the prevailing market
price, together with a "free-gift" offer of one ($90,000) Alouette II. (J)

11. GOL Considerinr Aviation Transnort Areement r"ith Libya - UNCLASSIFIED

Lebanon is reported to have instructed its Ambassador to Libya to under-
take. preliminary discussions with the Libyan Government looking toward a civil
air agreement between the two countries. (JII)

LABOR

12. EA Settles with Airline Union - UNCLASSIFIED

The long deferred cost-of-livin; .ay increase for the 1600-odd employees
of Middle East Airlines was granted by an agreement signed October 15 and providing
for an across-the-board pay boost of LL 20 per month. The settlement was nego-
tiated for the Airline Employees Union by Antoine AOUN, Secretary General of the
parent United Unions of Employees and Workers (UUEW), and is retroactive to
October 1st.

The contract is in settlement of -the Union's claim for the cost-of-

living increase provided by the legislation enacted in April 1961 settling a
new minimum wage and providing for a maximum 15 percent cost-of-living increase
based on the rise in living costs for the years 1955-59 inclusive.

LIMITED OFF IC IAL USE-
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COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: The settlement has the further effect of
ending, at least for the present, an internal dispute within the Union which
threatened to cause its withdrawal from the UUE.W. George N0WFAL, former Secretary
General of the Union, had. tried to take the Union out of the UUEW on the charge
that the Federation had failed to obtain his reinstatement to 'WA and had
consented to a Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs' ruling that he was ineligible
to hold office. Nowfalts cause was taken up by Beirut's Communist daily, Nida,
and the Communist-controlled unions. With the generous settlement ratified by
the membership, the wind has now been taken out of the Nowfal faction's.sails, (IDS)

13. Mediation in Dockworkers Disnute - UNCLASSIFIED (BER 21)

The Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs has stepped in to mediate a
dispute between the Beirut Port Dockworkers Union and the Port management. The
Union, an affiliate of the Federation of Independent Trade Unions (FITU), demands
that:

(1) The permanent cadre be increased from 350 to 400 workers,
(2) Wages~ of casual workers be increased by 50 piastres per day,
(3) Passes for the entire Port area be issued to certain casual

employees who meet minimum seniority requirements,
(4) Premium pay for Sundays and holidays,
(5)- The maximum family allowance be increased from LL 45 to LL 90 per

month.

COMMENT - OFFIC IAL USE ONLY: The Beirut Port Management and Exploitation
Company had scarcely settled with one of the four unions with which it deals,
the Port Company Employees, before being faced with another emergency situation.
In the past' dockworkers strikes .have not always brought Port operations to a halt,
as has nvariably been the.case in Port C>mpany Employees* walkouts. Ministry
officials- report that Dock Workerst President Ali 1OUTMANI appears to be eager to
arrive at an amicable settlement, ('IDS)

14; New Union Licensed - UCLAS3FIED

A license has been granted by the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs
to the non-professional staff of Hotel Dieu and ?aternite Francaise Hospitals.
The new union immediately came to agreement with the hospital managements over
conditions of employment, promotions, and step increases.

COMKENT - UNCLASSIFIED: It is not certain at this time that the Hotel
Dieu Hospital brokerss Union will apply for membership in the UUEW, as have three
other newly licensed unions. (HIDS)

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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I5. Spcre a~id Simaan Return from States - TLASSIFIED (BER 19)

George SZCRE, President of the Mobil Oil Employees Union, and Wadih SIM;AN,

leader of the Mobil Oil Workers Union, arrived back in Beirut after a five-week

visit to the United States. Their American trip was sponsored by the Denver-based

International Federation of Petroleum Workers (IFPW) and included also three top

Iraqi petroleum union leaders. Sacre served as interpreter for the group, while

Simaan went along in his capacity as an IFPW Vice President. The trip was

highly successful in that the Iraqi Petroleum Workers Union agreed to join the

IFPW.

COINT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: a good part of the credit for the success

of the group is due to Sacrets deft handling of the team. The team was given

high level treatment both in U.S. Government and trade union circles, having

been received by assistant Secretary of State TALBOT, Assistant Secretary of
Labor EAVER, and AFL-CIO -Secretary Treasurer SCHINITZLER. (lDS)

16. Tlili Transits Beirut - UNCLASSIFIED

ihmad TLILI, Secretary General, Union General Tunisienne d Travail,

stopped briefly in Beirut en route to the Congress of the Asian Regional.

Organization of the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) now

being held- in Tokyo. While -here overnight, Mr. Tlili,- who. is also an ICFTU

Executive Board member, conferred with leaders of the two Lebanese ICFTU affiliates

and Enzo FRISO, newly-named. ICFTU Regional Representative. (:DS)

ECONOMIC DEVLPM NT

- 17. Report on Litani Prolect - UNCLAGIFTED (BER 15)

During the recent visit of Mr. Slator BLACKISTON of NE/E to Lebanon,

an inspection of the Litani project was arranged. It was observed that the

Karoun dam had been built to a height of 32 meters. The dam's five arches

and buttresses on the east bank,. which had been..constructed according to the now-

abandoned original design, had been demolished and the ground was being prepared

to extend the rock-filled dam all the way to the east bank. Water behind the

dam stood at the 16 meter level, At the Markabi power plant nl y one of the

two turbine generators was - operating. The engineer there stated that only about

10 percent of the power plant's capacity was being used. On the coastal side

of -the project, a.brief stop was made at the Jezzine adit., All but 2.2 km of the

.16 km long Awali tunnel between the Markabi diversion dam and the awali power

plant near Kaname had been bored. TorI had not been started on the Awali power

plant. (JHA)
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

18.. Regional Training Center for Laboratory -Technicians Inaururated -
UNC LASS IF IED

A regional training center for senior laboratory technicians, under the
Joint sponsorship of the Ministry of Public Health and the World Health Organiza-
tion, was inaugurated in Beirut on October 22. The center is located in the
Ministry's Central Public Health Laboratory. The Lebanese are providing the
teaching staff and laboratory equipment. Some 11 students from 6 countries
(Pakistan, Cyprus, Somalia, Sudan, Iraq, and Lebanon) are enrolled for the 18
month course. Upon their being graduated, the students will be able to fill
senior laboratory positions or to establish similar schools in their own country.
A I'O laboratory technician is assisting at the center. (JHA)

SCIENCE

19. Lebanese Membershin in Regional Training Center in r ad oisntones
AAnnroved - UNCLASSIFIED

On October 17, the Council of Ministers approved Lebanon's membership
in the Regional Training Center for the use of radioisotopes for peaceful
purposes in Cairo.and necessary funds for its participation.

It is expected that several Lebanese scientist
Center to receive training in radioisotopes.- (JHA)

COIRCIAL OFFICE

20, American Business Visitors - UNCLASSIFIED

is will be sent to this

The log .of the Commercial Off ic shows that fourteen Americans and
representatives of American companies conferred with the Embassy between
October 12 and 24, 1962, among whom were Mr.. C. C, Taylor, Representative,
Burgess Construction Co., Fairbanks, Alaska; Mr, J. J. .Rea, Area representative,
Smith El'ine & French Laboratories Ltd.; Mr. Harold Mendenhall, Port Superintendent,
Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc., Izmir, Turkey; Mr. 0. I. Ludwig, Vice President and
Regional Manager, Morrison-Knudsen Overseas, Inc., Istanbul, Turkey, MrI. E
Hamilton, Assistant Manager, Puget Sound Bridge & Dry Dock Co., Seattle,
Washington; Mr. Kenneth. C. Raynor, Manager, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
New York; and Mr. John M, Rottier, Office of International Fairs, Department
of Commerce, Washington. (SN)

21. 1962-63 Directory of American Business Concerns. Educational and
Philantbronic Institutions in Lebanon.- UNCLASSIFIED

The 1962-63 edition of the Directory of Anerican business Concerns,

LIITED OFF IC IAl USE
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Educational and Philanthropic Institutions in Lebanon compiled by the Commercial
Office has been published. The new directory contains the names of 185 h-erican
firms and institutions izi Lebanon together with 338 individuals employed by those
organizations. Twelve hundred copies have been printed of which 500 have already
been distributed, Initial reaction has been very good, (SN)

For the Ambassador:

Evan 1. Wilson
Counselor of Embassy

Contributors:

JHAshida, JBEnnis, DLMacDonald,

LIMITED

SNahas, iDSnell.
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I - OFFICIAL USE ONLY - EUPIATES DAM NEGOTIATIONS: Press Scores West German
Hesitancy; Syrian-Iraqi Negotiations Concluded.

Begin UNCLASSIFIED: With the return of Minister of Economy Izzat TARABULSI,
head of the Syrian delegation to Bonn to discuss West German financing of
the foreign exchange costs of the Euphrates Dam, and with the refusal of the
Syrian Government to publicize the details of the negotiations, the Damascus
press expressed its criticism of the position of the West German Government
without being completely sure of what it is. The Socialists (e.g., Akram
HAWRANI) have denounced the west German Government as being the tool of the
Americans and Zionists, and expressed the belief that West Germarsgnever really
meant to conclude the 500 million Deutsche mark loan pledged to the UAR in
July of 1961. Other comments, while somewhat less vituperative, have also
criticized the Germans for failing to commit themselves promptly to the full
500 million DM loan. All papers have noted that "other sources of financing
are available", with some alleging that the Soviet Union has made a firm offer
to finance the dam. There has also been some speculation that France might
be approached. The results of the negotiations are now being discussed at
the ministerial level both in Damascus and Bonn.

One bright spot in the Euphrates Dam question, however, appears to be
the area of agreement reached between Iraq-and Syria on the utilization of
Euphrates water. In a joint communique which closed the recent discussions
in Damascus on October 9, the two governments stated that they had agreed
upon the procedures for working out an equitable arrangement for sharing the
water of the Euphrates and that they expected that the final agreement
would present no difficulties. End UNCLASSIFIED.

Begin OFFICIAL USE ONLY

COMMENT: As some Damascus papers have indicated, the main objections
of the West German government to the commitment of the full 500 million DM
for the total foreign exchange costs of the Euphrates Dam appears to be
that so great an expenditure is less warranted for a country of 4.7 million
persons than for a country of 30 million (i.e., when :Syria was part of the
UAR), coupled with doubts as to the ability of Syria to pay the local
currency costs of the project and concern about the lack of an agreement
with Turkey on utilization of the Euphrates waters. The question at the
moment is how much credit West Germany is actually willing to provide,
whether the French Government may be prepared to share in the financing and
whether or not Syria will turn to the Soviet Bloc for financing if it should
regard the Western offers as insufficient to its needs. End OFFICIAL USE ONLY.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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II - UNCLASSIFIED - LOCAL LABOR UNION ELECTIONS BEGIN: Elections Quiet,
Former Union Leaders Rele ased From Jail.

Local labor union elections began in.Syria in late September and early
October. According to the Damascus paper ahdah, which was closed by the
Government during this reporting period for pro-Nasirist activities, the
Homs Oil- Workers Union elected officers on October 3 favorable to Syria
Egyptian Union. Only one member of a list presented by the Communists was
elected, 'Abd al-Wahhad GHALYUN, and he was reported to be the only non-
communist member on that list. According to Wahdad, pro-Union officers
were elected in the Homs Sugar Company and the Iraqi Petroleum Company.
The press also reported at the end of September that the former officers
of the national General Federation of Trade Unions, including former
President Tal' at al-TAGELIBI, had been released from detention. Sada al-' Am
on October 13 alleged that "laboring classes describe" the ad interim
President of the General Federation of Trade Unions, Fawzi BALI, as a
"dangerous Nasirite who should not have been given the post by the previous
Government", and are urging his removal. Bali was appointed President by
the 'AZM1AII government to replace Taghlibi after the latter was imprisoned
in July. Further labor elections are scheduled for Damascus and Aleppo.

COMIENT: The labor ele ctions appear to be progressing quietly, and have
generated surprisingly little press comment to date. We hope to obtain more
detailed information on the results of the elections after the Damascus
elections have taken place.

III - OFFICIAL USE ONLY - SYRIA PROPOSES ARAB COi'M ON MARI1T: Concern Voiced
About Possible Israeli Association With European
Common Market.

Begin UNCLASSIFIED

Minister of Planning Nihad IBPAHIM BASHA, who was Acting Minister of
Economy during the absence of Izzat TARABULSI in Bonn, announced on October 6
that yria would work actively towards the establishment of an Arab Common
Market, and that this would offset the possibility of Israeli association
with the European Common Market. Dr. IBRAHIM BASHA is reported to have
requested the inistry of Economy and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to
approach other Arab states on this question. The October 12 press reported
that the Government was also considering accrediting the Syrian Ambassador
to Brussels to the European Common Market. End UNCLASSIFID.

Begin OFFICIAL USE ONLY

COMMENT: Uhile all Syrian Government officials can be expected to support

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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the idea of an Arab Common Market, few privately believe that it is feasible
in the near future. We are doubtful, therefore, that concrete steps will be
taken to achieve this goal. For the moment, the Syrian Government is pri-
marily interested in the economic development of Syria, rather than projects
of Arab unity, although continued statements in support of economic unity
may be expected. End OFFICIAL USE ONLY.
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IV - OFFICIAL USE ONIY - ECONOMIC RELATIONS WITH LEBANON: Visit
of Representative of Lebanese Businessmen

Begin UNCLASSIFIED: A representative of the Lebanese private

business community, Mr. Yusuf SALIM, paid a brief visit to Damascus

on October 10 to discuss economic cooperation between the two

countries. Salim is a member of Parliament, an ex-Minister, and

president of the Merchants Association of Beirut. He paid calls

on the President and the Prime Minister and other officials. He

stated, according to the press, that the Lebanese government has

not kept Lebanese businessmen informed of official talks between

the two countries on economic cooperation, but that he would

inform the Lebanese business community of the willingness to

cooperate of the Syrian government. Salim's visit may be followed

by the visit of a larger delegation of Beirut businessmen at a

later date. End UNCLASSIFIED.

Begin OFFICIAL USE ONLY - COMMENT: Syrian laws and regulations

to which the Lebanese object are primarily the following:

prohibiting Syrian merchants to import some merchandise through

the Beirut Free Zone rather than directly from the country of

origin; Law No. 151 of March 1952, which requires agents of foreign
companies operating in Syria to be Syrians; the restrictions on

travel to Lebanon; and border crossing fees of LS 25 per car and

L 5 per person. In the traditionally free Lebanese economy, there

are no comparable restrictions operating against the interests of

Syrian merchants, so that the Lebanese bargaining position is

somewhat weak. With the exception of the possibility that the

Syrian Government may ease somewhat current restrictions on travel

to Lebanon, most observers do not anitipate any substantial

modifications of the other measures to which the Lebanese object.

Syrians are primarily concerned with political relations with

Lebanon, and do not appears to have given the question of improving

economic relations nearly as much attention as have the Lebanese.

End OFFICIAL USE ONLY.

V UNCLASSIFIED - MINERAlS: American Companies Bid on Exploration
and Exploitation of Syrian Phosphate-s; US Regional
Minerals Attache Pays Brief Visit to Damascus;

Syria to Receive Soviet Maps Soon

At least two American engineering companies (Ralph Parsons and

Western Knapp Engineering) have submitted bids to explore and, if
warranted, develop phosphate deposits in Syria. Geologic surveys

made by Soviet technicians are said to have mapped the main Syrian

phosphate deposits south-east of the desert town of Palmyra. The

deadline for offers to explore and exploit the phosphate deposits

was October 1, and the Ministry of Industry is currently studying

the offers received.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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The United States Regional Minerals Attache, Mr. Clarence
Wendell, resident in Ankara, paid a brief visit to Damascus on
October 14 and 15, during which he discussed the Syrian phosphate-
deposits with the Assistant Secretary General for Minerals, Ministry
of Industry, Dr. Zafir SAWVIAF. Mr. Wendell was most cordially
received by Dr. Sawwaf, who expressed an interest in cooperating with
the American government and private firms in the development of
Syria's minerals resources. Dr. Sawwaf was also particularly in-
terested in Mr. Wendell's description of Turkish phosphate deposits
discovered recently near the Syrian border. Dr. Sawwaf stated that,
as a result of this conversation, he expected to have Syrian
geologists explore Syrian border areas to see if the phosphate
deposits found in Turkey extend into Syria. Dr. Sawwaf also
extended an invitation to Mr. Wendell to visit the known Syrian
phosphate deposits at his convenience. (Mr. Wendell's visit will
be the subject of a separate airgram presently being prepared by
Mr. Wendell in Ankara).

Dr. Sawwaf alos stated that the Ministry of Industry expected
to receive the first copies of the 1/200,000 scale geologic maps
prepared by Soviet technicians with two months. The maps are expected
to be published by the end of 1963.

VI - UNCLASSIFYIED SOME CIVIL SERVICE SALARIES AID ALLOWANCES TO BE
RAISED: Amounts Not Yet Specified.

On October 11, the Minister of Information, ' Abd al-Halim Qad.dur,
announced that the Cabinet had resolved to raise the salaries of
civil servants of Grades II and III. (There are 11 grades in the
Syrian civil xeratxm service, ranging from Grade 10, the lowest,
to Excellent.) The amount of the increases were not announced. In
addition, the family allowance for all civil servants is to be
increased from LS 10 per child per month to LS 12. A study is' also
to be made of salaries and allowances of all government workers, and
the Ministry of Finance has been instructed to prepare a draft
decree of a unified civil service pension program.

VII - UNCLASSIFIED - BILATERAL TRADE: Syria Gives Czechoslovakia
L 1 Million Sterling Credit for Importation of
Syrian Goods

At the end of September, the Syrian Cabinet authorized the
Central Bank of Syria to make a maximum credit of L 1 million
sterling available to the Czechoslovak State Bank, according to
the Damascus press. The credit is for 6 months and will have an

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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interest rate of 2.5 percent. It will be used for the importation
into Czechoslovakia of Syrian agricultural products,.probably cotton
but possibly also wheat. Syria is to receive payment in the forms
of Czechoslovak goods. On October 10, the press reported that the
Czech Ambassador in Damascus had held conversations with Minister
of Agrarian Reform Amin NAFURI about the export of Czech tractors
and other agricultural equipment to Syria for the use of the
Ministry of Agrarian Reform. Presumably this would be in at
least partial settlement of the Syrian credits extended to
Czechoslovakis.

6 John H. Tobler
Counselor of Embassy
For Economic Affairs
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

17, Report on Litani Project
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18, Regional Training Center for Laboratory Technicians Inaugurated
SCIENCE
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COMMERCIAL OFFICE

20, American Business Visitors
21. 1962-63 Directory of American Business Concerns, Educational and Philanthro-

pic Institutions in Lebanon

1, HIGHLIGHTS - UNCLASSIFIED

The Government's pump priming of the economy through accelerating
expenditures on public works has begun to stimulate business, It has been
responsible in part for the dramatic spurt of the dollar in the last ten days,
The Prime Minister's policy statement delivered at the opening fall session of
Parliament underscored public works expenditures and many other impressive
achievements of the present Karame Government,

The French firm Paul Planus has proposed to the Government a LL 700,000
contract to set up the administration of the new central bank. The Council of
Money and Credit has drawn up a new banking bill covering money, the central bank,
and general banking,

As part of its policy of increasing ties with West African countries,
Lebanon signed commercial, technical cooperation and cultural agreements with
Cameroun, EEC Minister d'Estaing discussed with President Chehab Lebanon's
relationship with the EEC, There were no new developments on Lebanon's relation-
ship with Syria although Deputy Salem, President of the Beirut Merchants Asso-
ciation, has called on Syrian officials three times in the past three weeks and
although a delegation of Lebanese deputies has visited Damascus recently, The
UAR has suspended its fruit purchase agreement with Lebanon.

Other highlights include the refusal of Lebanese authorities to give
the American Chicle Company a license to establish a plant and the granting by
Middle East Airlines of a long deferred cost-of-living pay increase for its
employees. (JHA)

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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GENERAL

2. Prime Minister's Policy Statement - UNCLASSIFIED

At the opening fall session of Parliament on October 18, Prime Minister

Karame delivered a policy statement in which he highlighted the achievements of

his Government, Some of the more outstanding of those he mentioned are as follows:

(1) licenses issued for 200 new factories with a total capitalization of

LL 60 million ($20 million),

(2) new agreement concluded with Iraq Petroleum Company for expansion

of its Tripoli refinery,

(3) agreement signed with Tapline calling for increases in royalties

and other payments,

(4) establishment of a National Council of Scientific Research,

( approval of a project calling for payment of subsidies to domestic

growers of wheat and barley at a rate of LL 50 per ton above the

free market price,

(6) reorganization of the Ministry of Planning,

(7) preparatory steps taken toward the establishment of a new central bank.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: It appears that the present Government has

done an impressive job in fulfilling most of its promises as set forth in its

policy statement of November 16, 1961, when the present Government.came into office.

Of reforms envisaged, the Social Security bill seems to be the only major legisla-

tion that the Government has thus far been unable to enact. (JHA)

FINANCE

3. Sudden Jump in Dollar Quotation - UNCLASSIFIED

The Beirut foreign exchange market suddenly became very active beginning

October 16. The dollar, which had been fluctuating at the LP 299 level since

early summer, jumped within a few days after October 16 to LP 303-4 with some

transactions taking place as high as LP 306. After reaching a peak on October 20

the dollar has declined to LP 301-2. The principal causes for the sudden rise

are as follows: issue

(1) increase in demand for dollars following recent expansion of the

Lebanese note/resulting from accelerated Government expenditures

for public works. Between January 1 and October 15, 1962, the note

issue increased by LL 27 million ($9 million) whereas in the cor-

responding period of 1961 the increase was only LL 6 million ($ 2

million). Public works expenditures during the first nine months

of 1962 were running at three times the 1961 rate.
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(2) seasonal increase in demand for dollars from local importers for the
coming holiday season.

(3) stronger position of the dollar stemming from improved U.S. balance
of payments position.

(4) diversion of dollars and sterling normally transiting Beirut to
European financial centers because of Yemeni disturbances.

(5) reported appearance of Syrian demand for dollars on Beirut market. (JHA)

4, French Proposal to Set Up New Central Bank - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE (BER 20)

The French firm Paul Planus has submitted to the Council of Money and Credit
a package proposal costing LL 700,000 ($233,000) for three teams of three engineers
each to set up the administration of the proposed central bank over a period of one
to two years. This concern helped to establish the present Banque de Syrie et du
Liban and several other central banks. Mr. Joseph OUGHOURLIAN, Vice Chairman of the
Council, informed the Beirut representative of Paul Planus that the latter's pro-
posal was too expensive. The representative was able to get the French Embassy to
agree to pay 30 percent of the cost under the French Government's technical
assistance program to Lebanon. The Planus representative is trying to get his
Government to increase its participation and at the same time trying to convince
the Lebanese through French advisors that the Planus proposal should be accepted,

COMMENT - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE: If the Planus proposal is accepted, the
French will be planted in key positions to influence the manner of operation of
the new central bank at its critical, formative stage. They will also be able to
recommend Lebanese with French academic background to important positions in the
bank. Moreover, the French will be in a good position to influence the Government
in selecting the Governor of the new central bank. (JHA)

5. Draft of New Banking Law - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

A copy of the proposed new banking bill drawn up by the Council of Money
and Credit was made available on a confidential basis to the Embassy. The draft
law covers money, the central bank and banking in general. The central bank to
be known as the Bank of Lebanon will, among other things, issue currency, regulate
the volume of credit, stabilize the exchange rate for the Lebanese pound, and serve
as the depository of Government funds. The volume of credit will be controlled by
the rediscount rate, open market operations and variable reserve requirements on
bank deposits.

The section on general banking gives the definition of a bank, requirements
for the establishment of a bank and general rules of operation. Of particular

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE I r
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interest is the requirement that all banks, Lebanese and foreign, have a minimum

capital of LL 5 million ($1.7 million) and that foreign banks like Lebanese banks

shall form a reserve fund by setting aside amounts from their net profits in
Lebanon until the reserve fund totals one-third of the bank's capital. As soon as
the French text has been translated, the draft law with appropriate comments will
be submitted in an airgram. (JIIA)

FOREIGN RELATIONS

6. Three Agreements Signed with Cameroun - UNCLASSIFIED

A five-man Camerounian mission headed by Deputy Foreign Minister NZO
EKIiAIi NGHAKY arrived in Beirut on October 13 and after three days of official
discussions signed three (commercial, technical cooperation and cultural) agree-
ments on October 19. While the official texts of these agreements have not been
made public, the commercial agreement according to the press calls for the exchange
of products, the facilitating of their entry in each country and the granting of
most-favored-nations treatment to each other's exports. Under the technical
cooperation agreement, Lebanon will reportedly provide industrial and agricultural
experts while Cameroun will facilitate the entry and employment of Lebanese

capital. The cultural agreements provides for cooperation in the fields of
information, radio broadcasting and exchange of teachers and students.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Economically, Cameroun is insignificant
to Lebanon. In 1960 Lebanon imported commodities (mostly lumber) valued at
$134,000 from Cameroun while there were no Lebanese exports to Cameroun. Out
of an estimated Lebanese emigrant population of 30,000 in West Africa, some 150
live in Cameroun.

The Lebanese Government is, nevertheless, anxious to strengthen its ties
with countries like Cameroun to help Lebanese emigrants living there, to provide
outlets for Lebanese commodities and capital and to counter Israeli activities.
Several Lebanese delegations have already visited West Africa, and earlier this
month a Nigerian economic mission spent several days in Beirut. There are reports
that next month an official Lebanese delegation headed by the Minister of National
Economy Rafiq NAJA will visit West Africa. Furthermore, the Lebanese Government
is planning to invite several prominent West African personalities to Lebanon. (JHA)

7. Visit of EEC Minister d'Estaing (BER 20) UNCLASSIFIED

The EEC Minister of Development and Trade, Oliver Giscard d'ESTAING, spent
five days in Beirut en route to the Far East. During his stay he conferred with

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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President CHEHAB, Prime Minister IARAME, and leading Lebanese businessmen and
bankers. According to press reports the EEC is considering the establishment of
regional offices in Beirut and Tokyo. He reportedly discussed with President
Chehab possible cooperation between EB and Lebanon and the steps to be taken
by Lebanon to achieve such cooperation. As a first step, he is said to have
suggested the training of Lebanese officials at the EEC's training center.

Meanwhile, the Government reported that it had instructed Dr, Najib SADAK ,
Lebanese ambassador to Belgium and to the EEC, to undertake visits to the capitals
of the EEC countries for official talks with the competent authorities. (JHA)

AGR ICULTURE

8. UAR Suspends Apple Agreement (BER 20) UNCLASSIFIED

The UAR's Arab Foreign Trade Company has suspended its agreement of last
September with Lebanese traders, It is reported that the suspension was caused
by the violation of the agreement by one of the Lebanese exporters who allegedly
shipped undersized apples. The UAR is now requesting an amendment which would
provide that 60 percent of the shipments contain apples of the 70-99 size per
case and the remaining 40 percent of 100-125 size. The original agreement did
not mention the size of the fruit,

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: The Government of Lebanon is greatly
concerned with this suspension as the UAR had almost doubled its previous year's
commitments for the import of Lebanese fruit and as this action will increase
Lebanon's problem of moving its surplus fruits this year. It can be expected
that Lebanon will try to meet the requested amendment,

It does seem that the requirement for 60 percent of the exports to be
the 70 size may be on the high side, as the market for this high quality apple
must be limited in Egypt. Some Lebanese traders claim that this action represents
a sign of dissatisfaction by the UAR authorities toward the present negotiations
to improve Lebanese-Syrian economic relations, (DLM)

INDUSTRY

9, American Chicle Company Refused License for Plant - OFFICIAL USE ONLY

According to an official Lebanese source the Lebanese Government has
turned down an application for a license by American Chicle Company to establish
a plant in Lebanon, The plant was to have been wholly owned by the American firm.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Chicle's Lebanese agent, who has represented
them for some 15 years, has criticized the company for not inviting Lebanese
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partners to participate. He asserted that its failure to do so doomed the project
from the very beginning. American companies contemplating the manufacture of
their products locally are, he asserts, well advised either to have their products
manufactured under license by a Lebanese firm or if they establish their own
companies, to do so only with some local equity participation. (JHA)

AVIATION

10. Lebanese irmy Planning Purchase Additional Helicopters - UNCLASSIFIED

The sum of LL 1,300,000 ($433,000) has been included in the budget of
the Ministry of Defense for the purchase of two additional helicopters for the
Lebanese Army.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: Although U.S. helicopter manufacturers,
notably Bell, Hiller, Kaman and Doman, have offered their products, it is believed
that two French Alouette III's will be the Lebanese choice, The Alouette III is
reported to have been offered at substantially less than the prevailing market
price, together with a "free-gift" offer of one ($90,000) Alouette II. (JHE)

11. GOL Considering Aviation Transport Agreement with Libya - UNCLASSIFIED

Lebanon is reported to have instructed its Ambassador to Libya to under-
take preliminary discussions with the Libyan Government looking toward a civil
air agreement between the two countries. (JHE)

LABOR

12. MEA Settles With Airline Union - UNCLASSIFIED

The long deferred cost-of-living pay increase for the 1600-odd employees
of Middle East Airlines was granted by an agreement signed October 15 and providing
for an across-the-board pay boost of LL 20 per month. The settlement was nego-
tiated for the Airline Employees Union by Antoine AOUN, Secretary General of the
parent United Unions of Employees and Workers (UUEW), and is retroactive to
October 1st,

The contract is in settlement of the Union's claim for the cost-of-
living increase provided by the legislation enacted in April 1961 settling a
new minimum wage and providing for a maximum 15 percent cost-of-living increase
based on the rise in living costs for the years 1955-59 inclusive.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: The settlement has the further effect of
ending, at least for the present, an internal dispute within the Union which
threatened to cause its withdrawal from the UUEW. George NOWFAL, former Secretary
General of the Union, had tried to take the Union out of the UUEW on the charge
that the Federation had failed to obtain his reinstatement to MEA and had
consented to a Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs' ruling that he was ineligible
to hold office. Nowfalts cause was taken up by Beirut's Communist daily, An Nida,
and the Communist-controlled unions. With the generous settlement ratified by
the membership, the wind has now been taken out of the Nowfal faction's sails. (HDS)

13. Mediation in Dockworkers Dispute - UNCLASSIFIED (BER 21)

The Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs has stepped in to mediate a
dispute between the Beirut Port Dockworkers Union and the Port management. The
Union, an affiliate of the Federation of Independent Trade Unions (FITU), demands
that:

(1) The permanent cadre be increased from 350 to 400 workers,
(2) Wages of casual workers be increased by 50 piastres per day,
(3) Passes for the entire Port area be issued to certain casual

employees who meet minimum seniority requirements,
(4) Premium pay for Sundays and holidays,
(5) The maximum family allowance be increased from LL 45 to LL 90 per

month.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: The Beirut Port Management and Exploitation
Company had scarcely settled with one of the four unions with which it deals,
the Port Company Employees, before being faced with another emergency situation.
In the past dockworkers strikes have not always brought Port operations to a halt,
as has invariably been the case in Port Company'Employees' walkouts. Ministry
officials report that Dock Workerst President Al IIOUMANI appears to be eager to
arrive at an amicable settlement. (HDS)

14. New Union Licensed - UNCLASSIFIED

A license has been granted by the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs
to the non-professional staff of Hotel Dieu and Maternit& Francaise Hospitals.
The new union immediately came to agreement with the hospital managements over
conditions of employment, promotions, and step increases,

COMMENT - UNCLASSIFIED: It is not certain at this time that the Hotel
Dieu Hospital Workers Union will apply for membership in the UUEW, as have three
other newly licensed unions. (HDS)
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15. Sacre andSimaan Return from States - UNCLASSIFIED (BER 19)

George SACRE, President of the Mobil Oil Employees Union, and Wadih SIMAAN,
leader of the Mobil Oil Workers Union, arrived back in Beirut after a five-week
visit to the United States. Their American trip was sponsored by the Denver-based
International Federation of Petroleum Workers (IFPW) and included also three top
Iraqi petroleum union leaders. Sacre served as interpreter for the group, while
Simaan went along in his capacity as an IFPW Vice President. The trip was
highly successful in that the Iraqi Petroleum Workers Union agreed to join theIFPW.

COMMENT - OFFICIAL USE ONLY: A good part of the credit for the success
of the group is due to Sacre's deft handling of the team. The team was givenhigh level treatment both in U.S. Government and trade union circles, having
been received by Assistant Secretary of State TALBOT, Assistant Secretary of
Labor 1iEAVER, and AFL-CIO Secretary Treasurer SCHNITZLER. (RIDS)

16. Tlili Transits Beirut - UNCLASSIFIED

Ahmad TLILI, Secretary General, Union General Tunisienne du Travail,
stopped briefly in Beirut en route to the Congress of the Asian Regional
Organization of the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) nowbeing held in Tokyo. While here overnight, Mr, Tlili, who is also an ICFTUExecutive Board member, conferred with leaders of the two Lebanese ICFTU affiliates
and Enzo FRISO, newly-named "ICFTU Regional Representative. (HDS)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

17. Report on Litani Project - UNCLASSIFIED (BER 15)

During the recent visit of Mr, Slator BLACKISTON of NE/E to Lebanon,
an inspection of the Litani project was arranged. It was observed that the
Karoun dam had been built to a height of 32 meters. The damt s five arches
and buttresses on the east bank, which had been constructed according to the now-
abandoned original design, had been demolished and the ground was being prepared
to extend the rock-filled dam all the way to the east bank. Water behind the
dam stood at the 16 meter level, At the Markabi power plant only one of thetwo turbine generators was operating, The engineer there stated that only about
10 percent of the power plant's capacity was being used. On the coastal side
of the project, a brief stop was made at the Jezzine .adit.. All but 2.2 km of the16 km long Awali tunnel between the Markabi diversion dam and the Awali power
plant near Kaname had been bored, -Work had not been started on the Awali power
plant. (JHA)

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

18, Regional Training Center for Laboratory Technicians Inaugurated -UNC LASS IF IED

A regional training center for senior laboratory technicians, under thejoint sponsorship of the Ministry of Public Health and the World Health Organiza-tion, was inaugurated in Beirut on October 22. The center is located in theMinistry's Central Public Health Laboratory. The Lebanese are providing theteaching staff and laboratory equipment. Some 11 students from 6 countries(Pakistan, Cyprus, Somalia, Sudan, Iraq, and Lebanon) are enrolled for the 18month course, Upon their being graduated, the students will be able to fillsenior laboratory positions or to establish similar schools in their own country.A WHO laboratory technician is assisting at the center, (JHA)

SCIENCE

19. Lebanese Membership in Regional Training Center in Radioisotopes
Approved - UNCLASSIFIED

On October 17, the Council of Ministers approved Lebanon's membershipin the Regional Training Center for the use of radioisotopes for peacefulpurposes in Cairo and necessary funds for its participation.

It is expected that several Lebanese scientists will be sent to thisCenter to receive training in radioisotopes. (JHA)

COMERC IAL OFF ICE

20. American Business Visitors - UNCLASSIFIED

The log of the Commercial Office shows that fourteen Americans andrepresentatives of American companies conferred with the Embassy betweenOctober 12 and 24, 1962, among whom were Mr. C. C. Taylor, RepresentativeBurgess Construction Co., Fairbanks, Alaska; Mr. J. J. Rea, Area representative,
Smith Kline & French Laboratories Ltd.; Mr. Harold Mendenhall, Port Superintendent,Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc,, Izmir, Turkey; Mr, 0, 1. Ludwig, Vice President andJ Regional Manager, Morrison-Knudsen Overseas, Inc., Istanbul, Turkey, Mr, I. E,Hamilton, Assistant Manager, Puget Sound Bridge & Dry Dock Co., Seattle,
Washington; Mr, Kenneth C. Raynor, Manager, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,New York; and Mr. John M. Rottier, Office of International Fairs Department
of Commerce, Washington. (SN),earmn

21. 1962-63 Directory of American Business Concerns. Educational and
Philanthropic Institutions in Lebanon,- UNCLASSIFIED

The 1962-63 edition of the Directory of American Business Concerns
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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Educational and Philanthropic Institutions in Lebanon compiled by the Commercial
Office has been published, The new directory contains the names of 185 .-merican
firms and institutions in Lebanon together with 338 individuals employed by those
organizations, Twelve hundred copies have been printed of which 500 have already
been distributed. Initial reaction has been very good, (SN)

For the Ambassador:

Evan M. Wilson
Counselor of Embassy

Contributors:

JHAshida, JHEnnis, DLMacDonald, SNahas, HDSnell,
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